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Abstract

We study extended security notions for Identity Based Encryption (IBE) in settings

where multiple Trusted Authorities (TAs) share some common parameters, as dis-

tinct from most existing research considering a single TA that issues keys to users in

a system. We extend current notions of security for IBE to the multi-TA setting, and

in addition, formalize the notion of TA anonymity. We study the security properties

of natural multi-TA analogues of existing IBE schemes in both the Random Oracle

Model (ROM) and the Standard Model with respect to these new notions. We give a

modified multi-TA version of a Fujisaki-Okamoto transform (in the ROM), and multi-

TA versions of the Canetti-Halevi-Katz and Boneh-Katz transforms (in the Standard

Model), which are used to build strong cryptographic schemes, from schemes meeting

weaker notions of security. Using our new ideas, we also give the first generic methods

to construct Key Private Public Key Encryption schemes in the Standard model.

We consider the applications of IBE schemes that not only share common pa-

rameters, but in addition share additional public parameters in such a way that a

ciphertext created for an identity and a particular TA can be read by a recipient with

the same identity, but with a private key issued by another TA. This gives us exten-

sions to the basic IBE primitive which enable flexible and secure communications in

coalition environments.

We also present an extended security model for Identity Based Non Interactive

Key Distribution (ID-NIKD). In addition, we present a transform that takes an ID-

NIKD scheme that is secure in this extended security model and satisfies some mild

technical conditions, and produces an IND-ID-CPA secure IBE scheme. These results

shed light on the relationships between existing ID-NIKD and IBE schemes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cryptography is an ancient yet living subject. Kahn’s encyclopedic work [76] discusses

the evolution of the subject from ancient times till the time of the publication of the

book in 1967. The year 1976 marked the beginning of a period of rapid innovation in

the field with the announcement of the concept of Public Key Cryptography (PKC)

[51] in the open cryptographic community. The symmetric cipher DES was also

announced the same year and has a rich body of knowledge surrounding it. However,

we will be dealing mostly with public key techniques in this thesis. The simple yet

revolutionary idea of using a “public” key to encrypt, and a different “private” key,

mathematically related to the public key, yet created in such a way that it is infeasible

to deduce the private key without knowledge of some secret or trapdoor information,

to decrypt, marked a fundamental change in the general cryptographic mindset.

PKC (and Public Key Encryption (PKE) in particular) was born out of a need to

solve one of the fundamental problems of cryptography, viz. key-management. Prior

to the advent of PKE, the only way for two or more parties to communicate securely

was for them to agree upon a common key in advance or use the services of a Trusted

Third Party (TTP). This common or symmetric key is used to both encrypt and

decrypt and must be distributed and stored securely. The need for a secure channel

to distribute keys and the fact that keys need to be set up securely between every

10
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pair of communicating parties were significant hurdles to the widespread use of secure

communication. With the advent of PKE, data could be sent securely with knowledge

only of the recipient’s public key, which as the name suggests is made readily available

to everyone. The encrypted data could only be decrypted by the recipient who is in

possession of the appropriate private key.

While PKC solves some of the problems it sets out to, it introduces others. On

the one hand, it provides the flexibility to be able to communicate securely with an

intended recipient so long as an appropriate public key is available, eliminating the

need to establish a shared secret in some way. On the other hand, it introduces the

problem of authenticating keys. How is a sender to know that the public key he

is encrypting with belongs to the recipient he has in mind? Assuming the key was

originally generated by the intended recipient, how is a sender to know that the key

has not since been compromised?

To ensure that a public key is genuine it must be signed by a Trusted Third Party

(TTP). At the most basic level, signing a public key, produces an assertion by the

TTP of the form, “This is the public key corresponding to user A”. Such an assertion

is called a certificate and the TTP is called a Certificate Authority (CA). Signature

schemes are also enabled by PKC and so long as the signature scheme is cryptograph-

ically sound, a certificate on a public key cannot be forged. However, the solution is

more complex that it seems. The user must then be able to obtain a valid verification

key for the CA and more importantly, he must trust this CA. In practice, there are

“root CAs” that are trusted by hardware and software manufacturers and the verifi-

cation keys of these root CAs are embedded in products. These root verification keys

are used in turn to sign the verification keys of other lower level CAs. A user can

be assured that the public key he intends to use is genuine if he can find a chain of

certificates, leading to a root CA (or some other CA that he trusts). This still does

not solve the problem of compromised public keys and directories of compromised
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public keys (or alternately, valid public keys) must be maintained, which the sender

must look up before sending an encrypted message. The introduction of additional

infrastructure to certify the authenticity of public keys and to revoke keys lead to a

different, yet equally difficult kind of key-management problem.

Geer [61] argues rather succinctly that, “both symmetric cryptosystems, like Ker-

beros, and asymmetric cryptosystems, like RSA, do the same thing – that is to say

they do key distribution – but the semantics are quite different. The fundamental

security-enabling activity of a secret key system is to issue fresh keys at low latency

and on demand. The fundamental security-enabling activity of an asymmetric key

system is to verify the as-yet-unrevoked status of a key already in circulation, again

with low latency and on demand. This is key-management and it is a systems cost;

a secret key system like Kerberos has incurred nearly all its costs by the moment of

key issuance. By contrast, a public key system incurs nearly all its costs with respect

to key revocation. Hence, a rule of thumb: The cost of key issuance plus the cost of

key revocation is a constant, just yet another version of, ‘You can pay me now or you

can pay me later’.”

Eliminating certificates, and the associated processing and management overheads

from PKC, has been one of the biggest challenges for modern cryptographers. A step

in this direction was taken when the concept of Identity Based Cryptography (IBC)

was first introduced by Shamir [104]. In IBC, arbitrary identifying strings such as e-

mail addresses or IP addresses can be used to form public keys, with the corresponding

private keys being created by a Trusted Authority (TA) who is in possession of a

system-wide master secret. Then a party Alice who wishes, for example, to encrypt to

a party Bob need only know Bob’s identifier and the system-wide public parameters.

This approach eliminates certificates and the associated processing and management

overheads from PKC.
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While IBC potentially removes the problem of trust in the public keys, it intro-

duces trust in the TA, which by virtue of issuing private keys to users, using its

knowledge of the master secret key, is now automatically a key-escrow agency. While,

this is unacceptable to many users and in many application scenarios, this is exactly

the property desirable in closed military, government and corporate infrastructures.

Although Shamir introduced the concept of Identity Based Encryption (IBE) in

1984, the first efficient and secure constructions of IBE schemes were not forthcoming

till the pairing based solutions of Sakai, Ohigishi and Kasahara in 2000 [101] and

Boneh and Franklin in 2001 [22], and work of Cocks [44], also published in 2001.

Boneh and Franklin [22] also proposed the first security models for IBE and gave

schemes that were proven secure in the Random Oracle Model (ROM) [14]. Since the

publication of these first results, there has been an explosion of interest in IBE and

related cryptographic primitives.

1.1 Motivation and Contributions

1.1.1 Sharing of Parameters

In almost all the existing literature on IBE, with a small number of exceptions (as

we will discuss in Section 1.3), there is a single global TA issuing keys to all users

in the system, and all ciphertexts are created using the public parameters of that

single global TA. This TA is also known as the private key generator (PKG) in the

literature.

In practice however, it is unlikely that there will be a single global TA, even within

a single organization. It is more likely that there will be multiple TAs, each issuing

private keys to a set of users. In addition, some users may have keys issued by more

than one TA. In such scenarios, it is not unreasonable to assume that the different
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TAs may share some common system parameters. In fact, there are several reasons

why this may actually be the case in practice.

• The complexity of setting up an IBE infrastructure, for example, generating

the public parameters of the TA for currently known IBE schemes that are

practical to implement, far exceeds the complexity of setting up an El-Gamal

or RSA based PKE scheme. Almost all well known IBE schemes are pairing

based (we will not be discussing the scheme of Cocks [44] and Boneh et al.

[23] which are not based on the mathematics of pairings) and in these schemes

a number of complex issues need to be addressed – for example, appropriate

elliptic curves need to be generated, the pairing map, the input and target

groups and appropriate hash functions need to be defined. In addition, the

representation of the various elements in the system needs to be unambiguously

defined. If any kind of interoperability is desired, all these activities must be

supported by appropriate standardization efforts, which leads us to the next

point.

• Cryptographic schemes and related parameters are often standardized by bod-

ies like ISO, NIST and IEEE, and then used in multiple domains by different

authorities. Indeed, the IEEE P1363.3 working group is aiming to produce a

set of standards specific to IBC.

• Even when the standards are developed and perhaps even made freely avail-

able, it is not feasible to expect individual TAs to generate these parameters

in a manner that is secure and inter-operable. Technology companies gener-

ate these parameters, over which they may hold exclusive rights, by virtue of

holding patents over elliptic curves or other mathematical objects and algo-

rithms on which they are based, and sell licences for their use. The cost of
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these licences often represents a significant investment for any corporate entity

or governmental agency looking at a potential IBE deployment.

A corporate entity or agency with more than one potential IBE deployment will

want to reuse these standard parameters across deployments so as to maximize its

investment. Such a scenario where parameters are reused across deployments is not

captured in existing security models. This thesis deals mainly with IBE in the setting

where multiple TAs sharing some common system parameters.

1.1.2 Anonymous Communication

Anonymous encryption was historically motivated in the context of mobile commu-

nication. In the standard public key setting, entities A and B exchange encrypted

messages using each others’ public keys over a broadcast medium where eavesdrop-

pers can see all ciphertexts on the network. It is reasonable to assume that A and B

will want to keep their identities hidden from such eavesdroppers and this is possible

only when ciphertexts do not leak information about the public keys used to create

them, a notion formalized as Key Privacy in [9].

In the IBE setting, the security notion equivalent to Key Privacy is that of Recipi-

ent Anonymity: the ciphertext should not leak the identity of the (intended) recipient.

The systematic study of Recipient Anonymity was initiated in [2], motivated both

by its intrinsic interest in IBE and for its application in constructing Public Key En-

cryption with Keyword Search (PEKS) schemes. Since then, Recipient Anonymity

has quickly become a standard security property for IBE schemes.

It is possible to envisage scenarios as above but with multiple, independent TAs

(perhaps sharing some common system parameters). In some applications, each user

may only have a single private key issued by one of the TAs, while in others, users

could have multiple private keys for the same identity string with the different private
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keys being issued by different TAs. In both settings, in addition to the usual IBE

security notions of indistinguishability and Recipient Anonymity, the notion of TA

Anonymity arises as being both natural and of fundamental importance. Here, we

desire that an adversary should find it difficult to distinguish ciphertexts produced

using different TA master public keys, even if the ciphertext is for the same message

and identity string. As well as being a natural security notion for the multi-TA set-

ting, TA Anonymity may have practical significance. For example, we can imagine

a coalition of TAs operating in a wireless setting where all ciphertexts can be cap-

tured from the network by an adversary. In such a scenario, if the ciphertext were to

somehow leak the identity of the TA, this would open up avenues for traffic analysis.

In a hostile environment, traffic analysis can lead to the leakage of information relat-

ing to which entities are communicating and how frequently, which can often reveal

important intelligence.

As we will see, resistance to traffic analysis is not the only security concern in the

multi-TA setting. We will also study the cryptographic implications of TA Anonymity

on schemes that use IBE as a building block, later in this thesis.

1.2 Structure of the Thesis

In Chapter 2 we start by fixing some basic notation and introducing basic concepts

that are used heavily throughout the thesis. Additional background information is

introduced as and when applicable in later chapters to facilitate presentation.

In Chapter 3 we extend the usual indistinguishability and Recipient Anonymity

notions for IBE to the multi-TA setting, and in addition, formalize the notion of TA

Anonymity. This chapter forms the foundations for much of what follows.

Fujisaki and Okamoto give generic transforms [59, 58] that build PKE schemes

which are secure in a very strong sense from PKE schemes which are secure in a weaker
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sense, in the ROM. In Chapter 4 we introduce a modified version of the Fujisaki-

Okamoto transform [58] for the multi-TA IBE setting, proving that our modified

transform lifts security and anonymity properties from the chosen plaintext attack

(CPA) setting to the chosen ciphertext attack (CCA) setting in the ROM. We then

apply these results to study the security and anonymity of the Boneh-Franklin [22]

and the Sakai-Kasahara [102] schemes in the multi-TA setting.

In Chapter 5 we study the TA Anonymity properties of multi-TA versions of some

known Standard Model IBE schemes. We show that multi-TA versions of the two

Standard Model schemes of Boneh and Boyen in [19], termed BB1 and BB2 in the

literature, and multi-TA versions of schemes related to the BB1 scheme, such as those

of Waters [117], trivially do not meet the notion of TA Anonymity. We also prove

that a multi-TA version of the scheme of Gentry [62] is TA Anonymous.

Canetti et al. [33] give a generic transform, which we will refer to as the CHK

transform, that converts an IBE scheme meeting a weak security notion into a PKE

scheme meeting a very strong notion of security. In Chapter 6 we first consider the

CHK transform in the setting of multiple public keys. The Key Privacy notion,

formalized in [9], models the requirement that ciphertexts do not leak information

about the public keys used to create them. Considering the CHK transform in the

setting of multiple public keys as required to study the Key Privacy of the PKE

scheme resulting from the application of the CHK transform, quite naturally gives

rise to a multi-TA IBE setting of the type considered in this thesis. We show how

to modify the CHK transform to reflect this setting. We then prove that the Key

Privacy of the PKE scheme resulting from our modified CHK transform follows from

a weak form of TA Anonymity for the underlying multi-TA IBE scheme. Our result

gives the first generic method of constructing a PKE scheme in the Standard Model

that is Key Private, as well as being IND-CCA secure. We also prove similar results

for the Boneh-Katz transform [24], which builds on the ideas of [33] to give a more
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efficient construction of PKE from IBE.

In Chapter 7 we consider the problem of how entities operating under distinct

roots of trust in a coalition environment can flexibly and securely communicate with

one another. In keeping with the theme of this thesis, we consider the identity based

setting, with each entity being pre-configured with a private key from a particular

TA, but where multiple, independent TAs are involved in the coalition. Our solution

to the problem adapts the BasicIdent scheme of Boneh and Franklin [22]. It allows

any entity to securely communicate with any other entity, even without knowing the

TA with which the intended recipient is associated. To enable this, we assume that

the TAs share some common parameters along the lines of the schemes discussed

in the earlier chapters, and in addition co-operate to distribute certain additional

public information to all entities. This allows entities to decrypt a ciphertext that

was composed using the public parameters of one TA, using a private key issued by

another. We also include a security analysis of our new approach.

Finally, in Chapter 8, we investigate the relationship between Identity Based Non

Interactive Key Distribution (ID-NIKD) and IBE. We provide an extended security

model for ID-NIKD, and a construction that converts an ID-NIKD scheme that is

secure in this extended security model and satisfies some mild technical conditions,

and produces an IND-ID-CPA secure IBE scheme. This conversion is used to explain

the relationship between the ID-NIKD scheme of Sakai, Ohgishi and Kasahara [101]

and the BasicIdent IBE scheme of Boneh and Franklin [22].

1.3 Related Work

In the following paragraphs, we outline some of the papers in the literature where

multiple TAs have been considered and highlight the differences from our work. We

also explore some of the related literature.
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The earliest treatment of multiple TAs in IBE can be found in the papers by Chen

et al. [41, 42, 43]. In these early works, the authors propose a number of interesting

applications involving multiple TAs, that exploit the properties of the BasicIdent

scheme of Boneh and Franklin [22]. Although no explicit mention is made in these

works of the different TAs sharing common parameters, this is a prerequisite for the

schemes to work. Also, these early works do not propose concrete definitions or any

security analysis of the proposed schemes.

Secret Handshakes and Hidden Credentials

Secret Handshakes, introduced by Balfanz et al. [5], allow two parties to mutually

and secretly authenticate, if and only if they are both members of the same group. A

third party who is not a member of the group is not able to tell whether an entity is a

member of the group by engaging them in the protocol. Thus, Secret Handshakes can

be used in situations where members of a group need to identify each other, without

revealing their group affiliations. Balfanz et al. [5] construct Secret Handshakes

secure under the BDH assumption in the ROM, by essentially using the Sakai et

al. ID-NIKD scheme [101] with pseudonymous identities. The application scenarios

considered in [5] involve Secret Handshakes between parties that have been issued

keys by different TAs (for example, a driver who has been issued a license in the

form of a private key by a licensing authority and a policeman who has been issued

a private key by a traffic authority) and for the schemes to work, these different

authorities must share common parameters.

Hidden Credentials were introduced in [72, 28]. In contrast to a Secret Handshake

scheme which requires both parties to mutually authenticate using their credentials,

Hidden Credentials allow a sender to send a recipient a message that depends only on

the recipient’s credentials (senders need not even have any credentials of their own).

The authors construct Hidden Credentials using IBE as the underlying primitive.
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In [72, 28] the authors introduce the desirable security properties of a Hidden

Credentials scheme. A policy is defined as a list of attributes (possibly along with

the public parameters of a TA, although they refer to a TA using the more general

term, Credential Authority). They define Credential Indistinguishability to be the

indistinguishability of ciphertexts corresponding to different single credential policies.

For complex policies, possibly incorporating public parameters of different Credential

Authorities, a security notion termed Policy Indistinguishability is defined.

In the concrete Hidden Credential scheme presented in [72, Section 4.2], the au-

thors assume explicitly that the different CAs share common parameters. Here, Cre-

dential Indistinguishability roughly corresponds to Recipient Anonymity of the IBE

scheme and Policy Indistinguishability to our definition of TA Anonymity.

Motivated by these earlier works on Hidden Credentials, Holt considered the se-

curity of IBE in the multi-TA setting [71]. Two notions of Key Privacy for IBE were

outlined in [71]. The first, termed “identity based indistinguishability of identity un-

der chosen plaintext attack” (ID-II-CPA), is just the standard single-TA Recipient

Anonymity notion. The second is termed “identity based indistinguishability of key

generator under chosen plaintext attack” (ID-IKG-CPA), and is roughly similar to

the notion of TA anonymity under chosen plaintext attack (m-TAA-CPA) which we

introduce in Section 3.2.4. However, the ID-IKG-CPA security model in [71], while

allowing corruption of TAs, does not allow the adversary to extract any user private

keys at all. Our m-TAA-CPA model is strictly stronger, allowing both corruption of

TAs and extraction of private keys (even for the challenge TA). Holt’s work allows

the adversary to dynamically instantiate new TAs during its attack but without any

adversarial input to the set up process, while we set up all the TAs at the start of

the security games. These two approaches are easily seen to have equivalent strength.

Moreover, [71] only considers the CPA setting, showing that the BasicIdent scheme

of [22] has ID-II-CPA and ID-IKG-CPA security. However, even the proofs for these
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CPA cases are at best informal. In this thesis, we will consider the CCA setting, use

stronger security notions, and give rigourous proofs.

Secret handshakes are also constructed in [36] from what the authors call CA-

Oblivious PKE. A CA-Oblivious PKE scheme is an encryption scheme such that

neither the public key, nor the ciphertext, reveals any information about the Certifi-

cation Authority (CA), which certified the public key. The authors of [36] construct

a CA-Oblivious PKE scheme based on the CDH assumption in the ROM, and con-

sequently, a Secret Handshake scheme. Another credential system that differs from

the basic Secret Handshake (which is defined as a key-agreement protocol) and Hid-

den Credentials (which is defined as an IBE scheme) is the Oblivious Signature-Based

Envelope (OSBE) [84] which is an interactive protocol. A comparison of Secret Hand-

shakes, Secret Handshakes from CA-Oblivious PKE, Hidden Credentials and OSBE

can be found in [73].

Multi-Recipient IBE

Wang and Cao [112] gave examples of IBE schemes enjoying reduced ciphertext ex-

pansion and reduced computation when the sender sends the same message to a single

identity using multiple, different master public keys belonging to different TAs (which

share common parameters), such that the message can be recovered with a private

key issued for that identity by any one of the TAs. However, the security models pre-

sented in [112] are the standard single-TA, indistinguishability based security models,

and no consideration is given to how security may be affected by encrypting the same

message using multiple master public keys. In addition, the schemes of [112] reuse

randomness to enhance efficiency, and this is not formally addressed in the security

analysis. Barbosa and Farshim [7] consider the security of multi-recipient IBE with

randomness re-use, but only in the single-TA setting.
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Multi-Authority ABE

Chase [37] has considered Attribute Based Encryption (ABE), a generalization of

IBE, in the setting of multiple authorities. In her work, a user is equipped with

private keys corresponding to attributes from different TAs and the user is only able

to decrypt a ciphertext if in possession of a threshold of attributes from different TAs.

Chase does not consider the issue of TA Anonymity.

Security Notions for IB-KEM with an Untrusted TA

Izabachene and Pointcheval [75] introduced two new notions of security for Identity

Based KEMs (IB-KEMs), which they termed “Key Anonymity with respect to the

Authority” and “Identity Based Non-Malleability” respectively. In these security

models, the TA is untrusted. They gave a construction for an IB-KEM that meets

both new notions of security and showed how it can be used to build a Password-Based

Key-Exchange (PBKE) protocol. We note that the security notions we consider in

our work are different from those introduced in [75] in that we assume the presence of

multiple TAs and that we do not consider security notions where the TA is untrusted

by the recipient.

Incomparable Public Key Encryption

Towards the goal of achieving anonymous encryption, Waters et al. [118] define a

primitive which they call an Incomparable Public Key Encryption scheme (IPKE).

Here a large number of public keys can be generated corresponding to a single private

key. The different public keys must be unlinkable. In addition, Key Privacy is a de-

sirable security property so that it is not possible to determine if different ciphertexts

were produced using the same public key.
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The KEM-DEM Paradigm

In practice, only small messages are encrypted using asymmetric cryptography. To

perform encryption of large messages efficiently, asymmetric techniques are used to

encrypt a one-time symmetric key and symmetric key techniques are used to encrypt

the actual message. This approach is known as the KEM-DEM paradigm in the liter-

ature and formalized in [47]. The KEM or Key encapsulation Mechanism represents

the public key part and the DEM or Data Encapsulation Mechanism represents the

symmetric key part. The approach is attractive not only from the point of view of

efficiency, but also for its modular design providing clear separation between various

parts of the encryption scheme.

Bentahar et al. [15] extend the KEM-DEM paradigm to the identity based setting

and formalize the notion of an ID-KEM. Combining an ID-KEM with an appropriate

DEM gives rise to efficient IBE schemes capable of handling arbitrary length messages.

Bentahar et al. [15] also give a generic method to construct an identity based KEM

that is secure in a very strong sense from any IBE scheme that is secure in a weak

sense and illustrate by instantiating their generic transform with the BasicIdent

IBE scheme. Subsequently, Chen et al. [39] used the techniques from [15] to build

an ID-KEM based on the Sakai-Kasahara IBE scheme [102]. In this thesis, we have

focussed on formalizing the TA Anonymity security properties for multi-TA IBE and

we have not considered similar extensions to the (multi-TA) identity based KEM-

DEM setting.
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1.4 Publications Associated with this Thesis

This thesis contains material from publications in association with Kenneth G. Pa-

terson [94, 95, 96] and [18] in association with Kenneth G. Paterson, Kent D. Boklan

and Zev Klagsbrun. The co-operation of all my co-authors is gratefully acknowledged.

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are based on [94]. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 are based

on [95]. Chapter 7 is based on [18]. Chapter 8 is based on [96].



Chapter 2

Background and Definitions

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we introduce some basic notation, relevant concepts and background

material that are used throughout. Cryptography is a subject that borrows heavily

and freely from many different areas and it is not possible to provide an extensive

coverage of all the relevant concepts. Nevertheless, we provide the minimum possible

background required to read this thesis in a manner that is as self-contained as pos-

sible. References are given for further background information. Additional material

is introduced as needed in later chapters to facilitate presentation.

2.2 Notation

We use
⊕

to denote the exclusive-or operation. If x is chosen uniformly at random

from the set Y , we denote this as x
$← Y . The symbol ⊥ denotes an error message.

{0, 1}∗ denotes the set of all bit strings and for a string s ∈ {0, 1}∗, we denote the

length of s as |s|. {0, 1}n denotes the set of bit strings of length n. s||t denotes

the concatenation of two bit strings s and t. If s and t are not bit strings, then s||t

denotes the concatenation of their bit representations.

25
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2.3 Basic Cryptographic Terminology

In this section we will introduce some basic terminology used in Cryptography, and

Information Security in general. Although these terms are used rather fluidly in

practice, it helps to have them defined from a given reference point and we will use

the ISO 7498-2 standard [55] as our point of reference. Cryptography aims to achieve

certain security goals, termed security services, via security mechanisms.

2.3.1 Cryptographic Services

The ISO 7498-2 defines five main categories of security services.

• Authentication: Corroboration that the entity at the other end of a commu-

nication link is the one claimed (entity authentication) and corroboration that

the source of the data received is as claimed (data origin authentication).

• Access Control: Prevention of unauthorized use.

• Data Confidentiality: Keeping data secret from all but intended recipients.

• Data Integrity: Detection of manipulation by unauthorized entities.

• Non-repudiation: Preventing denial of actions and commitments.

2.3.2 Cryptographic Mechanisms

Security mechanisms exist to provide and support security services. ISO 7498-2 cate-

gorizes security mechanisms into eight types of specific security mechanisms and five

types of pervasive security mechanisms. The eight specific security mechanisms, as

the name suggests, are used to provide particular services. We are not concerned

with pervasive security mechanisms in our work. The eight types of specific security

mechanisms are
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• Encipherment mechanisms

• Digital Signature mechanisms

• Data Integrity mechanisms

• Authentication mechanisms

• Access Control mechanisms

• Traffic Padding mechanisms

• Routing Control mechanisms

• Notarization mechanisms.

The term “Encipherment mechanisms” as used in the ISO 7498-2 standard con-

flicts with accepted usage in the cryptographic community. In this thesis, following

the style in [50], it is used as a synonym for encryption. The first three kinds of

security mechanisms appear frequently in this work.

We now introduce some terminology that appears frequently in cryptographic

literature. A cryptographic primitive is a basic tool used to provide some security

service. For example, encryption is a cryptographic primitive that is used to provide

confidentiality. A cryptographic scheme is a specific set of algorithms used to

provide some security service. For example, a digital signature scheme is used to

provide authentication.

A cryptographic protocol is a distributed algorithm defined by a sequence of

steps carried out by two or more entities so as to achieve a specific security objective.

For example, SSL is a protocol that is used to achieve secure communication between

clients and servers. An entity is a person or device that uses a cryptographic primitive

or participates in any cryptographic scheme or protocol. Unfortunately, there is no
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general consensus on how these terms are used in practice, with different authors

having slightly different viewpoints. Often, these terms are used rather fluidly in

practice, a luxury that we will also indulge in, to facilitate presentation. For example,

we will most often use the term scheme in this work, referring to encryption schemes

(rather than encryption primitives) and digital signature schemes (rather than digital

signature mechanisms).

Further details on the ISO 7498-2 standard as well as other information regarding

usage of cryptographic terminology can be found in the book by Dent and Mitchell

[50].

2.4 Complexity Theory

Complexity theory provides mechanisms by which computational problems may be

classified in terms of the resources, usually time, and storage space, required to solve

them. Complexity theory is a vast and rich subject in its own right. In this section,

we provide some basic terminology and definitions that we need.

Definition 2.1. An algorithm is any computational procedure that takes some vari-

able input and terminates with some output. An algorithm that follows the same

execution path each time that it is executed with the same input is said to be a de-

terministic algorithm. An algorithm whose execution path may differ each time

that it is executed with the same input is said to be a randomized or probabilistic

algorithm.

Definition 2.2. The running time of an algorithm on a particular input is the

number of steps or primitive operations executed before the algorithm terminates.

The running time is usually expressed as a function of the input size. The worst
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case running time of an algorithm is an upper bound on the running time for any

input. The expected running time of an algorithm is the average running time of

an algorithm over all inputs of a specific size.

We note here that we have not given a definition for a “primitive operation”.

Indeed this cannot be done unless we define appropriate models of computation.

Unfortunately we are unable to devote a discussion to these topics in this thesis. It

is usually non-trivial to derive the exact running time of algorithms and we then rely

on approximations of the running time. The big-O notation is useful in this regard.

Definition 2.3. For any two functions f(l) and g(l), we say that f(l) = O(g(l)), if

there exists a constant c ≥ 0 and lc ≥ 0 such that 0 ≤ f(l) ≤ c.g(l) for every l ≥ lc.

Definition 2.4. The complexity of algorithms is measured with respect to the input

size k. In the case of cryptographic algorithms, we call this the security parameter.

Definition 2.5. A function ε(k) is said to be negligible if, for every c ≥ 0, there

exists kc ≥ 0 such that ε(k) ≤ k−c for every k ≥ kc.

Definition 2.6. A polynomial time algorithm (PTA) is an algorithm whose worst

case running time is of the form O(kc), where k is the input size and c is a constant.

A PTA that follows the same execution path each time it is executed with the same

input is called deterministic polynomial time. A PTA that has access to a source

of randomness such that its execution path may differ each time that it is executed

with the same input, is called probabilistic polynomial time (PPT).

We regard PTAs as being efficient. Algorithms whose running time cannot be

bounded as in the case of PTAs are called non-polynomial time algorithms. These

algorithms are said to be inefficient.
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Definition 2.7. Problems may be of the decisional or the computational type. Prob-

lems for which no PTAs are known to exist are said to be infeasible or intractable.

Note that a problem that is currently intractable need not be intractable in the future.

Many conjectures in complexity theory such as the P 6= NP conjecture rest on the

assumption that certain classes of problems are intractable.

Further information on the topics we have touched upon in this section can be

found in [108, 110].

2.5 Provable Security

Provable Security marks a departure from the traditional cryptographic method which

was similar to the traditional iterative software development life cycle. Traditional

software development was predominantly characterized by iterative design, build,

deploy and patch cycles. In the traditional cryptographic approach, a cryptographic

scheme would be designed, an ad-hoc security analysis conducted and it would then

be deployed and assumed to be secure so long as no one found an attack against it.

Often, the more complex the design, the more secure a scheme was assumed to be,

although there may have been no actual basis for this assumption. If an attack was

found, and assuming the original designers were made aware of the attack, it was

either redesigned and redeployed, or discarded in favour of a newer scheme if it was

considered irreparably “broken”.

There have been attempts to introduce scientific rigour into cryptography. Shan-

non proved information theoretically that the one-time pad encryption scheme is

unconditionally secure so long as the message is encrypted with a randomly gener-

ated key which is as long as the message and as long as the key is never re-used [105].

During the height of the cold war, the hot line between the Presidents of the U.S.A
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and U.S.S.R. was allegedly encrypted using a one-time pad and it has been used in

banks to secure high value transactions. However, using the one-time pad in general

is infeasible given the impractical key-management issues.

Provable Security moves away from both ad-hoc design principles and the realm

of unconditional security, and provides a concrete scientific framework to analyse

cryptographic protocols against computationally bounded adversaries. The Provable

Security paradigm is characterized by the following basic steps.

• The precise specification of a cryptographic scheme is first given. The spec-

ification captures the input/output behaviour of the various algorithms.

• An adversarial model is formally specified. The exact specifications of what

a computationally bounded adversary is allowed (or not allowed) to do when

launching an attack is given. It attempts to answer fundamental questions such

as what it means for a cryptographic scheme to be “broken” and what it means

for a cryptographic scheme to be secure.

• A concrete instantiation of the cryptographic scheme is given.

• Finally, a reduction is given that shows that any computationally bounded

adversary with non-negligible advantage against the scheme can be converted

into an adversary against an underlying “hard” problem.

• The scheme is then assumed to be secure based on the assumed security of the

underlying hard problem, i.e. security is conditional on the security of the

underlying hard problem.

There are a few important points to note. The security guarantee of a scheme

is derived from the hardness assumptions of presumably well studied hard problems

like factoring, or computing discrete logarithms in appropriate groups. So long as
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we believe our assumptions to be true, we have reason to believe that no adversary

that follows the adversarial model can break the scheme. The “proof” in Provable

Security is essentially a reduction from the security of the scheme to an instance of a

hard problem. We note that in the description above, we have defined the reduction

asymptotically i.e. the reduction states that any computationally bounded adversary

with non-negligible advantage against the scheme can be converted into an adversary

against an underlying hard problem with non-negligible probability. There is no

information on the tightness of the reduction i.e. the security of a scheme cannot be

related in a concrete fashion to the hardness of the underlying hard problem. As such,

the proof is conditional on the quality of the model, the hardness of the hard problem,

the assumption that adversaries are computationally bounded and the tightness of

the reduction, rather than being an absolute guarantee.

Provable Security has both its proponents and its critics. Proponents of Provable

Security argue that it provides a rigourous framework in which cryptographic schemes

can be designed and this is a concrete step forward in the absence of any other scientific

method.

Critics on the other hand argue that the “proofs” in Provable Security are cum-

bersome and give false security guarantees. There are two frequent criticisms. Firstly,

many new schemes are proven secure under new and unstudied hardness assumptions.

Many of the hardness assumptions we state and use in this thesis for example have

not been subject to the levels of scrutiny that the integer factorization problem or

the discrete logarithm problem have been subjected to. It can be argued that as the

field of Identity Based Cryptography is in its infancy, this is inevitable. It remains to

be seen if many of these hardness assumptions withstand scrutiny. A second criticism

is that as reductions are often stated asymptotically, there is no information on the

tightness of the reduction i.e. the security of a scheme cannot be related in a concrete

fashion to the hardness of the underlying hard problem.
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The Practice Oriented Provable Security paradigm [8] aims to address some of

these criticisms. In contrast to the asymptotic approach, in the Practice Oriented

Provable Security approach [8] one attempts to provide a more exact or “concrete”

reduction. While an asymptotic security reduction may be stated by saying that

“scheme A is secure if B is hard”, in the concrete setting, an attempt is made to

convey more information about the reduction by stating the reduction along the lines

of “scheme A is (t′, ε′) secure if problem B is (t, ε) secure.” The concrete reduction

conveys the information that any adversary against scheme A that runs in time t′

and has success probability ε′ can be converted into an adversary against the hard

problem B that runs in time t with success probability ε. As the gap between t and

t′ and ε and ε′ increases, the reduction is said to become less tight or weak. This

has implications in practice as a weak reduction means that to get the same level

of security, larger keys may need to be used. It is therefore desirable to aim for

reductions as tight as possible.

This thesis follows the Provable Security paradigm. We will rigourously define

both the functionalities of the cryptographic primitives as well as the adversarial

models. Where we study concrete schemes, we will provide reductions to appropriate

hard problems. We also strive to provide concrete security reductions.

A number of works deal with the Provable Security paradigm and its advantages

and disadvantages. Interesting debates can be found in [80, 81, 64]. Further details

on Provable Security, its pros and cons, as well as additional references can be found

in the works by Dent [49, 48]. We do not discuss this issue further here.
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2.6 Abstract Algebra

We will make use of basic concepts from abstract algebra freely. We present here

some definitions and theorems, all stated without proofs. Further information can be

found in introductory texts on the subject such as [69].

Throughout, G denotes a group, which is a set with an associated binary operation

that satisfies the group axioms.

Definition 2.8. The order of a group G is the number of elements in the group and

is denoted by |G|. The group G is said to be finite if |G| is finite.

In this work, we will write the group operation multiplicatively and denote the

group as (G, ∗) or simply G for the sake of clarity.

Definition 2.9. A group G is cyclic if there exists an element g ∈ G such that for

every element x ∈ G, there exists an integer i such that gi = x. Element g is called

a generator of the group G.

We denote the set of natural numbers by N and the set of integers by Z. For any

positive integer n, we write Zn = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} to denote the (ring of) integers

modulo n. The group of units of Zn is represented by Z∗n. These are the elements of

Zn that are relatively prime to n and therefore have an inverse under multiplication.

Definition 2.10. The Euler totient function φ(n) is the order of Z∗n.

A field is a set with two binary operations defined on it, satisfying the field axioms.

We denote a field by (F,+, ∗) or simply F. We do not discuss fields in detail here.

Further information can be found in [69].
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2.7 Elliptic Curves and Bilinear Pairings

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) has become an active area of research since the

seminal works of Koblitz and Miller [88, 79]. Since the work of Boneh and Franklin

[22], pairing based cryptography has also become one of the most active areas of

research in cryptography. These are rich and non-trivial areas of specialization and

although this thesis deals with pairing based IBE schemes, we do so from a crypto-

graphic rather than from a mathematical viewpoint. To this end, we now provide a

minimal introduction to these topics.

2.7.1 Elliptic Curves

Let q be a large prime and m an integer with m ≥ 1. Let Fqm be the finite field

with qm elements. Here, q denotes the characteristic of the field and m the extension

degree. The multiplicative group of Fqm is denoted by F∗qm .

Then, the elliptic curve E over Fqm is denoted by E/Fqm and is defined to be the

set of elements (x, y) ∈ Fqm × Fqm satisfying an equation of the form

y2 + a1xy + a3y = x3 + a2x
2 + a4x+ a6,

where ai ∈ Fpm for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6.

A point P = (x, y) ∈ Fqm × Fqm is said to be on the curve if it satisfies the above

equation. E(Fqm) represents the set of points on the curve and together with a point

at infinity denoted by ∞, forms an additive abelian group.

2.7.2 Bilinear Pairings

Now, suppose that E(Fqm) has a cyclic subgroup G of prime order p. We define

the embedding degree or security multiplier to be the least integer k ≥ 0 such that

p|qkm−1 and p 6 |ql−1 for all 0 ≤ l ≤ k. We let GT denote the cyclic subgroup of F∗qm
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of prime order p. Then, an admissible bilinear pairing is a function e which maps a

pair of elliptic curve points in G to an element in GT ,

e : G×G→ GT ,

having the following properties:

• Bilinearity: ∀g ∈ G and a, b ∈ Z∗p, e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab

• Non-degenerate: e(g1, g2) 6= 1 for some g1, g2 ∈ G

• Efficiently Computable: There must be an efficient algorithm that computes

the map e for any pair of inputs.

We note that although G is a subgroup of E(Fqm), itself an additive group, we

have used multiplicative notation to denote the group operation in G and we will use

this style throughout this thesis. In the literature, both additive and multiplicative

notation have been used to denote the group operation in G.

We note that in the background material on elliptic curves and pairings that we

introduced, k denoted the embedding degree or security multiplier. Henceforth we use

k to denote a security parameter in keeping with the style of standard cryptographic

literature. Varying the size of the input parameter k, varies the key lengths and

group sizes and in turn affects the security level of the cryptographic schemes in

question. Where algorithms require the security parameter as input, it is given in

unary notation, i.e. for a security parameter k, inputs to algorithms are given as 1k.

This is to ensure that algorithms running in polynomial time in their input size are

in fact polynomial in k.

Admissible pairings can be derived from the modified Weil pairing or the Tate

pairing [22, 57]. Some recent surveys on the applications of pairings in cryptography

can be found in [92, 93].
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We will deal with pairings in the abstract and define a pairing-friendly group

generator so as to simplify presentation.

Definition 2.11. A pairing-friendly group generator PairingGen is a polynomial

time algorithm with input 1k and output a tuple (G,GT , e, p, g). Here (G,GT ) are

groups of prime order p, g generates G, and e : G × G → GT is a bilinear, non-

degenerate and efficiently computable map.

For ease of presentation, we work exclusively in the setting where e is symmetric;

our definitions and results can be generalized to the asymmetric setting where e :

G1 × G2 → GT , with G1 and G2 being different groups. Further details concerning

the basic choices that are available when using pairings in cryptography can be found

in [60].

The cryptographic schemes we will consider in this thesis will have security that

is based on hardness assumptions for problems in groups equipped with a pairing.

For example, the BDH and DBDH problems are defined as follows.

Definition 2.12. We define the advantage of an algorithm A in solving the Bilinear

Diffie-Hellman (BDH) problem in (G,GT ) to be:

AdvBDH
A (k) = Pr[A(ga, gb, gc) = e(g, g)abc]

where a, b, c
$← Z∗p. Here, we implicitly assume that parameters (G,GT , e, p, g) as

output by PairingGen on input 1k, are given to A as additional inputs. We say

that the BDH problem is hard in (G,GT ) if no PTA that solves the BDH problem in

(G,GT ) has a non-negligible advantage, as a function of the security parameter k.

Definition 2.13. We define the advantage of an algorithm A in solving the Decisional

Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) problem in (G,GT ) to be:

AdvDBDH
A (k) =

∣∣Pr[A(ga, gb, gc, e(g, g)abc) = 1]− Pr[A(ga, gb, gc, Z) = 1]
∣∣
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where a, b, c
$← Z∗p and Z

$← GT . Here, we implicitly assume that parameters

(G,GT , e, p, g) as output by PairingGen on input 1k are given to A as additional

inputs. We say that the DBDH problem is hard in (G,GT ) if no PTA that solves

the DBDH problem in (G,GT ) has a non-negligible advantage, as a function of the

security parameter k.

2.8 Identity Based Encryption

Although IBE followed PKE historically, we first introduce IBE formally as this is

the focus of the thesis.

Definition 2.14. An IBE scheme is defined in terms of four algorithms:

• Setup: On input 1k, outputs a master public key mpk which includes system

parameters params , and a master secret key msk . We assume that params

contains descriptions of the message and ciphertext spaces, MsgSp and CtSp.

This algorithm is randomized.

• KeyDer: A key derivation algorithm that on input mpk , msk and identifier id ,

returns a private key usk id. This algorithm may or may not be randomized.

• Enc: An encryption algorithm that on input mpk , identifier id and message m ∈

MsgSp, returns a ciphertext c ∈ CtSp. This algorithm is usually randomized.

We will write c = Enc(mpk , id ,m) in general. When we wish to emphasize

that randomness r (drawn from some space RSp) is used when performing an

encryption, we will write c = Enc(mpk , id ,m; r).

• Dec: A decryption algorithm that on input mpk , a private key usk id and a

ciphertext c ∈ CtSp, returns either a message m ∈ MsgSp or a failure symbol

⊥.
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We assume identities are bit strings of arbitrary length, i.e. id ∈ {0, 1}∗. However,

concrete schemes may require identities to be drawn from some restricted sets. In

such situations, hashing of bit-strings onto appropriate sets can be used to allow the

use of arbitrary bit strings as identities.

These algorithms must satisfy the standard consistency requirement that decryp-

tion undoes encryption: ∀m ∈ MsgSp, ∀id ∈ {0, 1}∗, ∀usk id = KeyDer(mpk ,msk , id),

if c = Enc(mpk , id ,m) then Dec(mpk , usk id, c) = m.

2.8.1 Basic Security Notions for IBE

In the traditional single-TA identity based setting, the notions of security analogous

to the IND-CPA and IND-CCA security notions for PKE were first formalized in

[22]. In the IND-ID-CPA and IND-ID-CCA games for IBE, the adversary is also

given access to a private key extraction oracle with suitable restrictions on its use.

For the remainder of this thesis, we will suppress “ID” wherever it is clear from the

context or in the associated text that we are dealing with identity based schemes.

We describe the IND-ID-CCA security notion which captures the property of mes-

sage indistinguishability against chosen ciphertext attackers. This notion is defined

in terms of the following game between an adversary A and a challenger C. The

challenger C takes as input the security parameter 1k, runs algorithm Setup of the

IBE scheme, gives A mpk , and keeps msk to itself. A then runs in two phases:

• Phase 1: A issues a series of adaptively selected key derivation and decryp-

tion queries on identities id and identifier/ciphertext combinations (id , c) of its

choice. These are replied to by C by using algorithms KeyDer and Dec and

knowledge of msk .

• Challenge: After A decides to end Phase 1, it outputs an identity id∗ and two

equal length messages m0 and m1.
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C selects b
$← {0, 1}, sets c∗ = Enc(mpk , id∗,mb) and gives c∗ to A. We require

that id∗ not be the subject of any key derivation query in Phase 1.

• Phase 2: This phase proceeds as in Phase 1, with the constraint that id∗ not

be the subject of any key derivation query and that (id∗, c∗) not be the subject

of any decryption query.

• Guess: A outputs a bit b′ and wins the game if b′ = b.

The advantage of A against the IBE scheme in the above IND-ID-CCA security

game is defined to be:

AdvIND-ID-CCA
A (k) = |Pr[b′ = b]− 1/2|

where the probability is measured over the random choices of coins of A and C. A

scheme is said to be IND-ID-CCA secure if the advantage of all PPT adversaries is

negligible as a function of the security parameter k. Removing the adversary’s access

to the decryption oracle gives the weaker IND-ID-CPA security notion.

In the remainder of this thesis, security games such as the one above will be

described in algorithmic notation, in terms of experiments, based on the choice of a

bit b. To facilitate comparison, we give the IND-ID-CCA experiment, in algorithmic

notation below.
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Experiment ExpIND-ID-CCA-b
A (k)

(mpk ,msk)← Setup(1k)

IDSet ← ∅, CSet ← ∅

(m0,m1, id∗, state)←

AKeyDer,Dec(find,mpk)

c∗ ← Enc(mpk , id∗,mb)

CSet ← ∅

b′ ← AKeyDer,Dec(guess, c∗, state)

If id∗ ∈ IDSet

Or {(id∗, c∗)} ∈ CSet

Then Return 0

Else Return b′.

Oracle KeyDer(id)

IDSet ← IDSet ∪ {id}

usk id ← KeyDer(mpk ,msk , id)

Return usk id

Oracle Dec(id , c)

CSet ← CSet ∪ {(id , c)}

usk id ← KeyDer(mpk ,msk , id)

m ← Dec(mpk , usk id, c)

Return m

The IND-ID-CCA Security Experiment.

Strictly speaking, we need to make sure that the messages are drawn from appro-

priate message spaces, that messages are distinct and where messages are assumed

to be bit strings, they are of equal length. To simplify the presentation, we will as-

sume these conditions as standard and not include them explicitly in our experiments.

Where an oracle and an algorithm have the same name, their respective functions will

be clear from the context and their inputs.

We will also use an alternative definition for the advantage of the adversary. The

advantage of the adversary A in the IND-ID-CCA security experiment is defined to

be:

AdvIND-ID-CCA
A (k)

= |Pr[ExpIND-ID-CCA-1
A (k) = 1]− Pr[ExpIND-ID-CCA-0

A (k) = 1]|

i.e. the probability that an adversary A outputs the correct bit, minus the probability
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that the adversary A outputs an incorrect bit. A scheme is said to be IND-ID-CCA

secure if the advantage of all PPT adversaries A is negligible as a function of the

security parameter k.

It can be shown in a fairly straightforward manner that both the game based

and experiment based formulations are in fact equivalent up to a factor of 2 in the

advantage. Consider the advantage of an adversary A in the IND-ID-CCA game we

defined earlier.

We have, by definition

AdvA(k) = |Pr[b′ = b]− 1/2|.

Now,

2 ·AdvA(k)

= 2|Pr[b′ = b]− 1/2|
= 2|Pr[b′ = 1|b = 1] · Pr[b = 1] + Pr[b′ = 0|b = 0] · Pr[b = 0]− 1/2|
= 2|1

2
Pr[b′ = 1|b = 1] + 1

2
Pr[b′ = 0|b = 0]− 1/2|

= |Pr[b′ = 1|b = 1]− (1− Pr[b′ = 0|b = 0])|
= |Pr[b′ = 1|b = 1]− Pr[b′ = 1|b = 0]|.

The right hand side of the last equation is the probability that the adversary out-

puts the correct bit minus the probability that the adversary outputs an incorrect bit,

which by definition is the advantage of the adversary in the IND-ID-CCA experiment.

A similar argument holds for other indistinguishability based games and experiments

in the remainder of this thesis.

So far, as per the provable security paradigm, we have provided a precise specifi-

cation of IBE, given adversarial models and defined what it means for an IBE scheme

to be secure in these models. To complete the discussion and give a flavour of the

provable security style that we will use throughout this thesis, we will show a specific

instantiation of an IBE scheme from the literature, that is secure in an appropriate

security model and based on an appropriate hardness assumption.
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2.8.2 Boneh-Franklin BasicIdent IBE

Setup(1k):

(G,GT , e, p, g)← PairingGen(1k).

Set params =

(G,GT , e, p, g,H1, H2, l)

where H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G,

H2 : GT → {0, 1}l for some l = l(k).

MsgSp = {0, 1}l, CtSp = G×{0, 1}l,

RSp = Z∗p.

Set s $← Z∗p, h = gs.

Set mpk = (params, h).

Set msk = s.

KeyDer(mpk ,msk , id):

Output

usk id = H1(id)msk.

Enc(mpk , id ,m):

Parse mpk as (params, h).

Set r $← Z∗p.

Set T = e(H1(id), h)r.

Output

c = (u, v) = (gr,m ⊕H2(T )).

Dec(mpk , usk id, c):

Parse c as (u, v) ∈ G×{0, 1}l.

Set T = e(usk id, u).

Output m = v ⊕H2(T ).

The scheme BasicIdent.

The BasicIdent scheme [22] shown above is a concrete instantiation of an IBE

scheme. To be able to say something “provably” about this scheme, we need to show

a reduction from this scheme, to an instance of a hard problem.

In [22] the BasicIdent scheme is proved to be IND-ID-CPA secure in the Random
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Oracle Model (ROM) [14], assuming the hardness of the BDH problem in groups

output by PairingGen.

The above reduction is an asymptotic security reduction that conveys the idea

that any IND-ID-CPA adversary against the BasicIdent scheme that succeeds with

non-negligible success probability can be converted into an adversary against the BDH

problem that succeeds with non-negligible success probability. However, as we believe

the BDH problem to be hard i.e. we assume that no adversary exists that can solve

the BDH problem with non-negligible success probability, no adversary against the

BasicIdent scheme exists that can succeed with non-negligible success probability

and the scheme is thus shown to be secure. We note that a concrete reduction in

given in [22].

2.8.3 Recipient Anonymity for IBE

Key Privacy captures the security requirement that ciphertexts do not leak informa-

tion about the public keys used to create them [9]. Key Privacy has surfaced as a

desirable property in a number of applications [103, 30, 67, 1]. Specific PKE schemes

such as ElGamal, Cramer-Shoup and RSA based schemes are known to be Key Pri-

vate [9]. We will define Key Privacy for PKE schemes in Section 6.2.1. In the IBE

setting, the equivalent notion to Key Privacy is that of Recipient Anonymity: the

ciphertext should not leak the identity of the (intended) recipient. We describe the

IND-RA-CCA security notion which simultaneously captures both the property of

ciphertext indistinguishability and the property of Recipient Anonymity in IBE.
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Experiment ExpIND-RA-CCA-b
A (k)

(mpk ,msk)← Setup(1k)

IDSet ← ∅, CSet ← ∅

(m0,m1, id0, id1, state)←

AKeyDer,Dec(find,mpk)

c∗ ← Enc(mpk , id b,mb)

CSet ← ∅

b′ ← AKeyDer,Dec(guess, c∗, state)

If id0 ∈ IDSet Or id1 ∈ IDSet

Or {(id0, c∗)} ∈ CSet

Or {(id1, c∗)} ∈ CSet

Then Return 0

Else Return b′.

Oracle KeyDer(id)

IDSet ← IDSet ∪ {id}

usk id ← KeyDer(mpk ,msk , id)

Return usk id

Oracle Dec(id , c)

CSet ← CSet ∪ {(id , c)}

usk id ← KeyDer(mpk ,msk , id)

m ← Dec(mpk , usk id, c)

Return m

The IND-RA-CCA Security Experiment for IBE.

We can describe other security notions by placing suitable restrictions on the

IND-RA-CCA security notion. Removing the adversary’s access to the decryption

oracle gives the IND-RA-CPA security notion. Considering an adversary that selects

id0 = id1 in the output from the find stage gives us the IND-ID-CCA security notion.

We will say in brief that setting id0 = id1 gives the IND-ID-CCA security notion.

Setting id0 = id1 and removing the adversary’s access to the decryption oracle gives

the IND-ID-CPA security notion. Setting m0 = m1 gives the RA-CCA security

notion. Setting m0 = m1 and removing the adversary’s access to the decryption

oracle gives the RA-CPA security notion. We note that what we term the RA-

CPA security notion, has in the literature been referred to as the IBE-ANO-CPA

security notion [2]. Here, we use “RA” in place of “ANO” because we will study
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two forms of anonymity, viz Recipient Anonymity (RA) and TA Anonymity (TAA).

The advantage of the adversary in these security models is defined as for the IND-

ID-CCA security experiment in Section 2.8.1 and we will assume the same for the

security models given in the remainder of this chapter. As a consequence, we no

longer give explicit definitions for the adversary’s advantage in the remainder of this

chapter. IBE schemes known to offer Recipient Anonymity in the ROM include the

CPA secure BasicIdent scheme of Boneh and Franklin [22] (the proof for this can be

found in [2]). In the Standard Model, the IBE schemes of Gentry [62] enjoy Recipient

Anonymity in both the CPA and CCA setting.

2.8.4 Selective Identity Security for IBE

Weaker models of security for IBE are the selective-id security models where the

adversary commits to the identity that it will use in the challenge phase before it is

given the TA’s parameters.

Selective-id security notions (for the single TA setting) were first introduced by

Canetti et al. [32]. They introduced the notion of binary tree encryption (BTE)

schemes and showed how a Hierarchical IBE (HIBE) scheme (see Section 2.8.5) can

be constructed from any BTE scheme. They constructed a HIBE scheme that is

secure in the Standard Model in a selective-id security model. This construction

is mainly of theoretical interest as there is a very large computational overhead in

performing decryption – one pairing computation for each bit of the identity. Sub-

sequently, Canetti et al. [33] gave a construction that builds an IND-CCA secure

PKE scheme from a selective-id IND-CPA secure IBE scheme and a strongly secure

one-time signature scheme. We will study this result in Chapter 6 with a view to

building Key Private PKE schemes and we will give there an appropriate selective-id

security notion for IBE in the setting of multiple TAs. The BB1 and BB2 IBE schemes
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in [19] are proved to be selective-id IND-CPA secure. We will consider the Recipient

Anonymity of these schemes, as well as the TA Anonymity of multi-TA analogues of

these schemes in Chapter 5.

Experiment Exps-id IND-CCA-b
A (k)

id∗ ← A(1k)

(mpk ,msk)← Setup(1k)

IDSet ← ∅, CSet ← ∅

(m0,m1, state)←

AKeyDer,Dec(find,mpk)

c∗ ← Enc(mpk , id∗,mb)

CSet ← ∅

b′ ← AKeyDer,Dec(guess, c∗, state)

If id∗ ∈ IDSet

Or {(id∗, c∗)} ∈ CSet

Then Return 0

Else Return b′.

Oracle KeyDer(id)

IDSet ← IDSet ∪ {id}

usk id ← KeyDer(mpk ,msk , id)

Return usk id

Oracle Dec(id , c)

CSet ← CSet ∪ (id , c)

usk id ← KeyDer(mpk ,msk , id)

m ← Dec(mpk , usk id, c)

Return m

The selective-id IND-CCA Security Experiment.

Removing the adversary’s access to the decryption oracle gives the selective-id

IND-CPA security notion which we will refer to in later chapters.
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2.8.5 Hierarchical IBE

Hierarchical Identity Based Encryption (HIBE) is an extension to IBE first proposed

by Horwitz and Lynn [74]. Similar to a regular IBE, there is a TA that can generate

a private key uskid1 for an identity id1 using its master secret key (we assume for

convenience that identities are bit strings of length l i.e. id ∈ {0, 1}l). In addition,

a private key usk id1 can be used to generate a private key usk id1,id2 for an identity

vector (id1, id2) ∈ ({0, 1}l)2
and so on for identity vectors of maximum length h = h(k)

corresponding to the maximum depth of the HIBE scheme. Such a HIBE scheme is

called an h-level HIBE scheme.

Again, as in the case of IBE schemes, a sender can encrypt a message for any

identity vector v = (id1, id2, . . . , idh′) with h′ ≤ h, using only the master public key

of the “root” TA, such that the ciphertext can be decrypted by anyone who possesses

the secret key usk id1,id2,...,idh′
.

The security model for HIBE resembles that for regular IBE, except that the

model needs to account for the fact that the challenger must not be in possession of

secret keys corresponding to identity vectors that are prefixes of the challenge identity

vector (as this would allow the challenger to derive a private key for the challenge

identity).

Horwitz and Lynn [74] first proposed a construction for a 2-level HIBE scheme in

the ROM. The first efficient constructions for an h-level HIBE scheme in the ROM

were proposed in [63], building on the IBE scheme of [22].
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2.9 Public Key Encryption

As described in the introduction, in a PKE scheme, a public key is used to encrypt

a message and the message can only be recovered by a recipient in possession of a

private key corresponding to the public key used to perform the encryption. The pri-

vate key must be mathematically related to the public key and it must be infeasible

to recover the private key from knowledge of the public key only. The concept of

PKC (also known as asymmetric cryptography) was made known in the open cryp-

tographic community in the year 1976 [51] and marked a shift in the thinking of

the cryptographic community, which was up to that time dominated by symmetric

cryptography.

We present below a formal definition of a PKE scheme. Our definition is slightly

non-standard in that our definition includes a CommonSetup algorithm that outputs

a set of common parameters. This facilitates presentation of the Key Privacy notion

later in this thesis. Our presentation can incorporate the standard definitions by

having the CommonSetup algorithm output just the security parameter 1k.

Definition 2.15. A PKE scheme is defined in terms of four algorithms:

• CommonSetup: A “common parameter generation” algorithm that takes as input

1k and returns some common parameters I. This algorithm is usually random-

ized. (We note that I may simply be 1k or include some additional information,

for example in a discrete-log based scheme this may be a description of a group

of prime order and a generator for that group.)

• KeyGen: A randomized key generation algorithm that on input I, outputs a pub-

lic key PK and a matching private key SK . Associated to each public/private

key pair are a message space MsgSp and a ciphertext space CtSp.
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• Enc: An encryption algorithm that on input PK and message m returns a

ciphertext c. This algorithm is usually randomized.

• Dec: A decryption algorithm that on input a secret key SK and a ciphertext c,

returns either a message m or a failure symbol ⊥.

These algorithms must satisfy the standard consistency requirement that de-

cryption undoes encryption: i.e. ∀(PK , SK ) ← KeyGen(I), ∀m ∈ MsgSp, ∀c =

Enc(PK ,m), Dec(SK , c) = m.

2.9.1 Basic Security Notions for PKE

We define the IND-CCA security experiment for PKE next. The IND-CCA security

notion is widely believed to be the minimum level of security required for a PKE

scheme that is to be used as part of a wider system. Shoup [106] provides an accessible

justification for requiring IND-CCA security for PKE schemes used in practice.

Experiment ExpIND-CCA-b
A (k)

I $← CommonSetup(1k)

(PK ,SK ) $← KeyGen(I)

CSet ← ∅

(m0,m1, state)← ADec(find,PK )

c∗ ← Enc(PK ,mb)

CSet ← ∅

b′ ← ADec(guess, c∗, state)

If c∗ ∈ CSet Then Return 0

Else Return b′.

Oracle Dec(c)

CSet ← CSet ∪ {c}

m ← Dec(SK , c)

Return m

The IND-CCA Security Experiment for PKE.
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A weaker notion of security for PKE is the IND-CPA security notion which can be

obtained by removing the adversary’s access to the decryption oracle in the IND-CCA

experiment.

2.10 Hash Functions

A cryptographic hash function is defined as follows.

Definition 2.16. A hash function H is an efficient algorithm that maps an input

x ∈ {0, 1}∗ of arbitrary but finite bit length, to a fixed length output H(x) in a finite

range.

From the definition, it is clear that collisions are unavoidable in a hash function,

yet we require that such collisions are hard to find in practice. A hash function may

be required to meet one or more of the following informal security requirements.

• Pre-image resistance: Given a pre specified output y it should be infeasible

to find a pre-image x such that H(x) = y.

• Second pre-image resistance: Given x, it is infeasible to find x′ 6= x such

that H(x) = H(x′).

• Collision resistance: It should be infeasible to find any two distinct inputs x

and x′ such that H(x) = H(x′).

Security requirements for Hash Functions have been formalized in [100]. Secure

hash functions are notoriously difficult to design and a number of attacks have been

found on hash functions used in practice [115, 116, 114, 113, 16].

We note that we have given a rather limited definition of a hash function, in that

the output of a hash function has been defined over the set of all strings of a specified
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length. In practice, the output space may have a more complex structure. In this

thesis, for example, we will encounter hash functions that map an arbitrary input onto

a point in an elliptic curve group and such a mapping may require a deterministic

encoding and intermediate mapping functions.

Hash functions are central in the design of cryptographic schemes, especially in

the design of efficient schemes. However, it has proved difficult to obtain proofs of

security for schemes that employ hash functions. This brings us to the Random

Oracle Model.

2.11 The Random Oracle Model

Bellare and Rogaway [14] introduced the Random Oracle Model (ROM) which at-

tempts to capture the concept of an ideal hash function. In this model, proofs of

security are obtained by replacing hash functions with “Random Oracles” that out-

put truly random values for every distinct input. Proofs of security are often easier

to construct in the ROM, rather than in a model without Random Oracles (termed

the Standard Model). Schemes proven secure in the Standard Model tend to be less

efficient than schemes proven secure in the ROM and it is argued that proofs of se-

curity in the ROM provide security guarantees so long as the hash function that is

used to instantiate the Random Oracle in an actual implementation has no obvious

weaknesses.

The ROM has become a popular tool in the construction of security proofs, yet

it is not without its critics [10, 65, 91]. Canetti et al. [31] show “contrived” schemes

that can be proven secure in the ROM, yet are insecure when instantiated with any

concrete hash function. In this thesis, we will refrain from entering the debate of

whether or not the Standard Model is better than the ROM, but rather present

constructions in both settings.



Chapter 3

Security Notions for Multi-TA IBE

3.1 Introduction

As discussed in Section 1.1, in almost all the existing literature on IBE, with a small

number of exceptions as discussed in Section 1.3, there is a single global TA issu-

ing keys to all users in the system, and all ciphertexts are created using the public

parameters of that single global TA.

To formally study the setting of multi-TA IBE, we extend the usual indistinguisha-

bility and Recipient Anonymity notions for IBE security to the multi-TA setting, and

in addition, formalize the notion of TA Anonymity. This chapter provides much of

the conceptual framework for what follows in the remainder of the thesis.

53
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3.2 Multi-TA IBE and Multi-TA Security

A multi-TA IBE scheme is defined in terms of five algorithms:

• CommonSetup: On input 1k, this algorithm outputs params , a set of system

parameters.

• TASetup: On input params , this algorithm outputs a master public key mpk

(which includes params), and a master secret key msk . This algorithm is ran-

domized and executed independently for each TA.

• KeyDer, Enc, Dec: These are all as per a normal IBE scheme (see Definition

2.14).

To facilitate the presentation of security notions and schemes in the multi-TA

setting, we will let T = {ta i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} represent the set of (labels of) TAs, where

n = n(k) ∈ N is the number of TAs. For example, we will refer to the master secret

key and master public key for a particular ta ∈ T as msk ta and mpk ta and the private

key for a user with identity id corresponding to a particular ta ∈ T as usk id,ta.

Note that we explicitly include a CommonSetup algorithm which outputs params ,

a set of system parameters shared by all TAs. The different TAs will of course have

different master public keys and master secret keys obtained by running TASetup

on input params , for each TA. Our model is capable of handling situations where no

such common system parameters are used, simply by setting params to be the security

parameter 1k. For the concrete schemes considered in this paper, common parameters

are needed in order to achieve our notion of TA Anonymity; doing so without having

some (non-trivial) common parameters is an interesting open problem.

In the security experiments defined below, the adversary has access to one or more

of the following oracles. In the multi-TA IBE setting, an adversary is able to corrupt

one or more TAs, which is modelled by giving the adversary access to a Corrupt
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oracle which returns the master secret key corresponding to a specified TA. This is

in contrast to the single TA setting where no reasonable security exists if the single

TA is corrupted. In addition, similar to the single-TA setting, the adversary may

have access to a key derivation oracle KeyDer which returns the private key for an

identity, corresponding to a particular TA, and to a decryption oracle Dec which

returns the decryption of a ciphertext, corresponding to a particular identity and TA.

Suitable restrictions on the use of these oracles will be specified in individual security

experiments so that the adversary is not able to win by performing trivial queries.

TASet represents the set of TAs that have been compromised, i.e. queried for

their master secret keys, IDSet ta represents the set of identities queried for private

keys for each ta ∈ T , while CSet ta represents the set of identity/ciphertext pairs on

which decryption queries have been performed for each ta ∈ T . In these experiments,

MPK = {mpkta : ta ∈ T } and MSK = {mskta : ta ∈ T } represent the set of all

master public keys and all master secret keys, respectively.

For each experiment defined below, we define the advantage of the adversary for

a given “notion-attack” combination to be:

Advnotion-atk
A (k) =

∣∣∣Pr[Expnotion-atk-1
A (k) = 1]− Pr[Expnotion-atk-0

A (k) = 1]
∣∣∣ .

A scheme is said to be “notion-atk” secure if the advantage of any PPT adversary

is negligible as a function of the security parameter k.

We focus below on chosen ciphertext attacks (CCA) for three different security

notions: indistinguishability of messages, Recipient Anonymity and TA Anonymity.

In each of the first two cases (namely, indistinguishability of messages and Recipient

Anonymity), setting n = 1 and removing access to the Corrupt oracle gives us a secu-

rity notion that coincides with a known (single-TA) IBE security notion. Formally, to

obtain a (single-TA) IBE scheme, we need to combine the CommonSetup and TASetup

algorithms of the multi-TA scheme into a single Setup algorithm. In what follows,
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we will refer to this scheme as being the corresponding single-TA IBE scheme. In

the third case, TA Anonymity, the security notion is inappropriate for the single-TA

setting.

Removing adversarial access to decryption oracles gives the same notions of secu-

rity against a chosen plaintext attack (CPA). Later in this thesis we will also discuss

security notions obtained by removing adversarial access to the TA Corrupt oracle,

and variants requiring the adversary to specify the identities used in the Challenge

phase ahead of time.

3.2.1 m-IND-CCA Security

We first define the m-IND-CCA security notion that captures indistinguishability

of messages under chosen ciphertext attacks in the multi-TA setting. The m-IND-

CCA security notion is a straightforward extension of the IND-CCA security notion

for regular (single-TA) IBE. The adversary has access to a key derivation oracle, a

decryption oracle and in addition, a TA corruption oracle. In the challenge phase, the

adversary is given a ciphertext corresponding to one of two messages chosen by the

adversary and corresponding to a specified identity and TA. The adversary’s task is

to determine which message was used to create the ciphertext. Suitable restrictions

are placed on the use of the oracles so as to prevent the adversary from winning the

game by making a trivial oracle query. We define the m-IND-CCA security notion

formally below. Removing the adversary’s access to the decryption oracle gives the

m-IND-CPA security notion.
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Experiment Expm-IND-CCA-b
A (k)

params ← CommonSetup(1k)

TASet ← ∅

∀ta ∈ T ,

(mpk ta,msk ta)← TASetup(params)

IDSet ta ← ∅, CSet ta ← ∅

(m0,m1, id∗, ta∗, state)←

ACorrupt,KeyDer,Dec(find,MPK )

c∗ ← Enc(mpk ta∗ , id
∗,mb)

∀ta ∈ T , CSet ta ← ∅

b′ ← ACorrupt,KeyDer,Dec(guess, c∗, state)

If ta∗ ∈ TASet

Or id∗ ∈ IDSetta∗

Or {(id∗, c∗)} ∈ CSet ta∗

Then Return 0

Else Return b′.

Oracle Corrupt(ta)

TASet ← TASet ∪ {ta}

Return msk ta

Oracle KeyDer(ta, id)

IDSet ta ← IDSet ta ∪ {id}

usk id,ta ←

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id)

Return usk id,ta

Oracle Dec(ta, id , c)

CSet ta ← CSet ta ∪ {(id , c)}

usk id,ta ←

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id)

m ← Dec(mpk ta, usk id,ta, c)

Return m

The m-IND-CCA Security Experiment.

The following theorem relates the security of a multi-TA IBE scheme to the secu-

rity of the corresponding single-TA IBE scheme.

Theorem 3.1. Let atk ∈ {CPA,CCA}. Then for any m-IND-atk adversary A against

a multi-TA IBE scheme with n TAs, having advantage ε and running in time t, there

exists an IND-atk adversary B against the corresponding single-TA IBE scheme with

advantage ε
n

and running in time O(time(A)).
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Proof. Suppose there is an m-IND-atk adversary A against a multi-TA IBE scheme

having advantage ε and running in time t. We show how to construct an algorithm

B that uses A to break the IND-atk security of the corresponding single-TA IBE

scheme.

B’s input from its challenger is the public key mpk of the single-TA scheme which,

by our definitions, includes some public parameters params that are output by the

CommonSetup part of the Setup algorithm of the single-TA scheme. B’s task is to

break the IND-atk property of the scheme and it does this by acting as a challenger

for A

B first sets up a multi-TA IBE scheme. It does this by first taking params from

the public key of the single-TA scheme. If n is the number of TAs in the multi-TA

setting, it first picks i
$← {1, . . . n} and sets mpk tai = mpk (note it does not know the

corresponding master secret key for this TA). For the remaining n−1 TAs it generates

the master public keys and master secret keys itself using the TASetup algorithm. B

now gives the set of n master public keys to A.

A then makes a series of TA corrupt queries, extraction queries (and decryption

queries in the CCA setting) which B answers using either its knowledge of the relevant

master secret key or by relaying queries to its own challenger. If A makes a corrupt

query on tai then B aborts the simulation.

A also makes a single query in the challenge phase; if A’s selected TA in this

phase is not ta i, then B aborts, otherwise B again uses its own challenger to answer

the query. When A terminates by outputting a bit b′, B simply relays this bit to its

challenger.

This completes our description of B’s simulation. Note that A’a view of the
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simulation is identical to its view in a real attack, unless B aborts. Moreover B’s

output b′ is correct if A’s is. It is easy to see that B aborts with probability 1/n and

that B runs in time O(time(A)). The result follows.

3.2.2 m-RA-CCA Security

Halevi [68] provides a simple sufficient condition for an IND-CPA secure PKE scheme

to have Key Privacy: given public keys pk0 and pk1 and the encryption of a random

message under pkb for a bit b chosen at random, even a computationally unbounded

adversary should have negligible advantage in determining which public key was used.

Abdalla et al. [2] extended this condition in the study of Recipient Anonymity of

IND-CPA secure IBE schemes. We further extend these ideas to study multi-TA IBE

schemes in the following sections.

Our m-RA-CCA security notion below captures the notion of Recipient Anonymity

in the presence of chosen ciphertext attackers, in the multi-TA setting. The m-RA-

CCA security notion is similar to the m-IND-CCA security notion except that in

the challenge phase the adversary is given a ciphertext corresponding to a message,

TA and one of two identities chosen by the adversary and the adversary’s task is to

determine which identity was used to create the ciphertext.

The single-TA version of the m-RA-CPA security notion was studied in detail

in [2], where it was named IBE-ANO-CPA security. Here, we use “RA” in place of

“ANO” because we wish to study two forms of anonymity, viz Recipient Anonymity

(RA) and TA Anonymity (TAA).
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Experiment Expm-RA-CCA-b
A (k)

params ← CommonSetup(1k)

TASet ← ∅

∀ta ∈ T ,

(mpk ta,msk ta)← TASetup(params)

IDSet ta ← ∅, CSet ta ← ∅

(m∗, id0, id1, ta∗, state)←

ACorrupt,KeyDer,Dec(find,MPK )

c∗ ← Enc(mpk ta∗ , id b,m∗)

∀ta ∈ T , CSet ta ← ∅

b′ ← ACorrupt,KeyDer,Dec(guess, c∗, state)

If ta∗ ∈ TASet

Or id0 ∈ IDSet ta∗

Or id1 ∈ IDSet ta∗

Or {(id0, c∗)} ∈ CSet ta∗

Or {(id1, c∗)} ∈ CSet ta∗

Then Return 0

Else Return b′.

Oracle Corrupt(ta)

TASet ← TASet ∪ {ta}

Return msk ta

Oracle KeyDer(ta, id)

IDSet ta ← IDSet ta ∪ {id}

usk id,ta ←

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id)

Return usk id,ta

Oracle Dec(ta, id , c)

CSet ta ← CSet ta ∪ {(id , c)}

usk id,ta ←

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id)

m ← Dec(mpk ta, usk id,ta, c)

Return m

The m-RA-CCA Security Experiment.

Theorem 3.2. Let atk ∈ {CPA,CCA}. Then for any m-RA-atk adversary A against

a multi-TA IBE scheme with n TAs, having advantage ε and running in time t, there

exists an RA-atk adversary B against the corresponding single-TA IBE scheme with

advantage ε
n

and running in time O(time(A)).

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1 and is omitted.
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3.2.3 m-RA-RE-CCA Security

The m-RA-RE-CCA security notion is similar to the m-RA-CCA security notion

except that while handling the challenge phase, the challenger encrypts a random

message m ′ in place of the adversary’s choice of message m, hence the choice “RE”

in the nomenclature m-RA-RE-CCA to signify “randomized encryption”.

Experiment Expm-RA-RE-CCA-b
A (k)

params ← CommonSetup(1k)

TASet ← ∅

∀ta ∈ T ,

(mpk ta,msk ta)← TASetup(params)

IDSet ta ← ∅, CSet ta ← ∅

(m∗, id0, id1, ta∗, state)←

ACorrupt,KeyDer,Dec(find,MPK )

m ′ $← MsgSp

c∗ ← Enc(mpk ta∗ , id b,m ′)

∀ta ∈ T , CSet ta ← ∅

b′ ← ACorrupt,KeyDer,Dec(guess, c∗, state)

If ta∗ ∈ TASet Or id0 ∈ IDSetta∗

Or id1 ∈ IDSetta∗

Or {(id0, c∗)} ∈ CSet ta∗

Or {(id1, c∗)} ∈ CSet ta∗

Then Return 0

Else Return b′.

Oracle Corrupt(ta)

TASet ← TASet ∪ {ta}

Return msk ta

Oracle KeyDer(ta, id)

IDSet ta ← IDSet ta ∪ {id}

usk id,ta ←

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id)

Return usk id,ta

Oracle Dec(ta, id , c)

CSet ta ← CSet ta ∪ {(id , c)}

usk id,ta ←

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id)

m ← Dec(mpk ta, usk id,ta, c)

Return m

The m-RA-RE-CCA Security Experiment.
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In order to establish the m-RA-CPA/m-RA-CCA security of concrete schemes, it is

helpful to work with these related m-RA-RE-CPA/m-RA-RE-CCA security notions.

Our treatment here follows that of [2], with appropriate modifications for the multi-

TA setting.

The following result relates the notions of m-RA-atk security and m-RA-RE-atk

security; a single-TA version of this result for atk = CPA was given in [2].

Lemma 3.1. Let m-IBE be a multi-TA IBE scheme that is m-IND-atk secure and m-

RA-RE-atk secure. Then m-IBE is also m-RA-atk secure. Here atk ∈ {CPA,CCA}.

Proof. Let A be a PTA attacking the m-RA-atk security of a scheme m-IBE. It is easy

to construct PTAs A1, A3 attacking the m-IND-atk security of m-IBE, and a PTA

A2 attacking m-RA-RE-atk security of m-IBE such that:

Advm-RA-atk
A (k)

= |Pr[Expm-RA-atk-1
A (k) = 1]− Pr[Expm-RA-atk-0

A (k) = 1]|

= |Pr[Expm-RA-atk-1
A (k) = 1]− Pr[Expm-RA-RE-atk-1

A (k) = 1]

+ Pr[Expm-RA-RE-atk-1
A (k) = 1]− Pr[Expm-RA-RE-atk-0

A (k) = 1]

+ Pr[Expm-RA-RE-atk-0
A (k) = 1]− Pr[Expm-RA-atk-0

A (k) = 1]|

≤ |Pr[Expm-RA-atk-1
A1

(k) = 1]− Pr[Expm-RA-RE-atk-1
A1

(k) = 1]|

+ |Pr[Expm-RA-RE-atk-1
A2

(k) = 1]− Pr[Expm-RA-RE-atk-0
A2

(k) = 1]|

+ |Pr[Expm-RA-RE-atk-0
A3

(k) = 1]− Pr[Expm-RA-atk-0
A3

(k) = 1]|

≤ Advm-IND-atk
A1

(k) + Advm-RA-RE-atk
A2

(k) + Advm-IND-atk
A3

(k)
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3.2.4 m-TAA-CCA Security

As discussed earlier, TA Anonymity is a necessary condition to achieve fully private

communication thwarting adversarial activity like traffic analysis in the multi-TA

setting. The m-TAA-CCA security notion formalizes TA Anonymity: a ciphertext

should not leak which TA’s master public key was used to compute the ciphertext.

In this security experiment, the adversary has access to a key derivation oracle, a

decryption oracle and in addition, a TA corruption oracle. In the challenge phase, the

adversary is given a ciphertext corresponding to a message chosen by the adversary,

corresponding to a specified identity and one of two TAs specified by the adversary.

The adversary’s task is to determine which TA’s public parameters were used to

create the ciphertext. Suitable restrictions are placed on the use of the oracles so as

to prevent the adversary from winning the game by making a trivial oracle query.

We note here that Anonymous Hierarchical IBE (AHIBE) [2, 27] is related to, but

different from, our notion of TA Anonymity for multi-TA IBE. In AHIBE, a single

root TA generates public parameters and a master secret, using which the master

secrets of all sub-TAs are produced. Ciphertexts are then anonymous, in that an

adversary cannot distinguish which identity was used when producing a ciphertext,

where now identities are comprised of a vector of strings identifying a hierarchy of

TAs and a final user.

As already mentioned, in our multi-TA IBE setting, there is no single root TA, but

rather a group of independent TAs (who may share some common parameters). The

“right” generalization of our multi-TA IBE concept to the HIBE setting would then

involve multiple, independent root TAs, each being the root of a tree of TAs and users.

Thus we would have a forest of trees, and would then wish to study anonymity prop-

erties of ciphertexts in this multi-HIBE setting. We discuss this further in Chapter

9.
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Experiment Expm-TAA-CCA-b
A (k)

params ← CommonSetup(1k)

TASet ← ∅

∀ta ∈ T ,

(mpk ta,msk ta)← TASetup(params)

IDSet ta ← ∅, CSet ta ← ∅

(m∗, id∗, ta0, ta1, state)←

ACorrupt,KeyDer,Dec(find,MPK )

c∗ ← Enc(mpk tab , id
∗,m∗)

∀ta ∈ T , CSet ta ← ∅

b′ ← ACorrupt,KeyDer,Dec(guess, c∗, state)

If ta0 ∈ TASet

Or ta1 ∈ TASet

Or id∗ ∈ IDSetta0

Or id∗ ∈ IDSetta1

Or {(id∗, c∗)} ∈ CSetta0

Or {(id∗, c∗)} ∈ CSetta1

Then Return 0

Else Return b′.

Oracle Corrupt(ta)

TASet ← TASet ∪ {ta}

Return msk ta

Oracle KeyDer(ta, id)

IDSet ta ← IDSet ta ∪ {id}

usk id,ta ←

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id)

Return usk id,ta

Oracle Dec(ta, id , c)

CSet ta ← CSet ta ∪ {(id , c)}

usk id,ta ←

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id)

m ← Dec(mpk ta, usk id,ta, c)

Return m

The m-TAA-CCA Security Experiment.

3.2.5 m-TAA-RE-CCA Security

In order to establish the m-TAA-CPA/m-TAA-CCA security of concrete schemes, it is

helpful to work with the related m-TAA-RE-CPA/m-TAA-RE-CCA security notions

which we describe next.
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The m-TAA-RE-CCA security notion defined below is similar to the m-TAA-CCA

security notion except that while handling the challenge phase, the challenger encrypts

a random message m ′ in place of the adversary’s choice of message m, hence the choice

“RE” in the nomenclature m-RA-RE-CCA to signify “randomized encryption”.

Experiment Expm-TAA-RE-CCA-b
A (k)

params ← CommonSetup(1k)

TASet ← ∅

∀ta ∈ T ,

(mpk ta,msk ta)← TASetup(params)

IDSet ta ← ∅, CSet ta ← ∅

(m∗, id∗, ta0, ta1, state)←

ACorrupt,KeyDer,Dec(find,MPK )

m ′ $← MsgSp

c∗ ← Enc(mpk tab , id
∗,m ′)

∀ta ∈ T , CSet ta ← ∅

b′ ← ACorrupt,KeyDer,Dec(guess, c∗, state)

If ta0 ∈ TASet

Or ta1 ∈ TASet

Or id∗ ∈ IDSetta0

Or id∗ ∈ IDSetta1

Or {(id∗, c∗)} ∈ CSetta0

Or {(id∗, c∗)} ∈ CSetta1

Then Return 0

Else Return b′.

Oracle Corrupt(ta)

TASet ← TASet ∪ {ta}

Return msk ta

Oracle KeyDer(ta, id)

IDSet ta ← IDSet ta ∪ {id}

usk id,ta ←

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id)

Return usk id,ta

Oracle Dec(ta, id , c)

CSet ta ← CSet ta ∪ {(id , c)}

usk id,ta ←

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id)

m ← Dec(mpk ta, usk id,ta, c)

Return m

The m-TAA-RE-CCA Security Experiment.
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Lemma 3.2. Let m-IBE be a multi-TA IBE scheme that is m-IND-atk secure and m-

TAA-RE-atk secure. Then m-IBE is also m-TAA-atk secure. Here atk ∈ {CPA,CCA}.

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1 and is omitted.

3.2.6 A Combined Security Notion

We have so far given individual security experiments for ciphertext indistinguisha-

bility, Recipient Anonymity and TA Anonymity and investigated the relationships

between them. Schemes that meet one or more of these individual security notions

may be suitable for specific applications.

For the most general case, we define an m-IND-RA-TAA-CCA experiment that

simultaneously captures ciphertext indistinguishability, Recipient Anonymity, and TA

Anonymity in the multi-TA setting against chosen ciphertext adversaries. Here, the

adversary has access to a key derivation oracle, a decryption oracle and in addition,

a TA corruption oracle. In the challenge phase, the adversary specifies two message,

identity and TA tuples and is given a ciphertext corresponding to one of the two

tuples. The adversary’s task is to determine which tuple was used to create the

ciphertext. Suitable restrictions are placed on the use of the oracles so as to prevent

the adversary from winning the game by making a trivial oracle query.
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Experiment Expm-IND-RA-TAA-CCA-b
A (k)

params ← CommonSetup(1k)

TASet ← ∅

∀ta ∈ T ,

(mpk ta,msk ta)← TASetup(params)

IDSet ta ← ∅, CSet ta ← ∅

(m0,m1, id0, id1, ta0, ta1, state)←

ACorrupt,KeyDer,Dec(find,MPK )

c∗ ← Enc(mpktab , id b,mb)

∀ta ∈ T , CSet ta ← ∅

b′ ← ACorrupt,KeyDer,Dec(guess, c∗, state)

If ta0 ∈ TASet

Or ta1 ∈ TASet

Or id0 ∈ IDSetta0

Or id1 ∈ IDSetta1

Or {(id0, c∗)} ∈ CSetta0

Or {(id1, c∗)} ∈ CSetta1

Then Return 0

Else Return b′.

Oracle Corrupt(ta)

TASet ← TASet ∪ {ta}

Return msk ta

Oracle KeyDer(ta, id)

IDSet ta ← IDSet ta ∪ {id}

usk id,ta ←

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id)

Return usk id,ta

Oracle Dec(ta, id , c)

CSet ta ← CSet ta ∪ {(id , c)}

usk id,ta ←

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id)

m ← Dec(mpk ta, usk id,ta, c)

Return m

The m-IND-RA-TAA-CCA Security Experiment.

By placing suitable restrictions on the m-IND-RA-TAA-CCA security notion, we

can define other, weaker security notions appropriate to the multi-TA IBE setting.

For example, removing the decryption oracle gives the m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA security

notion. This notion still allows the adversary access to the Corrupt oracle and may

be too strong for some applications. Removing the adversary’s access to the Corrupt
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oracle gives a restricted version of the m-IND-RA-TAA-CCA notion, which we denote

as r-m-IND-RA-TAA-CCA. Removing the adversary’s access to both the decryption

and Corrupt oracles gives the r-m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA security notion.

As discussed in Section 2.8.4, weaker models of security for IBE are the selective-id

security models where the adversary commits to the identity that he will use in the

challenge phase ahead of time, i.e. before he is given the TA’s parameters. Selective-id

versions of the multi-TA security notions that we have discussed in this chapter can

be given in the usual straightforward manner by having the adversary commit to the

identity or identities at the start of the security experiment.

Furthermore, setting m0 = m1, id0 = id1 or ta0 = ta1 gives security notions

appropriate to specific circumstances. For example, we can define a security notion

where Recipient Anonymity of the IBE scheme is not required by setting id0 = id1.

Lemma 3.3. Let m-IBE be a multi-TA IBE scheme that is m-IND-atk secure, m-RA-

atk secure and m-TAA-atk secure. Then m-IBE is also m-IND-RA-TAA-atk secure.

Here atk ∈ {CPA,CCA}.

Proof. The proof (informally) follows by noting that if m-IBE is m-TAA-atk secure,

then the challenger may replace the triple (ta0, id0,m0) with (ta1, id0,m0) in its re-

sponse to the challenge query without the adversary being able to detect the change.

Likewise, using m-RA-atk security, the challenger may then replace (ta1, id0,m0)

with (ta1, id1,m0). Finally, using m-IND-atk security, the challenger can replace

(ta1, id1,m0) with (ta1, id1,m1), again, without the adversary being able to detect

the change. This informal argument can be made rigourous using a sequence of

games.

A combined m-IND-RA-CCA security notion can also be defined and it is easy to

show that m-IND-RA-CCA security holds for a scheme that has both m-IND-CCA
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and m-RA-CCA security, using a similar strategy as above. In the single-TA setting,

we obtain IND-RA-CCA and IND-RA-CPA security notions. The latter security

notion for IBE was used to prove the security of PEKS schemes in [2]. Similarly, we

can define combined m-IND-TAA-CPA and m-IND-TAA-CCA security notions.

In the following chapter we will study multi-TA versions of IBE scheme in the

ROM with respect to the security notions we have introduced in this chapter.



Chapter 4

Multi-TA IBE in the Random
Oracle Model

4.1 Introduction

In two separate but related strands of work [59, 58], Fujisaki and Okamoto studied

the problem of building PKE schemes which are secure in a very strong sense from

PKE schemes which are secure in a weaker sense, in the ROM.

In this chapter, we introduce a modified version of the Fujisaki-Okamoto transform

in [58] for the multi-TA setting, proving that our modified transform lifts security and

anonymity properties from the CPA to the CCA setting, in the ROM. We then apply

these results to study the security and anonymity of the Boneh-Franklin [22] and the

Sakai-Kasahara [102] IBE schemes in the multi-TA setting.

As well as formalizing the notion of TA Anonymity, our work also establishes

new results concerning the Recipient Anonymity of important IBE schemes. For

example, to the best of our knowledge, no CCA secure variant of the Boneh-Franklin

IBE scheme was previously known to have Recipient Anonymity. Moreover, we show

that the Sakai-Kasahara scheme (and a CCA secure variant of it) enjoys Recipient

Anonymity, contradicting a claim of [26].

70
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4.2 Background

In [59], Fujisaki and Okamoto gave a generic transform that takes any OW-CPA

secure PKE scheme satisfying a mild technical condition (γ-uniformity) and outputs

a PKE scheme that is IND-CCA secure in the ROM. Yang et al. [120] investigated

how to adapt this particular Fujisaki-Okamoto (FO) technique to the identity based

setting. They first showed that straightforward application of the technique does take

an IBE scheme that is OW-CPA secure and gives an IBE scheme that is IND-CCA

secure, but with a loose reduction. They then proposed a modified transform with

the same security properties, but with a tighter reduction. Their modification entails

the introduction of additional parameters, namely the identity of the recipient, as

input to the hash function used in the scheme.

Similarly, in [58], Fujisaki and Okamoto gave a generic transform that takes any

IND-CPA secure PKE scheme and outputs a PKE scheme that is IND-CCA secure

in the ROM. The security analysis in [58] is significantly simpler than that of [59].

Kitagawa et al. [78] investigated how to modify this particular FO technique for

the identity based setting and again showed that straightforward application of the

technique does take an IBE scheme that is IND-CPA secure and gives an IBE scheme

that is IND-CCA secure but with a loose reduction. They then proposed a modified

transform with the same security properties but with a tighter reduction. Once

again, their modification entails the introduction of additional parameters, namely

the identity of the recipient, as input to the hash function used in the scheme.
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4.3 Extending the Fujisaki-Okamoto Transform to

Multi-TA IBE

Kitagawa et al. [78] modified the transform of [58], by introducing additional param-

eters, namely the identity of the recipient, as input to the hash function used in the

scheme.

We now extend the ideas of [58, 78] to describe a modified FO transform for

IBE in the multi-TA setting. We include further additional parameters in the input

to the hash function used in the scheme, namely the public parameters of the TA.

This allows us to efficiently respond to hash queries, simplifies book-keeping in the

proof, and yields a simulation that has a reduced running time in comparison to an

application of the unmodified Fujisaki-Okamoto transform.

We are able to show that in the multi-TA setting, we can apply this modified

transform to build an IBE scheme that has m-IND-RA-TAA-CCA security, defined

in Section 3.2.6, from an IBE scheme that is m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA secure and γ-

uniform.

We begin by defining a suitable notion of γ-uniformity for the multi-TA setting.

Definition 4.1. Let Π be a multi-TA IBE scheme with space of randomness RSp.

Then Π is said to be γ-uniform if, for any fixed choice of c ∈ CtSp, m ∈ MsgSp,

id ∈ {0, 1}∗ and ta ∈ T , we have:

Pr
[
c = Enc(mpkta, id,m; r) : r

$← RSp
]
≤ γ.
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The Modified Fujisaki-Okamoto Transform for Multi-TA IBE

Let Π′ = {CommonSetup′, TASetup′, KeyDer′, Enc′, Dec′} be a multi-TA IBE scheme

for messages of length l0 + l1 i.e. we assume that Π′ has message space {0, 1}l0+l1 . Let

RSp be the space of randomness used by Enc′.

Then Π = {CommonSetup, TASetup, KeyDer, Enc, Dec} denotes a new multi-TA

IBE scheme for messages of length l0 with algorithms defined as follows.

• CommonSetup: As in CommonSetup′, but in addition, we pick a hash function

H : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}l0 × {0, 1}l1 → RSp.

• TASetup: As in TASetup′.

• KeyDer: As in KeyDer′.

• Enc: This algorithm takes as input mpk ta for ta ∈ T , id ∈ {0, 1}∗, and a

message m ∈ {0, 1}l0 . Its output is:

Enc(mpk ta, id ,m;σ) = Enc′(mpk ta, id ,m||σ;H(mpk ta, id ,m, σ))

where σ
$← {0, 1}l1 . So Π′ has randomness space {0, 1}l1 .

• Dec: Let c denote a ciphertext to be decrypted using a private key usk id,ta

issued by a trusted authority ta with master public key mpk ta for identity id .

This algorithm works as follows:

1. Compute m ′ = Dec′(mpk ta, usk id,ta, c).

2. Let m = [m ′]l0 and σ = [m ′]l1 where [a]b and [a]b denote the first and last

b bits of a string a respectively.

3. If Enc′(mpk ta, id ,m||σ;H(mpk ta, id ,m, σ)) = c then output m as the de-

cryption of c. Else, output ⊥.
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Theorem 4.1. Modelling H as a Random Oracle, if Π′ is a multi-TA IBE scheme

that is m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA secure and γ-uniform for some negligible γ, then Π is

m-IND-RA-TAA-CCA secure.

In more detail, suppose Π′ is a γ-uniform multi-TA IBE scheme. Let A be an

m-IND-RA-TAA-CCA adversary which has advantage ε against Π and which runs in

time t. Suppose A makes at most qH queries to H, at most qE extraction queries,

and at most qD decryption queries. Suppose further that executing Enc′ once needs at

most time τ . Then there is an m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA adversary B with running time

t′, which has advantage at least ε′ against Π′ such that

ε′ = (ε+
1

2
− qh

2l1 − 1
)(1− γ)qd − 1

2

and

t′ = t+O(qhτ).

Proof. Suppose there is an m-IND-RA-TAA-CCA adversary A against Π with ad-

vantage ε and running in time t. We show how to construct an adversary B that uses

A to break the m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA-security of Π′.

B’s input is the set of all master public keys MPK . B gives A the set MPK . A

also has access to Random Oracle H that is controlled by B. A then makes a series

of queries which B answers as follows.

• H-queries: B maintains a list of tuples 〈mpk i, id i,m i, σi, gi, ci〉. We refer to

this list as the H list. The list is initially empty.

When A makes a H query on (mpk , id ,m, σ), B responds as follows:

– If the query (mpk , id ,m, σ) already appears in a tuple

〈mpk i, id i,m i, σi, gi, ci〉 then B responds with H(mpk , id ,m, σ) = gi.
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– Otherwise B picks g
$← RSp, generates c = Enc(mpk ta, id ,m||σ; g), adds

the tuple 〈mpk , id ,m, σ, g, c〉 to the H list and responds to A with

H(mpk , id ,m, σ) = g.

• Corrupt Queries: If A issues a TA corrupt query on ta ∈ T , then B simply

relays this query to its challenger, which responds with the corresponding master

secret key msk ta. B then passes the resulting key to A.

• Extraction Queries: If A issues an extraction query on (ta, id), then B for-

wards (ta, id) to its challenger, which responds with the private key usk id,ta. B

forwards this key to A.

• Decryption Queries: If A issues a decryption query on (ta, id , c), B responds

as follows:

– Searches for a tuple 〈mpk i, id i,m i, σi, gi, ci〉 from the H list such that

mpk ta = mpk i, id = id i and c = ci.

– If such a tuple exists, then outputs m, else outputs ⊥.

• Challenge: A outputs data (ta0, ta1, id0, id1,m0,m1) on which it wishes to be

challenged. B chooses two l1 bit strings σ0 and σ1 uniformly at random, subject

to the condition that they be distinct and sends (ta0, ta1, id0, id1,m0||σ0,m1||σ1)

to its challenger. B’s challenger picks a random bit b and sets

c∗ = Enc(mpktab
, id b,mb||σb; r)

where r ∈ RSp. B forwards c∗ to A.
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After the Challenge query has been issued, if the adversary A makes a hash oracle

query on either (ta0, id0,m0, σ0) or (ta1, id1,m1, σ1) then the adversary B simply

outputs b′ = 0 or b′ = 1, respectively, as its guess for the value of the bit b. If neither

hash query is made then, at the end of A’s attack, B simply outputs the same bit b′

that A outputs. B wins if b′ = b. This completes our description of the simulation.

Our analysis now follows closely the analysis in [58]. We define the following

events and probabilities.

Let Pr[SuccA] be the probability that adversary A outputs a bit b′ = b. Similarly,

let Pr[SuccB] be the probability that adversary B outputs a bit b′ = b. For notational

convenience, we let ε denote A’s advantage in the simulation.

Let Askb be the event that A asks a hash query that coincides with

(mpktab
, id b,mb, σb) and Askb̄ be the event that A asks a hash query that coincides

with (mpkta b̄
, id b̄,m b̄, σb̄). Notice that these two queries are distinct because σ0 6= σ1.

We define F to be the event that B fails to answer a decryption query correctly

at some point during the game so that Pr[¬F ] is the probability that B answers all

decryption queries correctly during the simulation. Now,

Pr[SuccA] = Pr[SuccA|Askb] · Pr[Askb]

+ Pr[SuccA|(¬Askb) ∧ Askb̄] · Pr[(¬Askb) ∧ Askb̄)]

+ Pr[SuccA|(¬Askb) ∧ (¬Askb̄)] · Pr[(¬Askb) ∧ (¬Askb̄)].

Similarly,

Pr[SuccB] = Pr[SuccB|Askb] · Pr[Askb]

+ Pr[SuccB|(¬Askb) ∧ Askb̄] · Pr[(¬Askb) ∧ Askb̄)]

+ Pr[SuccB|(¬Askb) ∧ (¬Askb̄)] · Pr[(¬Askb) ∧ (¬Askb̄)].
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From the conditions of the simulation, we have the following:

Pr[SuccB|Askb] = 1,

Pr[SuccB|(¬Askb) ∧ Askb̄] = 0,

Pr[SuccA|(¬Askb) ∧ (¬Askb̄)] = Pr[SuccB|(¬Askb) ∧ (¬Askb̄)].

Therefore,

Pr[SuccB]− Pr[SuccA] = Pr[Askb](1− Pr[SuccA|Askb])

+ Pr[(¬Askb) ∧ Askb̄](0− Pr[SuccA|(¬Askb ∧ Askb̄)])

≥ −Pr[(¬Askb) ∧ Askb̄].

Since even a computationally unbounded adversary has no information about what

the string σb̄ is (except that it is distinct from σb and so is uniformly distributed on

a set of size 2l1 − 1), and our adversary makes at most qh queries to the oracle H, we

infer that Pr[(¬Askb) ∧ Askb̄] ≤ qh
2l1−1

. Hence,

Pr[SuccB] ≥ Pr[SuccA]− Pr[(¬Askb) ∧ Askb̄]

≥ ε+ 1
2
− qh

2l1−1
.

The event F can occur only when A submits a decryption query (ta, id , c) such that

c = Enc(mpk ta, id ,m||σ;H(mpk ta, id ,m, σ))

without first querying H on input (mpk ta, id ,m, σ).

Given the values ta, id , c, there is at most one possible message m ′ = m||σ that

could result from decrypting ciphertext c under the private key usk id,ta, namely m ′ =

Dec(mpk ta, usk id,ta, c). Applying the definition of γ-uniformity, and noting that the

randomness r that would be used to form c for the scheme Π′ is still uniformly

distributed whenever the relevant hash query has not been made, we see that B fails
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to properly answer each decryption query with probability at most γ. Therefore

Pr[¬F ] ≤ (1− γ)qd .

Hence, we have

AdvB(k) = Pr[SuccB] · Pr[¬F ]− 1

2
≥ (ε+

1

2
− qh

2l1 − 1
)(1− γ)qd − 1

2
.

For the running time analysis, note that in addition to the running time of A, the

adversary B has to run the encryption algorithm Enc at most qh times. Therefore

t′ = t+O(qhτ).

Notice that the above theorem as stated requires the initial scheme Π′ to have

all three security properties (IND, RA and TAA) in order to convert from CPA-

security to CCA-security. In fact, it is easy to prove versions of Theorem 4.1 that

convert IND-RA-CPA security to IND-RA-CCA security and IND-TAA-CPA security

to IND-TAA-CCA security. However, the proof technique does not allow us to prove

that the transform preserves either of our anonymity properties in isolation – we need

the base scheme Π′ to also be IND secure.

4.4 Applying the Modified FO Transform to the

BasicIdent Scheme

We describe and analyse a multi-TA scheme m-BasicIdent that is based on the

BasicIdent scheme from [22]. The BasicIdent scheme was described in Section

2.8.2 and the multi-TA analogue is defined as follows:
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CommonSetup(1k):

(G,GT , e, p, g)←

PairingGen(1k).

Output params =

(G,GT , e, p, g,H1, H2, l)

where H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G and

H2 : GT → {0, 1}l for some l = l(k).

MsgSp = {0, 1}l,

CtSp = G1 × {0, 1}l,

RSp = Z∗q .

TASetup(params)

Set s $← Z∗p, h = gs.

Set mpk = (params, h).

Set msk = s.

Output (mpk ,msk).

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id):

Set

usk id,ta = H1(id)mskta .

Output usk id,ta.

Enc(mpk ta, id ,m):

Parse

mpk ta as (params, hta).

Set r $← Z∗p.

Set T = e(H1(id), hta)r.

Output

c = (gr,m ⊕H2(T )).

Dec(mpk ta, usk id,ta, c):

Parse c as

(u, v) ∈ G× {0, 1}l.

Set T = e(usk id,ta, u).

Output m = v ⊕H2(T ).

The scheme m-BasicIdent.

We now show the scheme that results from applying our modified Fujisaki-Okamoto

transform to the m-BasicIdent scheme above.
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CommonSetup(1k):

(G,GT , e, p, g)←

PairingGen(1k).

Output params =

(G,GT , e, p, g,H1, H2, H3, l0, l1, l)

where H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G,

H2 : GT → {0, 1}n

for some l = l(k), l0 + l1 = l, and

H3 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}l0 ×

{0, 1}l1 → Z∗p.

MsgSp = {0, 1}l0 ,

CtSp = G1 × {0, 1}l,

RSp = {0, 1}l1 .

TASetup: As in TASetup

KeyDer: As in KeyDer

Enc(mpk ta, id ,m):

Parse mpk ta as (params, hta).

Set σ $← {0, 1}l1 .

Set r = H3(mpk ta, id ,m, σ).

Set T = e(H1(id), hta)r.

Output c = (gr, (m||σ)⊕H2(T )).

Dec(mpk ta, usk id,ta, c):

Parse c as (u, v) ∈ G× {0, 1}l.

Set T = e(usk id,ta, u).

Set m ′ = v ⊕H2(T ).

Set m = [m ′]l0 and σ = [m ′]l1 .

If gr = gH3(mpk ta,id ,m ,σ) output

m as the decryption of c. Else,

output ⊥.

The scheme FO-m-BasicIdent.

In the original definition of the FO transform (see Section 4.3) a full re-encryption

is performed by the decryption algorithm. The shortened comparison in the last step

in the FO-m-BasicIdent scheme above is a scheme specific optimization.
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Lemma 4.1. The multi-TA scheme m-BasicIdent is m-IND-CPA secure, assuming

the hardness of the BDH problem in groups output by PairingGen.

Proof. The single-TA scheme corresponding to m-BasicIdent is nothing other than

the Boneh-Franklin BasicIdent scheme, whose IND-CPA security is known to rest

on the hardness of the BDH problem in groups output by PairingGen [22]. Applying

Theorem 3.1 gives us the desired result.

The following result is an extension of a result from [2] that showed that the

BasicIdent scheme has Recipient Anonymity against CPA attackers.

Lemma 4.2. The multi-TA scheme m-BasicIdent is m-RA-CPA secure and m-

TAA-CPA secure, assuming the hardness of the BDH problem in groups output by

PairingGen.

Proof. Ciphertexts c in the m-BasicIdent scheme have two parts, namely u = gr and

v = m ⊕H2(T ). The value u is chosen uniformly at random from G. If the message

m is chosen uniformly at random from {0, 1}l then v is also distributed uniformly in

{0, 1}l and is independent of H2(T ). Thus, in both 0 and 1 versions of the m-RA-

RE-CPA and m-TAA-RE-CPA experiments, the ciphertext c has exactly the same

distribution and any adversary in the corresponding RE experiments will have zero

advantage. By Lemma 4.1, m-BasicIdent is m-IND-CPA secure. Applying Lemmas

3.1 and 3.2 yields m-RA-CPA and m-TAA-CPA security for m-BasicIdent, assuming

the hardness of the BDH problem in groups output by PairingGen.

Lemma 4.3. The m-BasicIdent scheme is γ-uniform for γ = 1/p.

Proof. In the m-BasicIdent scheme, the first component of the ciphertext is u = gr

where r
$← Z∗p. It is then immediate that m-BasicIdent is γ uniform with γ =
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1/p.

Theorem 4.2. The scheme FO-m-BasicIdent obtained by applying the modified FO

transform to the scheme m-BasicIdent is m-IND-RA-TAA-CCA secure, assuming

the hardness of the BDH problem in groups output by PairingGen.

Proof. We obtain the above result by combining Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 with Lemmas 3.3,

Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.1.

Thus we have obtained an efficient multi-TA IBE scheme enjoying indistinguisha-

bility, Recipient Anonymity and TA Anonymity for the CCA setting, in the ROM.

We note as a corollary of our analysis that the single-TA version of our scheme offers

Recipient Anonymity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such result for a

CCA secure variant of BasicIdent.

4.5 Applying the Modified FO Transform to the

Sakai-Kasahara Scheme

The Sakai-Kasahara IBE scheme [102] has an alternative (and attractive) private key

extraction algorithm compared to the Boneh-Franklin scheme. We define m-BasicSK,

a multi-TA version of this scheme using symmetric pairings, immediately below, and

then provide a security analysis sketch.
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CommonSetup(1k):

(G,GT , e, p, g)← PairingGen(1k).

Output params =

(G,GT , e, p, g, e(g, g), H1, H2, l)

where H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p,

H2 : GT → {0, 1}l for some l = l(k).

MsgSp = {0, 1}l, CtSp = G×{0, 1}l,

RSp = Z∗p.

TASetup(params)

Set s $← Z∗p, h = gs.

Set mpk = (params, h).

Set msk = s.

Output (mpk ,msk).

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id):

Output

usk id,ta = g1/(mskta+H1(id)).

Enc(mpk ta, id ,m):

Parse

mpk ta as (params, hta).

Set r $← Z∗p.

Set u = hrta · gr·H1(id).

Output

c = (u,m ⊕H2(e(g, g)r)).

DecH2(mpk ta, usk id,ta, c):

Parse c as

(u, v) ∈ G× {0, 1}l.

Set T = e(usk id,ta, u).

Output m = v ⊕H2(T ).

The scheme m-BasicSK.

Definition 4.2. We define the advantage of an algorithm A in solving the q-Bilinear

Diffie-Hellman Inversion (q-BDHI) problem in (G,GT ) to be:

Adv
q-BDHI
A (k) = Pr[A(gα, g(α2), . . . , g(αq)) = e(g, g)1/α]
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where α
$← Z∗p. Here, we implicitly assume that parameters (G,GT , e, p, g) as output

by PairingGen on input 1k are given to A as additional inputs. We say that the

q-BDHI problem is hard in (G,GT ) if no PTA that solves the q-BDHI problem in

(G,GT ) has a non-negligible advantage.

The IND-CPA security of the single-TA scheme corresponding to m-BasicSK can

be proved by making small modifications to the proof of [39, Theorem 2], which

established the OW-CPA security of a closely related scheme based on the hardness

of the q-BDHI problem (Definition 4.2) in groups output by PairingGen (for some

value q related to the number of queries made by the adversary). The IND-CPA

security of the single-TA scheme corresponding to m-BasicSK is also implicit in the

proof of security for an IND-CCA variant of the Sakai-Kasahara scheme obtained by

the application of the FO transform on the IND-CPA variant of the original Sakai-

Kasahara scheme [40].

Using Theorem 3.1, we can deduce that m-BasicSK is m-IND-CPA secure under

the same assumption. It is then easy to establish that m-BasicSK is m-RA-CPA

secure and m-TAA-CPA secure; this requires a similar analysis as in Lemma 4.2.

Moreover, m-BasicSK is γ-uniform for γ = 1/p. We may now apply Theorem 4.1 to

deduce that the scheme FO-m-BasicSK that is obtained by applying our modified FO

transform to m-BasicSK is m-IND-RA-TAA-CCA secure, assuming the hardness of

the q-BDHI problem in groups output by PairingGen.

Thus we have obtained a second, efficient multi-TA IBE scheme enjoying indis-

tinguishability, Recipient Anonymity and TA Anonymity for the CCA setting, in the

ROM. Our CCA secure scheme has roughly the same performance as the KEM-DEM-

derived scheme of [39], but offers stronger proven anonymity guarantees. We also note

that even the Recipient Anonymity of the single-TA version of m-BasicSK was not

previously known – indeed this is explicitly claimed not to hold in [26].
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Having motivated TA Anonymity and studied the TA Anonymity properties of

multi-TA versions of IBE schemes in the ROM, the natural question to ask is if there

are multi-TA versions of any existing IBE scheme in the Standard Model that are TA

Anonymous. We investigate this in the following chapter.



Chapter 5

Multi-TA IBE in the Standard
Model

5.1 Introduction

The main focus of this chapter is on studying the TA Anonymity properties of multi-

TA versions of well known Standard Model IBE schemes. We show that multi-TA

versions of the two Standard Model schemes of Boneh and Boyen in [19], termed BB1

and BB2 in the literature, and multi-TA versions of the schemes related to the BB1

scheme, such as those of Waters [117] and Naccache [89], trivially do not meet the

notion of TA Anonymity. The original (single-TA) versions of these schemes are not

Recipient Anonymous. At an intuitive level, this is because additional ciphertext

components in these schemes contain enough information to employ pairing based

checks to find which identity or which TA’s public key was used to construct them.

The original (single-TA) version of the Gentry scheme [62] is Recipient Anonymous

and we prove that a multi-TA version of the scheme is TA Anonymous.

86
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5.2 Anonymity of Standard Model IBE Schemes

5.2.1 Boneh-Boyen BB1 IBE

Setup(1k):

(G,GT , e, p, g)← PairingGen(1k).

Pick α $← Z∗p. Set g1 = gα.

Pick h $← G.

Pick a generator g2 ∈ G∗.

Define function

F : Z∗p → G by F (z) = gz1 · h.

Set mpk =

(G,GT , e, p, g, g1, g2, e(g1, g2), h, F ).

Set msk = g2
α.

Output (mpk ,msk).

KeyDer(mpk ,msk , id):

Pick r $← Z∗p.

Output

usk id = (gα2 · F (id)r, gr).

Enc(mpk , id ,m):

Pick s $← Z∗p.

Output c =

(F (id)s, gs, e(g1, g2)s ·m).

Dec(mpk , usk id, c):

Parse c as

(u, v, w) ∈ G×G×GT .

Parse usk id as

(d0, d1) ∈ G×G.

Output m = w · e(u,d1)
e(v,d0) .

The BB1 scheme .
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In [19] a HIBE scheme (see Section 2.8.5) is presented which is secure based on the

DBDH assumption (Definition 2.13). This scheme is popularly referred to as the BB1

scheme in the literature and is based on what has been termed the “Commutative

Blinding” principle [26]. We have presented the IBE version (essentially a 1-level

HIBE scheme) here. The BB1 scheme is selective-id IND-CPA secure (see Section

2.8.4) if the DBDH assumption (Definition 2.13) holds in (G,GT ) [19]. We assume

identities are elements in Z∗p and messages are elements in GT .

Recipient Anonymity of BB1

We can show that the BB1 scheme is not Recipient Anonymous. Consider an adversary

that requests the encryption of a message m to either identity id0 or id1. The challenge

ciphertext it receives is of the form

c∗ = (u, v, w) = (F (id b)
s, gs, e(g1, g2)s ·m),

where b is the bit selected by the Challenger. Note that,

e(u, g) = e(F (id b)
s, g) = e(F (id b), g

s) = e(F (id b), v).

Since

params = (G,GT , e, p, g, g1, g2, e(g1, g2), h, F )

and u is either equal to F (id0)s or F (id1)s, and v = gs, the adversary checks if

e(u, g) = e(F (id0), v) or e(u, g) = e(F (id1), v)

to find which identity was used to create the challenge ciphertext.

5.2.2 Multi-TA BB1

We now sketch a multi-TA version of the BB1 IBE scheme from [19]. Again, we assume

identities are elements in Z∗p and messages are elements in GT .
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CommonSetup(1k):

(G,GT , e, p, g)← PairingGen(1k).

Output params = (G,GT , e, p, g).

TASetup(params)

Pick α $← Z∗p. Set g1 = gα.

Pick a generator g2 ∈ G∗.

Pick h $← G.

Define function

F : Z∗p → G by F (z) = gz1 · h.

Set mpk =

(params, g1, g2, e(g1, g2), h, F ).

Set msk = g2
α.

Output (mpk ,msk).

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id):

Pick r $← Z∗p.

Output

usk id,ta = (gα2 · F (id)r, gr).

Enc(mpk ta, id ,m):

Pick s $← Z∗p.

Output c =

(F (id)s, gs, e(g1, g2)s ·m).

Dec(mpk ta, usk id,ta, c):

Parse c as

(u, v, w) ∈ G×G×GT .

Parse usk id,ta as

(d0, d1) ∈ G×G.

Output m = w · e(u,d1)
e(v,d0) .

The multi-TA BB1 scheme.

Note that h can be included as part of params but to keep the presentation

consistent we make h specific to each TA and include it as part of mpk . In the case

of multi-TA BB1, whether h is part of params or TA-specific, the following argument

regarding (the absence of) TA Anonymity holds.
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TA Anonymity of Multi-TA BB1

We can show that the multi-TA BB1 scheme sketched above is not TA Anonymous.

Consider an adversary that requests the encryption of a message m for identity id in

either ta0 or ta1. The adversary knows that

mpkta0
= (params , g1, g2, e(g1, g2), h, F )

and

mpkta1
= (params , g′1, g

′
2, e(g

′
1, g
′
2), h′, F ′).

The challenge ciphertext it receives is either of the form

c∗ = (u, v, w) = (F (id)s, gs, e(g1, g2)s ·m)

if the bit chosen by the Challenger is b = 0 or

c∗ = (u, v, w) = (F ′(id)s, gs, e(g1
′, g′2)s ·m)

if b = 1. Now, the adversary simply checks if

e(u, g) = e(F (id), v) or e(u, g) = e(F ′(id), v)

to find which TA’s public parameters were used to create the challenge ciphertext.

5.2.3 Schemes related to BB1

Water’s IBE scheme [117], the scheme of Naccache [89] and the scheme of Chatterjee

and Sarkar [38] are all closely related to Boneh and Boyen’s BB1 scheme [19]. The

only difference is the way the function F (id) is computed. The original (single-

TA) versions are not Recipient Anonymous and the multi-TA versions are not TA

Anonymous for the same reasons as for the original (single-TA) BB1 and multi-TA

BB1 schemes respectively.
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5.2.4 Boneh-Boyen BB2 IBE

The second IBE scheme from [19] has been termed the BB2 IBE scheme in the literature

and is based on what has been termed the “exponent inversion” paradigm [26]. We

assume identities are elements in Z∗p and messages are elements in GT .

Setup(1k):

(G,GT , e, p, g)← PairingGen(1k).

Pick x, y $← Z∗p.

Set X = gx and Y = gy.

Define function

F : Z∗p → G by F (z) = gz ·X.

Set mpk =

(G,GT , e, p, g, e(g, g), X, Y, F ).

Set msk = (x, y).

Output (mpk ,msk).

KeyDer(mpk ,msk , id):

Pick r $← Z∗p.

Set K = g
1

id+x+ry .

Output usk id = (r,K).

Enc(mpk , id ,m):

Pick s $← Z∗p.

Output c =

(F (id)s, Y s, e(g, g)s ·m).

Dec(mpk , usk id, c):

Parse c as

(u, v, w) ∈ G×G×GT .

Parse usk id as (r,K) ∈ Z∗p×G.

Output m = w
e(u·vr,K) .

The BB2 scheme.
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Definition 5.1. We define the advantage of algorithm A in solving the q-Decisional

Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Inversion (q-DBDHI) problem in (G,GT ) to be:

Adv
q-DBDHI
A (k) = |Pr[A(gα, g(α2), . . . , g(αq), e(g, g)1/α) = 1]

−Pr[A(gα, g(α2), . . . , g(αq), Z) = 1]|

where α
$← Z∗p and Z

$← GT . We implicitly assume that parameters (G,GT , e, p, g) as

output by PairingGen on input 1k are given to A as additional inputs. We say that

the q-DBDHI problem is hard in (G,GT ) if no PTA that solves the q-DBDHI problem

in (G,GT ) has a non-negligible advantage in the security parameter k.

The BB2 scheme is selective-id IND-CPA secure if the q-DBDHI (Definition 5.1)

assumption holds in (G,GT ) [19].

Recipient Anonymity of BB2

We can show that the BB2 scheme is not Recipient Anonymous. The reasoning is

similar to that for the BB1 scheme. Consider an adversary that requests the encryption

of a message m for identity id0 or id1. The ciphertext it receives is of the form

c∗ = (u, v, w) = (F (id b)
s, Y s, e(g, g)s ·m)

where b is the bit selected by the Challenger. Note that

e(u, Y ) = e(F (id b)
s, Y ) = e(F (id b), Y

s) = e(F (id b), v).

Since

params = (G,GT , e, p, g, e(g, g), X, Y, F ),

and u is either equal to F (id0)s or F (id1)s, and v = Y s, the adversary checks if

e(u, Y ) = e(F (id0), v) or e(u, Y ) = e(F (id1), v)

to find which identity was used to create the challenge ciphertext.
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5.2.5 Multi-TA BB2

We now sketch a multi-TA version of the BB2 IBE scheme from [19]. Again, we assume

identities are elements in Z∗p and messages are elements in GT .

CommonSetup(1k):

(G,GT , e, p, g)← PairingGen(1k).

Output params = (G,GT , e, p, g).

TASetup(params)

Pick x, y $← Z∗p.

Set X = gx and Y = gy.

Define function

F : Z∗p → G by F (z) = gz ·X.

Set mpk =

(params, e(g, g), X, Y, F ).

Set msk = (x, y).

Output (mpk ,msk).

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id):

Pick r $← Z∗p.

Set K = g
1

id+x+ry .

Output usk id,ta = (r,K).

Enc(mpk ta, id ,m):

Pick s $← Z∗p.

Output c =

(F (id)s, Y s, e(g, g)s ·m).

Dec(mpk ta, usk id,ta, c):

Parse c as

(u, v, w) ∈ G×G×GT .

Parse usk id,ta as

(r,K) ∈ Z∗p ×G.

Output m = w
e(u·vr,K) .

The multi-TA BB2 scheme.
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TA Anonymity of Multi-TA BB2

We can show that the multi-TA BB2 scheme sketched above is not TA Anonymous.

The reasoning is similar to that for the multi-TA BB1 scheme. Consider an adversary

that requests the encryption of a message m for identity id in either ta0 or ta1. The

adversary knows that

mpkta0
= (params , e(g, g), X, Y, F )

and

mpkta1
= (params , e(g, g), X ′, Y ′, F ′).

The challenge ciphertext it receives is either of the form

c∗ = (u, v, w) = (F (id)s, Y s, e(g, g)s ·m).

if the bit chosen by the Challenger is b = 0 or

c∗ = (u, v, w) = (F ′(id)
s
, Y ′

s
, e(g, g)s ·m)

if b = 1. Now, the adversary simply checks if

e(u, Y ) = e(F (id), v) or e(u, Y ′) = e(F ′(id), v)

to find which identity was used to create the challenge ciphertext.

5.2.6 The Gentry Scheme

Two IBE schemes are presented in [62]. The first scheme is proven IND-RA-CPA

secure and we will prove TA Anonymity for a multi-TA version of this scheme in the

following section. In the remainder of this thesis, when we refer to the Gentry scheme,

we refer to this first IBE scheme. A second IBE scheme is also given in [62] and proved

to be IND-RA-CCA secure. A multi-TA version of this second IBE scheme can also
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be formulated. However, at present we do not know if TA Anonymity can be proved

for a multi-TA version of this second IBE scheme.

Setup(1k):

(G,GT , e, p, g)← PairingGen(1k).

Pick α $← Z∗p. Set g1 = gα.

Pick h $← G.

Define function

F : Z∗p → G by F (z) = g1 · g−z.

Set mpk =

(G,GT , e, p, g, e(g, g), g1, h, e(g, h), F ).

Set msk = α.

Output (mpk ,msk).

KeyDer(mpk ,msk , id):

Pick rid
$← Z∗p.

Output did = (rid, hid)

where

hid = (h · g−rid)1/(α−id).

Enc(mpk , id ,m):

Pick s $← Z∗p.

Output c =

(F (id)s, e(g, g)s, e(g, h)−s ·m).

Dec(mpk , usk id, c):

Parse c as

(u, v, w) ∈ G×GT ×GT .

Parse did as

(rid, hid) ∈ Z∗p ×G.

Output

m = w · e(u, hid) · vrid

The Gentry scheme.
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The Gentry scheme [62] is based on the exponent inversion paradigm. This is

similar to the Sakai-Kasahara IBE scheme [102], which has a proof of security in the

ROM [102, 40], and the BB2 scheme which has a proof of security in the Standard

Model [19]. We assume identities are elements in Z∗p and messages are elements in

GT .

We note that h need not be explicitly included in mpk . Precomputing and includ-

ing the values e(g, h) and e(g, g) in mpk suffices. Then encryption requires no pairing

computations.

Recipient Anonymity of the Gentry scheme

The Gentry scheme is IND-RA-CPA secure (Section 2.8.3) under the q-TDABDHE

assumption. This is a rather involved assumption and we show how it arises. In

all the following definitions in this section, we implicitly assume that parameters

(G,GT , e, p, g) as output by PairingGen on input 1k are given to the algorithms

A as additional inputs. We start by defining the q-BDHE problem which was first

introduced in [20].

Definition 5.2. We define the advantage of an algorithm A in solving the q-Bilinear

Diffie-Hellman Exponent (q-BDHE) problem in (G,GT ) to be:

Adv
q-BDHE
A (k) = Pr[A(g′, gα, g(α2), . . . , g(αq), g(αq+2), . . . , g(α2q)) = e(g, g′)

(αq+1)
]

where α
$← Z∗p and g′

$← G. We say that the q-BDHE problem is hard in (G,GT ) if

no PTA that solves the q-BDHE problem in (G,GT ) has a non-negligible advantage

in the security parameter k.

Since the term g(αq+1) is not given to the adversary, the bilinear map does not help

to compute e(g, g′)(αq+1).
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In [62] the q-Augmented Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent (q-ABDHE) problem

is introduced. Here, an additional term g′(α
q+2) is given as input to the adversary but

this still does not facilitate the adversary, as it is not given the term g(α−1).

Definition 5.3. We define the advantage of algorithm A in solving the q-Augmented

Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent (q-ABDHE) problem in (G,GT ) to be:

Adv
q-ABDHE
A (k)

= Pr[A(g′, g′
(αq+2)

, gα, g(α2), . . . , g(αq), g(αq+2), . . . , g(α2q)) = e(g, g′)
(αq+1)

]

where α
$← Z∗p and g′

$← G. We say that the q-ABDHE problem is hard in (G,GT ) if

no PTA that solves the q-ABDHE problem in (G,GT ) has a non-negligible advantage

in the security parameter k.

The Truncated q-Augmented Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent(q-TABDHE) prob-

lem is defined by removing the terms (g(αq+2), . . . , g(α2q)) from the inputs to the ad-

versary in the q-ABDHE problem [62].

Definition 5.4. We define the advantage of an algorithm A in solving the Truncated

q-Augmented Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent (q-TABDHE) problem in (G,GT ) to

be:

Adv
q-TABDHE
A (k) = Pr[A(g′, g′

(αq+2)
, gα, g(α2), . . . , g(αq)) = e(g, g′)

(αq+1)
]

This can be written as

Adv
q-TABDHE
A (k) = Pr[A(g′, g′(q+2), g1, g2, . . . , gq) = e(g(q+1), g

′)]

where α
$← Z∗p and g′

$← G and gi = g(αi) and g′i = g′(α
i). We say that the q-TABDHE

problem is hard in (G,GT ) if no PTA that solves the q-TABDHE problem in (G,GT )

has a non-negligible advantage in the security parameter k.
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Finally we define the q-Truncated Decisional Augmented Bilinear Diffie-Hellman

Exponent (q-TDABDHE) problem which is used to prove the security of the IBE

schemes in [62].

Definition 5.5. We define the advantage of an algorithm A in solving the q-Truncated

Decisional Augmented Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent (q-TDABDHE) problem in

(G,GT ) to be:

Adv
q-TDABDHE
A (k) = |Pr[A(g′, g′(q+2), g1, g2, . . . , gq, e(g(q+1), g

′)) = 1]

−Pr[A(g′, g′(q+2), g1, g2, . . . , gq, Z) = 1]|

where α
$← Z∗p, Z

$← GT , g′
$← G, gi = g(αi) and g′i = g′(α

i). We say that the

q-TDABDHE problem is hard in (G,GT ) if no PTA that solves the q-TDABDHE

problem in (G,GT ) has a non-negligible advantage in the security parameter k.

For ease of presentation, the distribution of the first set of inputs to the adversary

is referred to as PABDHE and the second set of inputs is referred to as RABDHE.

Result 5.1. [62, Theorem 1] The Gentry scheme is IND-RA-CPA secure assuming

the hardness of the q-TDABDHE problem in groups output by PairingGen.

In more detail, let A be an IND-RA-CPA adversary against the Gentry scheme

which has advantage ε′, runs in time t′ and which makes at most (q − 1) private key

extraction queries. Then there exists an algorithm B that solves the q-TDABDHE

problem in groups (G,GT ) output by PairingGen, running in time t and having

advantage ε such that

ε′ = ε+ (2/p) and t′ = t−O(texp · q2)

where texp is the time required to exponentiate in G.
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5.3 Multi-TA Gentry Scheme

We first sketch a multi-TA version of the Gentry scheme.

CommonSetup(1k):

(G,GT , e, p, g)← PairingGen(1k).

Output params = (G,GT , e, p, g).

TASetup(params):

Pick α $← Z∗p. Set g1 = gα.

Pick h $← G.

Define function

F : Z∗p → G by F (z) = g1 · g−z.

Set mpk =

(params, e(g, g), g1, h, e(g, h), F ).

Set msk = α.

Output (mpk ,msk).

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id):

Pick rid
$← Z∗p.

Output

usk id,ta = (rid, hid)

where

hid = (h · g−rid)
1

α−id .

Enc(mpk ta, id ,m):

Pick s $← Z∗p.

Output c =

(F (id)s, e(g, g)s, e(g, h)−s ·m).

Dec(mpk ta, usk id,ta, c):

Parse c as

(u, v, w) ∈ G×GT ×GT .

Parse usk id,ta as

(rid, hid) ∈ Z∗p ×G.

Output

m = w · e(u, hid) · vrid .

The Multi-TA Gentry scheme.
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We assume here that identities are elements in Z∗p and messages are elements

in GT . Later, we will need identities that are bit-strings of a fixed length; such

identities can easily and securely be converted into elements of Z∗p by applying a

suitable collision-resistant hash function.

5.3.1 Anonymity of the Multi-TA Gentry Scheme

We will show that the multi-TA version of the Gentry scheme meets the r-m-IND-RA-

TAA-CPA notion under the q-TDABDHE assumption. The r-m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA

notion is similar to m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA security notion, except that the adversary

cannot corrupt TAs.

Experiment Expr-m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA-b
A (k)

params ← CommonSetup(1k)

∀ta ∈ T ,

(mpk ta,msk ta)← TASetup(params)

IDSet ta ← ∅

(m0,m1, id0, id1, ta0, ta1, state)←

AKeyDer(find,MPK )

c∗ ← Enc(mpktab , id b,mb)

b′ ← AKeyDer(guess, c∗, state)

If id0 ∈ IDSetta0

Or id1 ∈ IDSetta1

Then Return 0

Else Return b′.

Oracle KeyDer(ta, id)

IDSet ta ← IDSet ta ∪ {id}

usk id,ta ←

KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id)

Return usk id,ta

The r-m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA Security Experiment.
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We are able to obtain a reduction that has tightness similar to the original scheme

[62] whose IND-RA-CPA security is also proven under the q-TDABDHE assumption.

Our proof closely follows this latter proof with suitable modifications to reflect the

multi-TA setting.

Theorem 5.1. The multi-TA Gentry scheme is r-m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA secure as-

suming the hardness of the q-TDABDHE problem in groups output by PairingGen.

In more detail, let A be an r-m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA adversary against the multi-

TA Gentry scheme which has advantage ε′, runs in time t′ and which makes at most

(q − 1) private key extraction queries per TA. Then there exists an algorithm B that

solves the q-TDABDHE problem in groups (G,GT ) output by PairingGen, running

in time t and having advantage ε such that

ε′ = ε+ (4/p) and t′ = t−O(texp · n · q2)

where texp is the time required to exponentiate in G.

Proof. Let A be an adversary against the multi-TA Gentry scheme, running in time

t′ and making at most (q− 1) private key extraction queries per TA, with advantage

at most ε′. We construct an algorithm B that solves the q-TDABDHE problem, as

follows.

B takes as input a random q-TDABDHE challenge (g′, g′q+2, g1, g2, . . . , gq, Z), where

Z is either e(gq+1, g
′) or a random element of GT , along with expected additional in-

puts (G,GT , e, p, g). Recall that gi = g(αi). Algorithm B proceeds as follows.

For an n TA system, T = {ta i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} represents the set of (labels of) TAs,

where n = n(k) ∈ N. B uses the input challenge to generate n related q-TDABDHE

challenges, one for each TA in T . Let CHALi denote the q-TDABDHE corresponding

to tai ∈ T .
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For tai ∈ T , B first sets βi
$← Z∗p and sets CHALi equal to:

(g′, g′q+2
(βi

(q+2))
, g1

(βi), g2
(βi

2), . . . , gq
(βi

q), Z(βi
(q+1)))

or

(g′, g′
((αβi)

q+2)
, g((αβi)), g((αβi)

2), . . . , g((αβi)
q), Z(βi

(q+1))).

We make a few important observations. Firstly, note that if Z = e(gq+1, g
′)

i.e. the correct solution to the q-TABDHE problem corresponding to the original q-

TDABDHE problem, then Z(βi
(q+1)) is the correct solution to the q-TABDHE problem

corresponding to CHALi. That is, if the original input q-TDABDHE challenge is

drawn from PABDHE, then so are all the CHALis. Similarly, if Z is random in GT

then so is Z(βi
(q+1)), i.e. if the original challenge is drawn from RABDHE then so are

all the CHALis. Secondly, we note that the g′ value is the same in all the n “related”

challenges. This does not present a problem as g′ is used only once to construct the

challenge ciphertext.

• CommonSetup: B sets params equal to (G,GT , e, p, g).

• Setup: For each ta i ∈ T , B generates a random polynomial fi(x) ∈ Zp[x] of

degree q. It sets hi = gfi(αβi), computing hi from g, g1
(βi), g2

(βi
2), . . . , gq

(βi
q). It

sets the public key for tai to mpk i = (params , g1
(βi), hi, e(g, g), e(g, hi), Fi) where

Fi : Z∗p → G is such that Fi(x) = g1
βi ·g−x, and sends all the n master public keys

to A. Since g, α are uniformly random and the βi values and the polynomials

fi(x) are chosen uniformly at random, the g1
(βi) and hi values are also uniformly

random. Therefore the master public keys mpk i are distributed exactly as they

are when A interacts with a true r-m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA security experiment.
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(At this stage, we have essentially succeeded in using the single q-TDABDHE

challenge to set up n independent TAs.)

• Phase 1: A makes key derivation queries on (ta, id). B responds to a query

on ta = ta i ∈ T and id ∈ Z∗p as follows.

B checks if gid = gαβj in each CHALj. If the equality holds, this implies that

id = αβj and B uses αβj to solve the q-TDABDHE challenge immediately by

computing the target response to the challenge itself.

Otherwise, let Fid,i(x) denote the q − 1 degree polynomial

Fid,i(x) = (fi(x)− fi(id))/(x− id).

B sets the private key for id in ta i to

(rid,i, hid,i) = (fi(id), gFid,i(αβi)).

This is a valid private key since

gFid,i(αβi) = g(fi(αβi)−fi(id))/(αβi−id)

= (gfi(αβi) · g−fi(id))1/(αβi−id)

= (hi · g−fi(id))1/(αβi−id).

• Challenge: A outputs TAs ta0, ta1 (which correspond to tax, tay ∈ T respec-

tively), identities id0, id1 and messages m0,m1.

Again, as in Phase 1, B checks if either of gid0 or gid1 is equal to gαβj in each

CHALj. If the equality holds, this implies that one of id0 or id1 is equal to αβj

and B uses αβj to solve the q-TDABDHE challenge immediately by computing

the target response to the challenge itself.
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Otherwise, B generates a bit b ∈ {0, 1} and then computes a private key didb,x =

(ridb,x, hidb,x) for id b in tax if b = 0 or didb,y = (ridb,y, hidb,y) for id b in tay if b = 1

as in Phase 1.

Now, let

g2(x) = x(q+2)

and

F2,idb(x) = (g2(x)− g2(idb))/(x− idb)

which is a (q + 1) degree polynomial. Then F2,idb(x) can be written as

F2,idb(x) =

q+1∑
i=0

F2,idb,i · xi = xq+1 +

q∑
i=0

F2,idb,i · xi

where F2,idb,i is the coefficient of xi in F2,idb(x).

B sets the challenge ciphertext c∗ = (u, v, w) as follows. In the following β = βx

corresponding to tax if b = 0, or β = βy corresponding to tay if b = 1. B sets

u = g′
(g2(αβ)−g2(idb))

v = Z(β(q+1)) · e(g′,
q∏
i=0

gF2,idb,i
·(αβ)i).

and

w = m0/(e(u, hid0,x) · vrid0,x)

if b = 0 and

w = m1/(e(u, hid1,y) · vrid1,y)

if b = 1.

To see that c∗ = (u, v, w) is a valid and appropriately distributed ciphertext

when Z = e(gq+1, g
′), first let:

s = logg(g
′) · F2,idb(αβ).
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Note that s is uniformly random as logg(g
′) is uniformly random and the βi

values are chosen uniformly at random. We will show that c∗ is constructed

using “implicit” randomness s. Now

g′ = gs/(F2,idb
(αβ)) = g(s(αβ−idb))/(g2(αβ)−g2(idb)).

Therefore,

u = gs(αβ−idb).

If Z is a random element in GT then v is random in GT . On the other hand, if

Z = e(gq+1, g
′), then v = e(g, g)s since

e(g′,
∏q

i=0 g
F2,idb,i

·(αβ)i)

= e(g′, g
∑q
i=0 F2,idb,i

·(αβ)i)

= e(g′, g
∑q
i=0 F2,idb,i

·(αβ)i+(αβ)q+1−(αβ)q+1

)

= e(g′, g
∑q+1
i=0 F2,idb,i

·(αβ)i−(αβ)q+1

)

= e(g′, gF2,idb
(αβ)−(αβ)q+1

)

and therefore

v = Z(β(q+1)) · e(g′,
∏q

i=0 g
F2,idb,i

(αβ)i)

= e(gq+1, g
′)(β(q+1)) · e(g′, gF2,idb

(αβ)−(αβ)q+1

)

= e(g, g′)(αβ)(q+1)

· e(g′, gF2,idb
(αβ)−(αβ)q+1

)

= e(g′, gF2,idb
(αβ))

= e(gs/F2,idb
(αβ), gF2,idb

(αβ))

= e(g, g)s.

Finally, note that for any private key didb,i = (ridb,i, hidb,i) corresponding to
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ta i ∈ T , we have:

e(u, hidb,i) · vridb,i

= e(gs(αβi−idb), [hi · g−fi(idb)]1/(αβi−idb)) · e(g, g)s·fi(idb)

= e(gs(αβi−idb), h
1/αβi−idb
i ) · e(gs(αβi−idb), g−fi(idb)/αβi−idb) · e(g, g)s·fi(idb)

= e(g, hi)
s · e(g, g)−s·fi(idb) · e(g, g)s·fi(idb)

= e(g, hi)
s.

Therefore,

w = mb · e(g, hx)−s

if b = 0, and

w = mb · e(g, hy)−s

if b = 1.

• Phase 2: A continues to make key extraction queries and B responds as in

Phase 1.

• Guess: Finally, the adversary outputs a guess b′ ∈ {0, 1}. If b = b′ then B

outputs 0 indicating that Z = e(gq+1, g
′); otherwise, it outputs 1.

We have already shown that the public keys and ciphertexts are appropriately dis-

tributed. We now show that the private keys issued by B are appropriately distributed

as well. If Ii denotes the set consisting of αβi, id b and all the identities queried by

A for tai then |Ii| ≤ (q + 1). Then, from A’s view the values {fi(a) : a ∈ I} are

uniformly random and independent and this follows from the fact that fi(x) is a

uniformly random polynomial of degree q.
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Probability Analysis:

As we have already seen, if Z = e(g(q+1), g
′), then the simulation is perfect and A

will guess the bit b with probability (1/2) + ε′. On the other hand, if Z is a random

element in GT then, u, v are uniformly random and independent elements in G,GT

respectively. It remains to reason about w.

Now, w = mb/(e(u, hidb,i) · vridb,i) where i is x or y corresponding to tax or tay.

The value in the denominator can be expressed as follows:

e(u, hidb,i) · vridb,i

= e(u, (hi · g−fi(idb)))1/(αβi−idb) · vfi(idb)

= e(u, hi)
1/(αβi−idb)) · e(u, g)−fi(idb)/αβi−idb · vfi(idb)

= e(u, hi)
1/(αβi−idb) · (v/e(u, g)1/(αβi−idb))fi(idb).

Now fi(idb) is independent of A’s view (recall that for each ta i ∈ T , B gen-

erates a random polynomial fi(x) ∈ Zp[x] of degree q). Therefore as long as the

inequalities v 6= e(u, g)1/(αβx−id0), v 6= e(u, g)1/(αβx−id1) and v 6= e(u, g)1/(αβy−id0),

v 6= e(u, g)1/(αβy−id1) hold (and they hold with probability (1 − 4/p)), the value

e(u, hidb,i) · vridb,i is random and independent of A’s view. Consequently the value

w is random and independent of A’s view. This implies that if Z is a random element

then c∗ = (u, v, w) can impart no information regarding the bit b.

Assuming that no queried identity equals αβj such that gαβj is in one of the

challenges CHALj (which would only increase B’s success probability), we can see

that: ∣∣Pr[B(g′, g′(q+2), g1, g2, . . . , gq, e(g(q+1), g
′), Z) = 1]− 1/2

∣∣ ≤ (4/p)

when (g′, g′(q+2), g1, g2, . . . , gq, e(g(q+1), g
′), Z) is sampled from RABDHE.
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However,

∣∣Pr[B(g′, g′(q+2), g1, g2, . . . , gq, e(g(q+1), g
′), Z) = 1]− 1/2

∣∣ ≥ ε′

when (g′, g′(q+2), g1, g2, . . . , gq, e(g(q+1), g
′), Z) is sampled from PABDHE. Thus, for uni-

formly random g, g′, α, Z we have:

|Pr[B(g′, g′(l+2), g1, g2, . . . , gl, e(g(l+1), g
′) = 1]

−Pr[B(g′, g′(l+2), g1, g2, . . . , gl, Z) = 1]| ≥ ε′ − (4/p).

Time-Complexity:

In the simulation, B’s overhead is dominated by computing gFid,i(αβi) in response to

A’s key generation query on identity id for ta i ∈ T , where Fid,i(x) is a polynomial of

degree (q − 1). Each such computation requires O(q) exponentiations in G. Since A

makes at most (q − 1) such queries for each TA, t = t′ +O(texp · n · q2).

The above proof can be modified slightly to enable B to respond to Corrupt queries

as well, thereby giving us a proof of security for the m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA security

for the multi-TA version of the Gentry scheme, under the same assumptions. The

m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA security notion is obtained by removing the adversary’s access

to the decryption oracle in the m-IND-RA-TAA-CCA security experiment (Section

3.2.6).

Theorem 5.2. The multi-TA Gentry scheme is m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA secure assum-

ing the hardness of the q-TDABDHE problem in groups output by PairingGen.

In more detail, let A be an m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA adversary against the multi-

TA Gentry scheme which has advantage ε′, runs in time t′ and which makes at most
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(q − 1) private key extraction queries per TA. Then there exists an algorithm B that

solves the q-TDABDHE problem in groups (G,GT ) output by PairingGen, running

in time t and having advantage ε such that

ε′ = ε+ (4/p) ·
(
n

2

)
and t′ = t−O(texp · n · q2)

where texp is the time required to exponentiate in G.

Proof. B simply generates two related q-TDABDHE challenges from the original input

challenge and uses these to respond to private key extraction queries for two specific

TAs indexed by tax, tay ∈ T . It cannot respond to Corrupt queries on these two TAs

and the success of the proof relies on A choosing these two TAs in its Challenge query

(thereby reducing the tightness of the reduction). For all other TAs {ta i ∈ T : i 6=

x, i 6= y}, B simply generates the master public keys and master secret keys itself and

can therefore respond to private key extraction and TA corruption queries on these

TAs. Further details are similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1.



Chapter 6

Building Key Private PKE from
Multi-TA IBE

6.1 Introduction

The notion of semantic security for PKE was first defined by Goldwasser and Micali

[66]. Semantic security requires that the adversary should be able to tell nothing of

the underlying message by observing the ciphertext. Semantic security is shown to be

equivalent to the IND-CPA security notion [66, 87] which requires that an adversary

should be unable to determine to which of two chosen messages a ciphertext corre-

sponds. In practice, security against chosen ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA security)

[90, 98, 52, 12] is the preferred notion of security [106]. This requires that an adversary

should be unable to determine to which of two chosen messages a challenge ciphertext

corresponds, even when given access to a decryption oracle, except of course that the

adversary may not use the oracle to perform decryption of the challenge ciphertext.

Building PKE schemes that are secure in a very strong sense, satisfying indistin-

guishability against chosen ciphertext attacks or IND-CCA secure, remains a very

active area of research. Only a handful of approaches [90, 46, 33] are known for

constructing IND-CCA secure PKE schemes without resorting to the ROM [14]. In

110
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the usual public key setting, the security notion termed Key Privacy has also gained

increasing importance in recent years, in the context of anonymous communications

[9]. While specific schemes such as ElGamal, Cramer-Shoup and RSA based schemes

are known to be Key Private [9], no generic method is known for constructing Key

Private PKE schemes.

Following the results of Cocks [44], and the pairing based solutions of Sakai,

Ohigishi and Kasahara [101] and Boneh and Franklin [22], Identity Based Cryp-

tography [104] has become one of the most active areas of cryptographic research and

research in the field of IBE has influenced research in the public key world. Canetti

et al. [33] give a generic construction, now called the CHK transform, which obtains

an IND-CCA secure PKE scheme from an IBE scheme that is selective-id IND-CPA

secure, and a strongly secure on-time signature scheme. No mention is made in [33] of

the Key Privacy of the PKE schemes arising from the CHK transform. The transform

of Boneh and Katz [24] builds on the ideas of [33] to give a more efficient construction

of PKE from IBE. (The results from both [33, 24] appear in [21].)

We consider the CHK transform in the setting of multiple public keys that is

needed when studying Key Privacy. This quite naturally gives rise to a multi-TA

IBE setting of the type considered in this thesis. We show how to modify the CHK

construction to reflect this setting. We then prove that the Key Privacy of the PKE

scheme resulting from our modified CHK transform follows from a weak form of TA

Anonymity for the underlying multi-TA IBE scheme. Our result gives us the first

generic method of constructing a PKE scheme in the Standard Model that is Key

Private, as well as being IND-CCA secure. We also prove similar results for the

Boneh-Katz transform [24].

We proved in Chapter 5 that a multi-TA version of the Gentry scheme [62] meets a

TA Anonymity security notion suitable for application in our modified transforms. In-

stantiating the CHK transform with this multi-TA Gentry scheme gives us a concrete
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and reasonably efficient Key Private, IND-CCA secure PKE scheme in the Standard

Model, but with large ciphertexts. Instantiating the Boneh-Katz transform with the

multi-TA Gentry scheme gives us a concrete and efficient Key Private, IND-CCA

secure PKE scheme in the Standard Model with shorter ciphertexts.

Based on our current results, we argue that the relatively new notion of TA

Anonymity is not only of interest in the area of anonymous communications, for

example in thwarting traffic analysis as mentioned earlier, but also has rather subtle

cryptographic implications for schemes that use IBE as a building block.

6.2 Background

We first present some of the relevant background information on Key Privacy for

PKE and TA Anonymity for IBE so as to facilitate the discussions that follow. We

will also formally define signature schemes, encapsulation schemes and MAC schemes

and present appropriate security definitions for them.

6.2.1 Key Privacy for PKE

Key Privacy captures the security requirement that ciphertexts do not leak informa-

tion about the public keys used to create them [9]. Key Privacy has surfaced as a

desirable property in a number of applications [103, 30, 67, 1]. Specific schemes such

as ElGamal, Cramer-Shoup and RSA based schemes are known to be Key Private [9].

Bellare et al. define two notions of security which they term IK-CPA and IK-

CCA, that capture the notions of indistinguishability of keys, or Key Privacy, under

chosen plaintext attacks and chosen ciphertext attacks, respectively [9]. We define

via a security experiment, a combined security notion which simultaneously captures
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both message indistinguishability and Key Privacy, which we term IND-IK-CCA se-

curity. As in the IND-CCA security experiment for a regular PKE scheme which

we introduced in Section 2.9.1, the CommonSetup algorithm outputs a set of common

parameters I which are used as input to the KeyGen algorithm.

Experiment ExpIND-IK-CCA-b
A (k)

I $← CommonSetup(1k)

(PK 0,SK 0) $← KeyGen(I)

(PK 1,SK 1) $← KeyGen(I)

CSet0 ← ∅, CSet1 ← ∅

(m0,m1, state)← ADec(find,PK 0,PK 1)

c∗ ← Enc(PK b,mb)

CSet0 ← ∅, CSet1 ← ∅

b′ ← ADec(guess, c∗, state)

If c∗ ∈ CSet0

Or c∗ ∈ CSet1

Then Return 0

Else Return b′.

Oracle Dec(PK b, c)

CSetb ← CSetb ∪ {c}

m ← Dec(SK b, c)

Return m

The IND-IK-CCA Security Experiment.

The advantage of an adversary A in the IND-IK-CCA security experiment is

defined as

AdvIND-IK-CCA
A (k)

= |Pr[ExpIND-IK-CCA-1
A (k) = 1]− Pr[ExpIND-IK-CCA-0

A (k) = 1]|.

We say that a PKE scheme is IND-IK-CCA secure if the advantage of all PPT

adversaries is negligible as a function of the security parameter k.
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6.2.2 A TA Anonymity Security Notion for Multi-TA IBE

We first define the selective-id r-m-IND-TAA-CPA security notion (abbreviated to

s-id r-m-IND-TAA-CPA) for multi-TA IBE, this being a weakened version of the

m-IND-RA-TAA-CCA notion defined in Section 3.2.6. A single identity is used in

the challenge phase in this model, i.e. we set id0 = id1. Furthermore, the adversary

commits to this identity at the start of the game. The adversary is not allowed to

make decryption or TA corruption queries. Again, we define this security notion via

an experiment, which we describe next.

Experiment Exps-id r-m-IND-TAA-CPA-b
A (k)

id∗ ← A(1k)

params ← CommonSetup(1k)

TASet ← ∅

∀ta ∈ T ,

(mpk ta,msk ta)← TASetup(params)

IDSet ta ← ∅

(m0,m1, ta0, ta1, state)

← AKeyDer(find,MPK )

c∗ ← Enc(mpktab , id
∗,mb)

b′ ← AKeyDer(guess, c∗, state)

If ta0 ∈ TASet Or ta1 ∈ TASet

Or id∗ ∈ IDSetta0
Or id∗ ∈ IDSetta1

Then Return 0

Else Return b′

Oracle KeyDer(ta, id)

IDSetta ← IDSetta ∪ {id}

usk id,ta

← KeyDer(mpk ta,msk ta, id)

Return usk id,ta

The selective-id r-m-IND-TAA-CPA Security Experiment.
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The advantage of an adversary A in the s-id r-m-IND-TAA-CPA security game is

defined in the usual fashion.

6.2.3 Signature Schemes

Definition 6.1. A signature scheme is defined by a triple of algorithms:

• Gen: A randomized key generation algorithm that takes as input a security

parameter 1k and outputs a signing key sk and a matching verification key vk .

• Sgn: A signing algorithm that takes as input a signing key sk and a message

m from some message space MsgSp and outputs a signature σ. We write σ =

Sgn(sk ,m). This algorithm may be randomized or deterministic.

• Vrfy: A verification algorithm that takes as input a verification key vk , a

message m and a signature σ and outputs a bit b ∈ {0, 1} (where b = 1 signifies

acceptance and b = 0 signifies rejection). We write b = Vrfy(vk ,m, σ).

We require that for all (sk , vk) output by Gen, ∀m ∈ MsgSp and all σ output by

Sgn(sk ,m), we have Vrfy(vk ,m, σ) = 1.

Security of Signature Schemes

We formally define strong one-time security for signature schemes via the following

experiment.
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Experiment Exp
strong-OT-Sig
A (k)

(sk , vk)← Gen(1k)

(m, state)← A(vk)

σ ← Sgn(sk ,m)

(m∗, σ∗)← A(vk , σ, state)

If (m∗, σ∗) 6= (m, σ)

And Vrfy(vk ,m∗, σ∗) = 1

Then Return 1

Else Return 0

We note that the adversary may output (m∗, σ∗) without outputting m, in which

case (m, σ) are undefined and the win condition is simply if Vrfy(vk ,m∗, σ∗) = 1. We

also note that the adversary can succeed even if m∗ = m, but then only if σ∗ 6= σ.

A signature scheme is a strongly secure one-time signature scheme if an adversary

in the following strong-OT-Sig security experiment has success probability that is

negligible in the security parameter k.

6.2.4 Encapsulation Schemes

Definition 6.2. An encapsulation scheme is defined by a triple of PPT algorithms:

• Init: Takes as input a security parameter 1k and outputs a string pub.

• Encap: Takes as input 1k and pub and outputs (r, com, dec) where r ∈ {0, 1}k.

Here, com is called the commitment string and dec the decommitment string.

We assume that |com| = |dec| for a given value of the security parameter.

• Decap: Takes as input (pub, com, dec) and outputs r ∈ {0, 1}k or ⊥.

We require that for all pub output by Init, and for all (r, com, dec) output by

Encap(1k, pub), Decap(pub, com, dec) = r.
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Security of Encapsulation Schemes

An encapsulation scheme is secure if it has both the hiding and binding properties as

defined below.

Hiding

This security property implies that it should be hard for an adversary against the

encapsulation scheme that is given pub and com (but not dec), to tell whether or not

a string r ∈ {0, 1}k is from a valid tuple (r, com, dec). It can formally be defined by

the following security experiment.

Experiment Exp
Hiding
A (k)

pub ← Init(1k)

r0 ← {0, 1}k

(r1, com, dec)← Encap(1k, pub)

b
$← {0, 1}

b′ ← A(1k, pub, com, rb)

We define the advantage of an adversary in the above Hiding Experiment to be

Adv
Hiding
A (k) =

∣∣∣∣Pr[b′ = b]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ .
The encapsulation scheme is said to be hiding if the advantage of all PPT ad-

versaries A in the Hiding Experiment above, is negligible in the security parameter

k.

Binding

This security property implies that it should be hard for an adversary that is given

a valid tuple (pub, com, dec) with r = Decap(pub, com, dec), to produce a second
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valid decommitment dec ′, such that Decap(pub, com, dec′) does not fail, and outputs

a string r′ 6= r. More formally, we have the following security experiment.

Experiment Exp
Binding
A (k)

pub ← Init(1k)

(r, com, dec)← Encap(1k, pub)

dec ′ ← A(1k, pub, com, dec)

If Decap(pub, com, dec ′) /∈ {⊥, r}
Then Return 1

Else Return 0.

We define the advantage of an adversary in the Binding experiment as

Adv
Binding
A (k) = Pr[Exp

Binding
A (k) = 1].

The encapsulation scheme is said to be binding if the advantage of all PPT ad-

versaries A in the Binding Experiment above, is negligible in the security parameter

k.

6.2.5 MAC Schemes

Definition 6.3. A Message Authentication Code (MAC) is defined by a pair of al-

gorithms:

• MAC: A tagging algorithm that takes as input a key sk ∈ {0, 1}k (where k is

the security parameter) and a message m in an appropriate message space, and

outputs a string tag . We write tag = MAC(sk ,m). This algorithm may or may

not be randomized.
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• Vrfy: A verification algorithm that takes as input a key sk , a message m and

a string tag and outputs a bit b ∈ {0, 1} where b = 1 signifies an accept and

b = 0 signifies a reject. We write this as Vrfy(sk ,m, tag) = b.

We require that for all sk , all m in the message space and all strings tag output

by MAC(sk ,m), we have Vrfy(sk ,m, tag) = 1.

Security of MAC schemes

We formally define strong one-time security for MAC schemes via the following ex-

periment.

Experiment Exp
strong-OT-MAC
A (k)

sk
$← {0, 1}k

(m, state)← A(1k)

tag ← MAC(sk ,m)

(m∗, tag∗)← A(tag , state)

If (m∗, tag∗) 6= (m, tag)

And Vrfy(sk ,m∗, tag∗) = 1

Then Return 1

Else Return 0

We note that the adversary may output (m∗, tag∗) before outputting m, in which

case (m, tag) are undefined, and the win condition is simply that Vrfy(sk ,m∗, tag∗) =

1. We also note that the adversary can succeed even if m∗ = m.

A MAC scheme (MAC, Vrfy) is a strong one-time MAC if the success probability

of any PPT adversary in the strong-OT-MAC security experiment is negligible in the

security parameter k.
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6.3 Key Privacy of the CHK Transform

Canetti et al. [33] give a construction that builds an IND-CCA secure PKE scheme

from a selective-id IND-CPA secure IBE scheme and a strongly secure one-time sig-

nature scheme. We first give an informal description of this construction. The public

key of the PKE scheme is the master public key of the underlying IBE scheme and the

secret key is the corresponding master secret key. To encrypt a message, the sender

first generates a key pair for the underlying signature scheme. The sender uses the

encryption algorithm of the underlying IBE scheme to encrypt the message, using the

public parameters obtained from the public key of the recipient, using the verification

key as the identity. The resulting IBE ciphertext is signed using the signing key cor-

responding to the verification key. The final ciphertext consists of three components,

the verification key, the IBE ciphertext and the signature. To decrypt a ciphertext,

the receiver first verifies that the signature on the IBE ciphertext with respect to the

verification key is valid. If so, the receiver derives the secret key corresponding to the

verification key (it can do this as it knows the master secret key of the IBE scheme)

and decrypts the IBE ciphertext using the decryption algorithm of the underlying

IBE scheme.

The original construction is presented for the case of a single user who generates

the master public key and master secret key of the underlying IBE scheme. We will

formally modify the original CHK construction [33] to reflect the setting of multi-

ple users. In our modified construction, we have multiple users who share common

parameters as part of their public keys i.e. as part of the master public keys of the

underlying IBE scheme. They will of course generate the master public keys and

master secret keys independently.

Finally, we will show that the IND-IK-CCA security of the PKE scheme built

using the (modified) CHK transform follows from the selective-id r-m-IND-TAA-CPA
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security of the underlying IBE scheme and the one-time security of the underlying

signature scheme. We note that we do not require Recipient Anonymity of the IBE

scheme to obtain our result. Rather, the security property needed from the IBE

scheme is the form of TA Anonymity which is captured in our selective-id r-m-IND-

TAA-CPA security notion. In Section 5.3.1 we proved that a multi-TA version of

the Gentry scheme meets the stronger m-IND-RA-TAA-CPA security notion. This

is sufficient for the application of our result. Instantiating the CHK transform with

the multi-TA Gentry scheme and any strongly secure one-time signature scheme will

give us a concrete construction of a Key Private and IND-CCA secure PKE scheme.

We discuss this further in Section 6.3.1.

6.3.1 The Modified CHK Transform

Let Π′ = {CommonSetup′, TASetup′, KeyDer′, Enc′, Dec′} be a multi-TA IBE scheme

for identities of length l.

Let {Gen, Sgn, Vrfy} be a signature scheme in which the verification keys output

by Gen have length l.

Define Π = {CommonSetup, KeyGen, Enc, Dec} as follows

• CommonSetup: On input 1k, this algorithm runs CommonSetup′ on input 1k, to

obtain params . It sets I = params .

• KeyGen: On input I = params , this algorithm runs TASetup′ on input params

to obtain mpk ,msk . The public key PK is set to mpk (PK includes params , as

mpk by definition includes params) and the secret key is SK = msk .

• Enc: To encrypt a message m using public key PK , the sender first runs Gen

to obtain a verification key vk and the corresponding signing key sk (with

|vk | = n). Then, the sender computes c = Enc′(mpk , vk ,m) (i.e. the sender
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encrypts the message m with respect to identity vk under TA, whose mpk is

obtained from PK ) and σ = Sgn(sk , c). The final ciphertext is (vk , c, σ).

• Dec: To decrypt (vk , c, σ) using the secret key SK = msk , corresponding to the

public key PK = mpk , the recipient first checks whether Vrfy(vk , c, σ)
?
= 1.

If not, the receiver outputs ⊥. Otherwise, the receiver computes uskvk =

KeyDer′(msk , vk) and outputs m = Dec′(mpk , uskvk , c).

Theorem 6.1. If Π′ is an IBE scheme which is selective-id r-m-IND-TAA-CPA

secure and {Gen, Sgn, Vrfy} is a strongly secure one-time signature scheme, then Π

is an IND-IK-CCA secure PKE scheme.

Proof. Our proof follows closely the proof of [33] with suitable modifications to reflect

the setting of multiple users. Let A be an IND-IK-CCA adversary against Π. We

say a ciphertext (vk , c, σ) is valid if Vrfy(vk , c, σ) = 1. Let (vk ∗, c∗, σ∗) denote

the challenge ciphertext received by A during a particular run of the IND-IK-CCA

experiment and let Forge denote the event thatA submits a valid ciphertext (vk ∗, c, σ)

to its decryption oracle in this experiment.

In the following, expressions of the form PrA,S[Event] denote the probability that

an Event occurs when an adversary A interacts with a scheme S in a specified security

experiment.

Claim 1 : PrA,Π[Forge] is negligible.

Proof of Claim 1

A is an IND-IK-CCA adversary against the PKE scheme Π. We use A to construct

an adversary F that forges a signature with respect to the one-time signature scheme,

with probability PrA,Π[Forge].
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F is given a verification key vk ∗. F first runs KeyGen to obtain (PK 0, SK 0) and

(PK 1, SK 1). It gives A the two public keys PK 0 and PK 1. Note that F can answer

any decryption queries of A.

If A happens to submit a valid ciphertext (vk ∗, c, σ) to its decryption oracle before

requesting the challenge ciphertext then F simply outputs the forgery (c, σ) and

stops. Otherwise, when A outputs messages m0 and m1, F chooses a random bit b

and computes c∗ = Enc′(mpk b, vk ∗,mb) and obtains from its signing oracle a signature

σ∗ on the message c∗, i.e. σ∗ = Sgn(sk ∗, c∗) where sk ∗ is the signing key corresponding

to vk ∗. F gives A the challenge ciphertext (vk ∗, c∗, σ∗). Subsequently, if A submits a

valid ciphertext (vk ∗, c, σ) to its decryption oracle (note that we must have (c, σ) 6=

(c∗, σ∗)), F simply outputs (c, σ) as its forgery. It is easy to see that F ’s success

probability is exactly PrA,Π[Forge].

Claim 2 : |PrA,Π[Succ ∧ Forge] + 1
2

PrA,Π[Forge]− 1
2
| is negligible.

Proof of Claim 2

We now use A to construct a selective-id r-m-IND-TAA-CPA attacker B against the

IBE scheme Π′. Adversary B acts as a Challenger for A as follows.

B runs Gen(1k) to obtain (sk ∗, vk ∗) and outputs a target identity id∗ = vk ∗ to its

Challenger C. The challenger C gives B MPK , the set of all master public keys in the

multi-TA IBE scheme. Adversary B gives A the two public keys PK 0 = mpkta0
and

PK 1 = mpkta1
.

A is an IND-IK-CCA attacker against the public key scheme. When A makes

decryption queries on ciphertexts of the form (vk , c, σ), it specifies whether it wants

the decryption corresponding to PK 0 or PK 1. B answers decryption queries as follows.
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• If vk = vk ∗, then B checks whether Vrfy(vk ∗, c, σ) = 1. In this case, B does not

know the corresponding IBE secret key corresponding to the identity vk ∗ and it

is not allowed to make this query to its Challenger C. Consequently, B aborts

and outputs a random bit. If Vrfy(vk ∗, c, σ) 6= 1 then B responds with ⊥.

• If vk 6= vk ∗ and Vrfy(vk , c, σ) 6= 1 then B responds with ⊥.

• If vk 6= vk ∗ and Vrfy(vk , c, σ) = 1 then B:

– makes the oracle query KeyDer(mpkta i
, vk) where PK i is specified in the

query and obtains uskvk ,ta i
,

– computes m = Dec′(mpkta i
, uskvk ,ta i

, c), and

– responds with m.

At some point during the simulation A outputs two equal length messages m0 and

m1. B forwards (ta0,m0) and (ta1,m1) to its Challenger. B is given the challenge

ciphertext c∗ = Enc′(mpktab
, id∗,mb). B computes σ∗ = Sgn(sk ∗, c∗) and gives A

(vk ∗, c∗, σ∗).

A continues to make decryption oracle queries which are answered by B as before.

Finally A outputs a guess b′ and this same guess is output by B. We note that B

provides a perfect simulation for A as well as a legal strategy for attacking the IBE

scheme, provided that B is not forced to abort (which occurs only when the event

Forge occurs). In particular it never requests the secret key corresponding to the

target identity vk ∗ for either of the target TAs.

We note that B wins if A does, and this can only happen when the event Forge

does not happen. When the event Forge happens, B is forced to abort and output a
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random bit. Therefore we have

|PrB,Π′ [Succ]− 1
2
| = |PrA,Π[Succ ∧ Forge] + 1

2
· PrA,Π[Forge]− 1

2
|.

Claim 2 then follows as we know the left hand side of the above equation is

negligible by the assumed security of the IBE scheme.

Finally, we have

|PrA,Π[Succ]− 1
2
|

= |PrA,Π[Succ ∧ Forge] + PrA,Π[Succ ∧ Forge]

−1
2
· PrA,Π[Forge] + 1

2
PrA,Π[Forge]− 1

2
|

≤ |PrA,Π[Succ ∧ Forge]− 1
2
· PrA,Π[Forge]|

+|PrA,Π[Succ ∧ Forge] + 1
2

PrA,Π[Forge]− 1
2
|

≤ 1
2
· PrA,Π[Forge] + |PrA,Π[Succ ∧ Forge] + 1

2
PrA,Π[Forge]− 1

2
|.

The proof of the result follows from the proofs of claims 1 and 2.

Final Observations

We showed in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 that the multi-TA version of the Gentry scheme

meets stronger notions of security than those required for the application of Theorem

6.1. We can therefore instantiate the modified CHK transform with the multi-TA

version of the Gentry scheme and a strongly secure one-time signature scheme [83, 54]

to obtain an IND-IK-CCA PKE scheme. The known one-time signature schemes,

while allowing for very efficient key generation and verification, have very long public

keys and signatures. So while the scheme is quite efficient, with encryption and

decryption costing roughly the same as encryption and decryption in the original
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Gentry scheme, the verification key and the signature that have to be included as

ciphertext components add significant overhead resulting in long ciphertexts.

6.4 Key Privacy of the Boneh-Katz Transform

Boneh and Katz [24] give a construction for obtaining an IND-CCA secure PKE

scheme with better efficiency than the construction of Canetti et al. [33]. The basic

ideas are similar, however, instead of using a signature scheme as in [33], the con-

struction of [24] uses an encapsulation scheme and a MAC scheme, in addition to the

selective-id IND-CPA secure IBE scheme.

In this section we present a modified version of the Boneh-Katz transform from

[24] to reflect the setting of multiple users and show that the IND-IK-CCA security of

the PKE scheme built using the (modified) BK transform follows from the selective-id

r-m-IND-TAA-CPA security of the underlying IBE scheme.

6.4.1 The Modified Boneh-Katz Transform

Let Π′ = {CommonSetup′, TASetup′, KeyDer′, Enc′, Dec′} be a multi-TA IBE scheme

supporting identities of length l′.

Let {Init, Encap, Decap} be an encapsulation scheme where commitments com

output by Encap have length l′.

Let {MAC, Vrfy} be a MAC scheme.

We construct a PKE scheme Π = {CommonSetup, KeyGen, Enc, Dec} with algo-

rithms defined below.

The message space for the PKE scheme will be bit strings of length l (say), such

that the message space of the multi-TA IBE scheme is the set of bit strings of length

(l+ l′). In practice, the message space of the underlying IBE scheme may be elements
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of a specific group rather than bit strings and so the key mask used to perform the

encryption may need to be suitably converted to bit strings. (See Section 7.3 and

Section 7.4 in [21] for details.)

• CommonSetup: On input 1k, this algorithm runs CommonSetup′ on input 1k, to

obtain params . It runs Init(1k) to generate pub. It sets I = (params , pub).

• KeyGen: On input I, this algorithm runs TASetup′ on input params to gener-

ate mpk and msk . The public key PK is set to be (mpk , pub) (PK includes

params , as mpk by definition includes params). The secret key SK is set to be

(msk , pub).

• Enc: To encrypt a message m using public key PK = (mpk , pub), the sender

first runs Encap(1k, pub) to obtain (r, com, dec). Then, the sender computes

c = Enc′(mpk , com, (m||dec)). Finally, the sender computes tag = MAC(r, c).

The final ciphertext is (com, c, tag).

• Dec: To decrypt a ciphertext (com, c, tag) using secret key SK = (msk , pub),

the receiver computes uskcom = KeyDer′(msk , com) followed by (m||dec) =

Dec′(mpk , uskcom , c). Next the recipient runs Decap(pub, com, dec) to obtain a

string r. If this does not fail and Vrfy(r, c, tag) = 1, then the recipient outputs

m. Otherwise, the algorithm outputs ⊥.

Theorem 6.2. If Π′ is a selective-id r-m-IND-TAA-CPA secure IBE scheme, the

encapsulation scheme is both hiding and binding and the MAC scheme is a strong

one-time MAC, then Π is an IND-IK-CCA secure PKE scheme.

Proof. Let A be an IND-IK-CCA adversary against the scheme Π. We say that a

ciphertext (com, c, tag) is valid if decryption of the ciphertext does not result in ⊥.
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Let (com∗, c∗, tag∗) denote the challenge ciphertext received by A. The proof is based

on showing that:

• A submits to its decryption oracle a valid ciphertext (com∗, c, tag), with (c, tag)

6= (c∗, tag∗), only with negligible probability. Proving this is complicated by

the fact that ciphertext validity cannot be checked publicly (as in the CHK

construction) without knowledge of the master secret keys.

• Assuming that the previous event does not occur, the decryption queries made

by A do not help it learn the underlying plaintext. This is proved based on the

security of the underlying IBE scheme Π′.

The proof is structured as a sequence of games. Let Pri[·] denote the probability

of a particular event occurring in Game i.

Game 0:

This is the original game in which A is an IND-IK-CCA attacker against scheme

Π. Let (r∗, com∗, dec∗) denote the values that are used to compute the challenge

ciphertext. These values can be assumed to have been generated at the start of the

game as they are generated independently of A’s actions. Let Succ denote the event

that A’s output bit b′ is identical to the bit b used in constructing the challenge

ciphertext. We have, AdvIND-CCA
A,Π (k) = |Pr0[Succ]− 1/2|.

Game 1:

This game is slightly modified as follows. On input a ciphertext (com∗, c, tag), the

decryption oracle simply outputs ⊥.
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Let Valid denote the event that A submits a valid ciphertext (com∗, c, tag) to its

decryption oracle. We note that |Pr1[Succ]− Pr0[Succ]| ≤ Pr0[Valid] = Pr1[Valid],

which holds since Game 0 and Game 1 are identical until the event Valid occurs.

Let NoBind denote the event that A at some point submits a ciphertext (com∗, c, tag)

such that:

• c decrypts to (m||dec) using uskcom∗ derived from the secret key as specified

in the query, and

• Decap(pub, com∗, dec) /∈ {r∗,⊥}.

Let Forge denote the event that A submits a ciphertext (com∗, c, tag) to its de-

cryption oracle such that Vrfy(r∗, c, tag) = 1.

Then,

|Pr1[Succ]− Pr0[Succ]| ≤ Pr0[Valid]

= Pr1[Valid]

≤ Pr1[NoBind] + Pr1[Forge].

Claim 1A: Pr1[NoBind] is negligible.

Proof of Claim 1A: This follows from the Binding property of the encapsulation

scheme. Consider an adversary B against the Binding property of the encapsulation

scheme that is given input (1k, pub, com∗, dec∗).

• B runs CommonSetup′(1k) to obtain params . It then runs TASetup(params)

twice, to obtain (mpkta0
,mskta0

) and (mpkta1
,mskta1

) and then runs A on

inputs PK 0 = (mpkta0
, pub) and PK 1 = (mpkta1

, pub).

• When A makes a decryption query B responds as required in Game 1, i.e. with
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⊥ to decryption queries of the form (com∗, c, tag) and to other queries using its

knowledge of mskta1
and mskta2

.

• When A submits two messages m0 and m1, B chooses a bit b at random and

encrypts mb with PK b to produce a challenge ciphertext (com∗, c∗, tag∗). Note

that B has (pub, com∗, dec∗) and can use this to calculate r∗ and consequently

tag∗ on the ciphertext component c∗.

At the end of the experiment, B decrypts queries of the form (com∗, c, tag)

to see if the event NoBind occurred. If so, it can learn a value dec such that

Decap(pub, com∗, dec) /∈ {r∗,⊥}, violating the Binding property of the encapsula-

tion scheme. Therefore, we conclude that Pr[NoBind] must be negligible.

Game 2:

In Game 2 the way the challenge ciphertext is computed is modified. B gener-

ates an additional public key PK 2 by running TASetup on input params to obtain

(mpkta2
,mskta2

) and setting PK 2 = (mpkta2
, pub).

When A submits its two messages m0 and m1, the ciphertext is computed as c∗ =

Enc′(mpkta2
, com∗, (0l+l

′
)), followed by tag∗ = MAC(r∗, c∗). The challenge ciphertext

is (com∗, c∗, tag∗). The bit b is only used to define the event Succ and since the

challenge ciphertext is independent of the bit b, it follows that Pr2[Succ] = 1/2. i.e.

Pr2[Succ]− 1/2 = 0.

Claim 2A: |Pr2[Succ]− Pr1[Succ]| is negligible.

Proof of Claim 2A: This follows from the security of Π′. Consider an adversary

A′ attacking the IBE scheme Π′ in a selective-id r-m-IND-TAA-CPA game.
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• Adversary A′ first runs Init(1k) to obtain pub. It then runs Encap(1k, pub) to

obtain (r∗, com∗, dec∗). It outputs com∗ as the target identity and is then given

MPK = {mpk ta : ta ∈ T } for T = {ta i : 0 ≤ i ≤ n}. Finally, A′ runs A on

inputs 1k and PK 0 = (mpkta0
, pub) and PK 1 = (mpkta1

, pub).

• A’s decryption queries are answered by A′ as follows:

– Queries of the form ((com∗, c, tag),PK x) with x ∈ {0, 1} are answered

with ⊥.

– Queries of the form ((com, c, tag),PK x) with com 6= com∗ and x ∈ {0, 1}

are answered by first querying A′’s Challenger for the private key corre-

sponding to com in tax and using it to decrypt the ciphertext.

• When A submits two equal length messages m0 and m1, A′ first selects a bit

b at random. Then, it sends ((mb||dec∗),mpktab
) and ((0l+l

′
),mpkta2

) to its

Challenger.

• A′ receives c∗ and then computes tag∗ = MAC(r∗, c∗). It sends (com∗, c∗, tag∗)

to A.

• Further decryption queries are answered as above.

• Finally A outputs a bit b′. If b′ = b, then A′ outputs 0; otherwise A′ outputs 1.

When the encryption query of A′ is answered with an encryption corresponding

to ((mb||dec∗),mpktab
) then A’s view is exactly as in Game 1. On the other hand,

when the encryption query of A′ is answered with the encryption corresponding to

((0l+l
′
),mpkta2

) then A’s view is exactly as in Game 2.
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Therefore we have,

Advs-id r-m-IND-TAA-CPA
A′,Π′ (k) = |1

2
Pr1[Succ] + 1

2
Pr2[Succ]− 1

2
|

= 1
2
|Pr1[Succ] + Pr2[Succ]− 1|

= 1
2
|Pr1[Succ]− Pr2[Succ]|

and the claim follows from the security of Π′.

Claim 2B: |Pr2[Forge]− Pr1[Forge]| is negligible.

Proof of Claim 2B: The proof is the same as that for Claim 2A except that now

A′ runs A to completion and then for decryption queries of the form (com∗, c, tag) it

checks if Vrfy(r∗, c, tag) = 1. If such a query exists then A′ outputs 1, else it outputs

0. The claim follows from the security of the MAC scheme.

Game 3:

In this game components com∗ and c∗ of the ciphertext are computed as in Game 2.

However, tag∗ is now computed with a random key r̂ ∈ {0, 1}k as tag∗ = MAC(r̂, c∗).

Event Forge is defined as earlier, except using the key r̂, i.e. Forge is now the event

that A makes a decryption query with (com∗, c, tag) and Vrfy(r̂, c, tag) = 1.

Claim 3: |Pr3[Forge]− Pr2[Forge]| is negligible.

Proof of Claim 3: This follows from the hiding property of the encapsulation

scheme. Consider an adversary B against the hiding property of the encapsulation

scheme, that is given input (1k, pub, com∗, r̂).

B runs CommonSetup(1k) to obtain params , runs TASetup(params) twice to ob-

tain (mpkta0
,mskta0

) and (mpkta1
,mskta1

) and then runs A on inputs PK 0 =

(mpkta0
, pub) and PK 1 = (mpkta1

, pub). B also runs TASetup(params) and obtains

(mpkta2
,mskta2

) and sets PK 2 = (mpkta2
, pub).
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• Decryption queries are answered as usual.

• When A submits two messages m0 and m1, the adversary B computes the

ciphertext c∗ = Enc′(mpkta2
, com∗, (0l+l

′
)) and then computes tag∗ = MAC(r̂, c∗)

and returns the challenge ciphertext (com∗, c∗, tag∗) to A.

• At the end of the experiment, B decrypts queries of the form (com∗, c, tag),

using the secret keys mskta0
and mskta1

, to see if Vrfy(r̂, c, tag) = 1. If so, B

outputs 1, else it outputs 0.

If r̂ is chosen such that (r̂, com∗, dec∗) is output by Encap(1k, pub) then A’s view

is identical to that in Game 2 and B outputs 1 with probability Pr2[Forge]. If on the

other hand, r̂ is chosen independently of com∗ then the view of A is identical to that

in Game 3 and B outputs 1 with probability Pr3[Forge]. The claim follows from the

hiding property of the encapsulation scheme.

Claim 4: Pr3[Forge] is negligible.

Proof of Claim 4: This follows from the security of the MAC scheme. Let

q = q(k) be an upper bound on the number of the number of decryption queries

made by A. Let us consider a forging algorithm F . F chooses a random index

j ← {1, . . . , q}. It begins simulating Game 3 forA, by running Init(1k) to obtain pub,

running CommonSetup(1k) to obtain params , then running TASetup(params) thrice to

obtain (mpkta0
,mskta0

), (mpkta1
,mskta1

) and (mpkta2
,mskta2

). Finally, the forger

F runs A on inputs PK 0 = (mpkta0
, pub) and PK 1 = (mpkta1

, pub). If the jth

decryption query (comj, cj, tag j) occurs before the Challenge query than F outputs

(cj, tag j) and stops. Otherwise, in response to the Challenge query on (m0,m1),

the forger F computes Encap(1k, pub) to obtain (r∗, com∗, dec∗) followed by c∗ =
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Enc′(mpkta2
, com∗, (0l+l

′
)). Next, it submits c∗ to its MAC oracle and receives tag∗.

F then gives the challenge ciphertext (com∗, c∗, tag∗) to A and continues running A

till its submits its jth decryption query (comj, cj, tag j) . At this point, F outputs

(cj, tag j) and stops. F ’s success probability in outputting a valid forgery is at least

Pr3[Forge]/q. The claim follows from the security of the MAC scheme.

Finally, putting everything together,

AdvIND-IK-CCA
A (k)

= |Pr0[Succ]− 1/2|

= |Pr0[Succ]− Pr1[Succ] + Pr1[Succ]− 1/2|

≤ |Pr0[Succ]− Pr1[Succ]|+ |Pr1[Succ]− 1/2|

= Pr1[Valid] + |Pr1[Succ]− 1/2|

≤ Pr1[NoBind] + Pr1[Forge] + |Pr1[Succ]− Pr2[Succ] + Pr2[Succ]− 1/2|

≤ Pr1[NoBind] + Pr1[Forge] + |Pr1[Succ]− Pr2[Succ]|+ |Pr2[Succ]− 1/2|

= Pr1[NoBind] + Pr1[Forge] + |Pr1[Succ]− Pr2[Succ]|

= Pr1[NoBind] + Pr1[Forge] + Pr2[Forge]− Pr2[Forge]

+ Pr3[Forge]− Pr3[Forge] + |Pr1[Succ]− Pr2[Succ]|

≤ Pr1[NoBind] + Pr3[Forge] + |Pr2[Forge]− Pr3[Forge]|

+|Pr1[Forge]− Pr2[Forge]|+ |Pr1[Succ]− Pr2[Succ]|

The proof follows, as all terms are negligible.
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Final Observations

The multi-TA version of the Gentry scheme (Section 5.2) meets stronger notions of

security than those required for the application of Theorem 6.2. Boneh and Katz

suggest an encapsulation scheme suitable for application in their original transform

[24] and this is also suitable for our modified construction. We can therefore instanti-

ate the modified BK transform with the multi-TA version of the Gentry scheme, the

hiding and blinding encapsulation scheme proposed in [24] and any suitable MAC (for

example [119]) to obtain an IND-IK-CCA PKE scheme. The use of the encapsulation

and MAC scheme in the place of the signature scheme in the CHK transform results

in improved efficiency and shorter ciphertexts.



Chapter 7

IBE for Coalition Environments

7.1 Introduction

Complex environments involving cooperation between entities formed under distinct

roots of trust are very relevant in Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs). In this

chapter, we consider the fundamental and important question of how to enable secure

communications between disparate entities within such heterogeneous, potentially

resource-constrained environments.

Traditional public key cryptography is not well-suited for such networks since it

utilizes large amounts of energy and bandwidth and requires a constant connection to

a public key infrastructure (PKI) to look up public keys, certificates and revocation

data. In addition, transmitting, storing and verifying certificates puts extra strain on

already limited resources. IBE is an attractive choice for such resource-constrained

environments since it eliminates the need for public key lookups, does not need cer-

tificates, and allows revocation to be simplified by using time-based identifiers.

A number of authors have studied the applicability of IBE to MANETs [77, 35,

85, 70, 6]. However, almost all prior work in this area has been limited to the case of a

single TA. In more complex settings, such as those encountered in dynamic coalition

forming, we may have multiple TAs (from different administrative domains) and hence

136
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multiple roots of trust. As an example, in the application scenario envisioned in [99],

coalition forces controlled by one coalition member need the ability to communicate

securely with individuals and entities associated with other members of the coalition.

In this type of scenario, it is necessary to find methods that allow entities that are

under different roots of trust to securely communicate with each other. A particular

challenge then arises when coalitions are formed dynamically. In this situation pre-

configuration of devices with all of the required static security data (such as system-

wide public parameters for each of the coalition TAs) before a mission commences will

not, in general, be possible: the exact set of coalition members may be unpredictable

in advance, and their security data may need to be updated during the course of a

mission. Issuing a fresh set of system-wide public parameters for each new coalition,

along with private keys for all of the coalition members, is an unattractive solution

since it involves high communication costs and needs secure channels for distribution

of the new private keys. This is particularly true when coalitions are short-lived,

forming and re-forming rapidly. Another approach would be for coalition members to

distribute the required security data amongst themselves as and when necessary, in

an ad hoc fashion. However, this would require each member to maintain a complete

set of data, would involve significant storage overhead, and could result in problems

if a secure communication facility was urgently needed but the required security data

had not yet been received.

We present an alternative solution to the problem of enabling secure communica-

tions in dynamic coalitions. Our solution enables any entity A to securely commu-

nicate with any other coalition entity B, even if B is associated with a different TA

and A is unable to obtain authentic public parameters for B’s TA (for example, if

that TA is simply unknown). The cost of our solution is that when a coalition forms,

the TAs must broadcast a small amount of additional information to each coalition

member. However, this broadcast need not itself be encrypted. Now A can use its
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own TA’s public parameters (along with B’s identifier) to perform the encryption to

B. In fact, A can use a set of authentic public parameters from any coalition TA.

Meanwhile, B, upon receipt of the broadcast information from the TAs, is able to

perform key translations: B can convert its existing private key issued by its TA into

private keys that are valid for the same identifier under each and every one of the

other TAs in the coalition. This means that B is able to decrypt A’s message no

matter which public parameters were selected by A during encryption. On the other

hand, no other entity is able to translate its private key to enable decryption of the

message intended for B.

We provide security models that are appropriate to this kind of multi-TA applica-

tion scenario. The security models we consider for these scenarios are similar to the

multi-TA security notions we have discussed in earlier chapters, with suitable modifi-

cations to reflect the complexities arising from the additional public parameters that

are broadcast.

We also give a specific instantiation of our solution that adapts the Boneh-Franklin

BasicIdent IBE scheme [22]. This results in a highly efficient encryption scheme in

which the size of the coalition-enabling broadcast is linear in the number of coalition

partners.

In comparison to the approach based on distributing a fresh set of system-wide

public parameters for each new coalition, our approach eliminates the need for the

secure channel to distribute new private keys, as well as the need for bespoke com-

munication between TAs and individual nodes. Compared with the ad hoc approach,

our method may be more reliable (since nodes in receipt of the single broadcast will

immediately have all the information needed to enable secure communications). In

the specific instantiation we provide in this chapter, our approach also requires less

communication. In general, our approach does make use of a network-wide authentic

broadcast, and assumes that entities do know one another’s identifiers even if the
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relevant TA public parameters are not available. It also requires the various TAs to

share some common cryptographic parameters which may reduce its flexibility.

7.2 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, multi-TA IBE schemes where the TAs collaborate to

enable secure communications in dynamic coalitions have not been investigated in

the literature prior to this work.

We note that HIBE schemes [74, 63] do employ multiple TAs but the scenario we

consider cannot be satisfied using HIBE. In HIBE schemes, the setup of the lower level

TAs is closely bound to the upper level TAs, whereas we envisage a scenario where

existing single-TA deployments can be made to interact dynamically with minimum

overhead, i.e. without reissuing private keys or similar infrastructure overhaul.

In the situation where there are no prior relationships between the different TAs

except that they may share a subset of common public parameters, if the sender

of a message can obtain authentic public parameters for all the TAs, then cross-TA

communication can be enabled by encrypting the same message for the identifier in

question using the public parameters of each of the TAs. However, such schemes

typically lead to significant ciphertext expansion and additional cryptographic com-

putation, which may render them unsuitable in resource-constrained environments.

This kind of scenario has been addressed in [112], where a scheme is given that only

needs a single pairing operation during encryption. However, the security model used

in [112] is the usual one for the single TA setting, and no consideration is given as to

how security may be affected by encrypting the same message using multiple, differ-

ent sets of public parameters. In addition, the schemes of [112] reuse randomness to

enhance efficiency, and this is not formally addressed in the security analysis. Bar-

bosa and Farshim [7] do consider the security of multi-recipient IBE with randomness
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re-use, but only in the single-TA setting.

7.3 IBE for Coalition Environments

In our approach, each user obtains a single private key corresponding to its identifier

from its respective TA, and later uses additional information broadcast by the TAs to

translate its private key. The translation allows a user to convert an existing private

key into one that would have been issued by any of the other TAs. This in turn

allows a sender to encrypt messages to a recipient using the recipient’s identifier and

the public parameters of any one of the TAs. The recipient can then use translation

to obtain a private key that allows it to decrypt the ciphertext.

We call an identity based encryption scheme satisfying these properties a Key-

Translating IBE scheme.

Definition 7.1. A Key-Translating IBE scheme is defined in terms of the following

algorithms:

• CommonSetup: On input 1k, outputs params , a set of system parameters shared

by all TAs. We assume that params includes a description of the message space

MsgSp and the ciphertext space CtSp.

• Setup: Takes as input params and an integer n = n(k). Here n ≥ 2 denotes

the number of TAs. To facilitate presentation, we let T = {ta i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}

denote the set of labels of all the TAs. Then,

– For each ta ∈ T , generates a unique master public key mpkta (which

includes params) and a master secret key mskta . We let MPK and MSK

denote the set of all master public keys and master secret keys respectively.
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– For every pair of TAs, ta i, taj ∈ T , uses params , mskta i
, msktaj

and

returns a relation relta i,taj
from a space R of relations. Let Rta denote

the set of all relations pertaining to ta ∈ T .

• KeyDer: On input mpkta , mskta for ta ∈ T and an identifier id ∈ {0, 1}∗,

returns a private key uskid ,ta corresponding to id for the TA with label ta.

This algorithm may or may not be randomized.

• TranslateKey: On input uskid ,ta i
and relta i,taj

,∈ Rta i
returns a private key

uskid ,taj
corresponding to id for the TA with label taj.

• Enc: On input mpkta for ta ∈ T , id ∈ {0, 1}∗, m ∈ MsgSp, returns a ciphertext

c ∈ CtSp.

• Dec: On input mpkta for ta ∈ T , c ∈ CtSp and private key uskid ,ta , returns

m ∈ MsgSp or a failure symbol ⊥.

These algorithms must satisfy the standard consistency requirement that ∀m ∈

MsgSp, ∀id ∈ {0, 1}∗ and ∀ta ∈ T ,

Dec(c, uskid ,ta ) = m where c = Enc(mpkta , id ,m).

In addition, decryption with an appropriately translated private key must also be

consistent i.e. ∀m ∈ MsgSp, ∀id ∈ {0, 1}∗ and ∀ta ∈ T ,

Dec(c, TranslateKey(uskid ,ta i
, rel ta i,taj

)) = m where c = Enc(mpktaj
, id ,m).
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We assume here that the relations Rta pertaining to each ta ∈ T are broadcast

to all users in the system (for convenience, we let RTA denote all the broadcast

relations). After this is done, a user with identifier id and private key uskid ,ta i
may

use the relation relta i,taj
,∈ Rta i

in Algorithm TranslateKey to obtain uskid ,taj
.

This enables that user to decrypt ciphertexts computed using identifier id and the

master public key of taj.

7.3.1 Security Notions

We introduce security models appropriate to the above cryptographic primitive. We

define the KT-m-IND-RA-CCA security experiment to capture an indistinguishability

and anonymity notion of security in this setting. This security notion is an extension

of the m-IND-RA-CCA security experiment. The adversary has access to the usual

key derivation and decryption oracles and specifies two messages/identity pairs and

a single TA in its challenge. The adversary is given the ciphertext corresponding to

one of the message/identity pairs corresponding to the specified TA and its task is to

determine which message/identity pair was used to compute the ciphertext. However,

now the adversary also has access to RTA, the set of relations that are broadcast.

This means that once the adversary performs a key derivation query for an identity

corresponding to a particular TA, it has effectively obtained the private key for that

identity corresponding to every TA for which relations are available in RTA. The win

conditions must therefore be appropriately strengthened. Removing the adversary’s

access to the decryption oracle gives us the KT-m-IND-RA-CPA security notion.
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Experiment ExpKT-m-IND-RA-CCA-b
A (k)

params ← CommonSetup(1k)

TASet ← ∅

(MPK ,MSK ,RTA)← Setup(params, n)

∀ta ∈ T ,

IDSetta ← ∅, CSetta ← ∅

(m0,m1, id0, id1, ta, state)←

AKeyDer,Dec(find,MPK ,RTA)

c∗ ← Enc(mpkta , id b,mb)

∀ta ∈ T , CSetta ← ∅

b′ ← AKeyDer,Dec(guess, c∗, state)

If id0 ∈ IDSetta i for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n

Or id1 ∈ IDSetta i for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n

Or {(id0, c∗)} ∈ CSetta

Or {(id1, c∗)} ∈ CSetta

Then Return 0

Else Return b′.

Oracle KeyDer(ta, id)

IDSetta ← IDSetta ∪ {id}

uskid ,ta ←

KeyDer(mpkta ,mskta , id)

Return uskid ,ta

Oracle Dec(ta, id , c)

CSetta ← CSetta ∪ {(id , c)}

uskid ,ta ←

KeyDer(mpkta ,mskta , id)

m ← Dec(mpkta , uskid ,ta , c)

Return m

The KT-m-IND-RA-CCA Security Experiment.

7.3.2 An Instantiation Based on the BasicIdent Scheme

We give an instantiation of a Key-Translating IBE scheme based on the BasicIdent

scheme of [22]. We will show that this scheme is KT-m-IND-RA-CPA secure.

• CommonSetup: On input a security parameter 1k, this algorithm:

– Runs PairingGen on input 1k to obtain (G,GT , e, p, g).
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– Chooses cryptographic hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G∗ and H2 : GT →

{0, 1}l for some l = l(k).

– Outputs params = (G,GT , e, p, g,H1, H2, k, l).

The message space is MsgSp = {0, 1}l−k, where k is the length of padding

employed. The ciphertext space is CtSp = G∗ × {0, 1}l.

• Setup: On input params and n = n(k), n ≥ 2, where n denotes the number

of TAs and T = {ta i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} denote the set of labels of all TAs, this

algorithm:

– Sets si
$← Z∗p and sets msk i = si and mpk i = (params , gsi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

– For each i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, sets

Ri = {relta i,taj
: 1 ≤ j ≤ n}

where relta i,taj
= sj · si−1 mod p.

– Outputs Ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

• KeyDer: On input mpk i, msk i and an identifier id ∈ {0, 1}∗, this algorithm

outputs uskid ,ta i
= H1(id)si .

• Enc: On input mpk i for ta i ∈ T , to encrypt a message m ∈ MsgSp, under

id ∈ {0, 1}∗, this algorithm:

– Chooses r
$← Z∗p.

– Outputs the ciphertext

c = (u, v) = (gr, (m||0k)⊕H2(e(H1(id), gsi)r))
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• TranslateKey: On input uskid ,ta i
, the private key corresponding to id ∈

{0, 1}∗ for ta i ∈ T and relta i,taj
∈ Ri, returns (uskid ,ta i

)
rel ta i,taj .

Note that

(uskid ,ta i
)
rel ta i,taj = H1(id)si

sj ·si−1

= H1(id)sj

= uskid ,taj
.

so that algorithm TranslateKey does indeed convert private keys correctly.

• Dec: On input c = (u, v), mpk i and private key uskid ,ta i
this algorithm:

– Runs TranslateKey to obtain uskid ,taj
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= i. (Note

that this step needs to be performed just once if the user can store all the

keys uskid ,taj
.)

– Computes m
′
j = v ⊕H2(e(u, uskid ,taj

)) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

– For each m
′
j checks if the last k bits are zero. (Parameter k is selected

such that with overwhelming probability only the decryption of c using

the correct private key yields this padding format.) If it is, it sets m to

the left l− k bits of m
′
j and outputs m. If no m

′
j obtained in this way has

its last k bits equal to 0, then this algorithm outputs ⊥.

We note that if we assume that ciphertexts contain a label indicating which TA’s

master public key was used to perform the encryption, then the decryption operation

can be done in a single step using the correct private key. Note too that, for this

particular scheme, the complete set of n2 values rel ta i,taj
can be computed upon

receipt of a single broadcast containing the values rel ta1,taj
for j = 2, . . . , n. This

means that this specific scheme needs a broadcast whose size is linear in the number

of TAs, rather than quadratic.
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Theorem 7.1. The multi-TA scheme based on BasicIdent is KT-m-IND-RA-CPA

secure in the Random Oracle model, assuming the hardness of the BDH problem in

groups output by PairinGen.

Proof. Suppose there is an KT-m-IND-RA-CPA adversary A against the multi-TA

IBE scheme with advantage ε and running in time t. We show how to construct

an algorithm B that uses A to break the IND-RA-CPA property of the BasicIdent

scheme.

B’s inputs are the parameters mpk = (G,GT , e, p, g, Ppub, H1, H2, l) of the

BasicIdent scheme. B’s task is to break the IND-RA-CPA security of the BasicIdent

scheme and it does this by acting as a challenger for A.

B generates the parameters of the multi-TA IBE scheme. It sets params =

(G,GT , e, p, g,H1, H2, l). Let T = {ta i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} denote the set of labels of all

TAs where n is the number of TAs . Then B sets mpkI = (params , PPub) for taI ∈ T

with I
$← {1 . . . n}. Note that PPub = gs for s ∈ Z∗p but the value of s is not known

to B. It sets mpkj = (params , P
λj
Pub) for taj, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= I, where

each λj is drawn uniformly at random from Z∗p. It also sets λI = 1. The master

secret key for taj is msk j = λj · s which, again, B does not know. However, with the

knowledge of the λj values it is able to generate, for every ta i ∈ T , the appropriate

set Ri = {relta i,taj
: 1 ≤ j ≤ n}. B does this by setting relta i,taj

= λj · λi−1 mod p.

B then gives these public keys to A, along with the sets of relations Ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

A makes a series of queries which B answers as follows.

• Phase 1: A makes a series of key derivation queries on (ta, id) combinations.

B asks the corresponding key derivation query on id to its challenger which

responds with the private key uskid ,ta i
. If ta = ta i, B relays the response to A.
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Otherwise, B uses the appropriate λj value to compute uskid ,taj
= usk

λj

id ,ta i

which corresponds to the private key of id for taj and sends this to A.

• Challenge: When A decides to end Phase 1 of the attack it outputs two

messages/identifier tuples (m0, id0) and (m1, id1) and the TA, ta, on which it

wishes to be challenged, subject to the condition that no key derivation query

was asked on id0 or id1 in Phase 1. B pads the two messages m0 and m1

with k zero bits to obtain m ′0 = m0||0k and m ′1 = m1||0k and sends the tuples

(m ′0, id0) and (m ′1, id1) to its challenger and receives the BasicIdent encryption

c∗ = (u, v) corresponding to m ′b and id b for ta i, for a bit b chosen uniformly at

random. B sets c∗′ = (uλj
−1
, v) which corresponds to the encryption of m ′b to

identifier id b for taj and sends this to A.

• Phase 2: Phase 2 of the attack proceeds as in Phase 1 with the restriction that

no key derivation query is allowed on id0 or id1.

This completes our description of B’s simulation. Note that A’s view of the

simulation is identical to its view in a real attack. All the queries are responded

to correctly. When A terminates by outputting a bit b
′
, B simply relays this bit

to its challenger. Clearly B’s advantage in breaking the IND-RA-CPA security of

BasicIdent is equal to A’s advantage against the KT-m-IND-RA-CPA security of the

multi-TA IBE scheme. We know that B’s advantage against BasicIdent is negligible

and hence A must have negligible advantage against the multi-TA scheme.
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7.4 Open Problems

The scheme we have presented in this chapter is secure in a rather restricted sense,

our main aim being to demonstrate an example of a Key-Translating IBE scheme.

We pose a number of interesting problems as a consequence of this work.

The Key-Translating IBE scheme we have considered in this chapter involves

multiple TAs. It would be interesting to consider extended security notions in this

setting, similar to the TA Anonymity security notions we have considered in the

previous chapters. We note that the proof of security for the scheme we have presented

in this chapter does not allow us to prove TA Anonymity. However, the ciphertexts

are standard Boneh-Franklin ciphertexts and we can expect the scheme to be TA

anonymous. We may also be able to adapt standard techniques such as the Fujisaki-

Okamoto transform to achieve security against CCA attackers.

It will be worth exploring other existing IBE schemes to see whether we can

perform key translation of the type considered in this chapter. In addition, it will be

interesting to produce schemes where the relations can be derived without the TAs

having to share their master secret keys or to prove that this is impossible.

Schemes that are secure in stronger models, for example where a subset of TAs

can be corrupted, or which tolerate the corruption of private keys corresponding to

an identifier for a subset of TAs pose additional challenges.



Chapter 8

Relations between ID-NIKD and
IBE

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we investigate the relationship between Identity Based Non Interactive

Key Distribution (ID-NIKD) and IBE. We provide a new security model for ID-NIKD,

and a generic construction that converts a secure ID-NIKD scheme into a secure IBE

scheme. This conversion is used to explain the relationship between the ID-NIKD

scheme of Sakai, Ohgishi and Kasahara [101] and the BasicIdent scheme of Boneh

and Franklin [22].

We begin by establishing a new security model for ID-NIKD that more accurately

captures the security desired from this primitive. Our new model is stronger than

the existing model of Dupont and Enge [53] and is inspired by earlier models for

(interactive) authenticated key exchange [13, 17, 11, 34]. Since ID-NIKD is itself a

very useful cryptographic primitive with a wide range of applications in cryptography

(see for example [111, 25, 5]), our new model should be of independent interest. We

show that the well-known ID-NIKD scheme of Sakai et al. [101] is secure in our

model, thus strengthening the main result of [53].

149
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We then explore the relationship between IBE and ID-NIKD. We give a generic

conversion that takes any ID-NIKD scheme that is secure in our model and that

satisfies some mild technical conditions, and produces from it an IBE scheme that

is secure in the IND-ID-CPA security model of [22]. The conversion itself works in

the Standard Model. Chosen-ciphertext security in the ROM can easily be obtained

by applying a secondary conversion, for example the transforms of [78, 120]. Our

ID-NIKD-to-IBE conversion provides a framework within which existing ID-NIKD

and IBE schemes can be related. For example, our conversion allows us to show how

the Boneh-Franklin IBE scheme [22] arises from the ID-NIKD scheme of Sakai et al.

[101].

We are not aware of previous work pointing out the relationship between ID-

NIKD and IBE. Indeed, these two different primitives are sometimes confused in the

literature [86]. In the particular case of the ID-NIKD scheme of Sakai et al. [101]

and the Boneh-Franklin IBE scheme [22], it has been noted by many authors that

the same algebraic setting and keying method is used. But, as far as we are aware,

their exact relationship has not been clarified until now.

8.2 Background and Definitions

Definition 8.1. Consider a family of functions f = (fk)k∈N where fk : {0, 1}∗ → Tk

for some set Tk. We define the advantage of an algorithm A in breaking the one-

wayness of function fk to be:

AdvOW
A (k) = Pr[fk(x) = y : x′ ← {0, 1}∗, y = fk(x

′), x← A(y)].

Here, A is given a description of fk as part of its input.

The family (fk)k∈N is said to be one-way if AdvOW
A (k) is a negligible function for

all algorithms A running in time polynomial in k.
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8.3 Identity Based Non Interactive Key Distribu-

tion

We formally define an Identity Based Non Interactive Key Distribution (ID-NIKD)

scheme by three distinct algorithms: Setup, Extract and SharedKey. Algorithms

Setup and Extract are executed by the Trusted Authority (TA), while SharedKey

can be executed by any entity in possession of its private key and the identifier of any

other entity with which it wishes to generate a shared key.

• Setup: On input 1k, outputs a master public key (or system parameters) mpk

and master secret key msk.

• Extract: On input mpk, msk and identifier id ∈ {0, 1}∗, returns a private key

uskid from some space of private keys SK.

• SharedKey: On input mpk, a private key uskidA
and an identifier idB ∈ {0, 1}∗,

where idB 6= idA, this algorithm returns a key KA,B from some space of shared

keys SHK specified in mpk.

We require that, for any pair of identities idA, idB, and corresponding private keys

uskidA
, uskidB

, SharedKey satisfies the constraint:

SharedKey(mpk, uskidA
, idB) = SharedKey(mpk, uskidB

, idA).

This ensures that entities A and B can indeed generate a shared key without any

interaction. We will normally assume that SHK, the space of shared keys, is {0, 1}n(k)

for some function n(k). In practice, this can be arranged by hashing a “raw” key.

8.3.1 Definition of Security for ID-NIKD

Dupont and Enge [53] introduced the first formal security model for ID-NIKD. We

present our new model, discuss a variant of it, and then explain how it strengthens
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the model of [53].

Our model is stated in terms of a game between an adversary A and a challenger

C. The challenger C takes as input the security parameter 1k, runs algorithm Setup

of the ID-NIKD scheme and gives A mpk. It keeps msk to itself. A then makes

queries of the following three types:

• Extract(id): C responds by running algorithm Extract of the ID-NIKD scheme

with input (mpk,msk, id) to generate a private key uskid . C gives uskid to A.

• Reveal(idA, idB): C responds by running Extract(mpk,msk, idA) to obtain a

private key uskidA
and then SharedKey(mpk, uskidA

, idB) to generate a shared

key KA,B. C gives KA,B to A.

• Test(idA, idB): C responds by calculating KA,B as above. C then selects b
$←

{0, 1}. If b = 0 then C gives KA,B to A; if b = 1, then C gives A a random

element from SHK.

A’s queries may be made adaptively and are arbitrary in number, except that A

is allowed to make only one Test query. A straightforward hybrid argument can be

used to relate our model with a single Test query to a model allowing multiple Test

queries for a fixed bit b. In our model, no query to the Reveal oracle is allowed on

the pair of identities selected for the Test query (in either order), and no Extract

query is allowed on either of the identities involved in the Test query. These last two

conditions are necessary to prevent the adversary from trivially winning the security

game.

Finally, A outputs a bit b′, and wins the game if b′ = b. A’s advantage in this

IND-SK (indistinguishability of shared key) security game is defined to be

AdvIND-SK
A (k) = |Pr[b = b′]− 1/2| .
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We say that an ID-NIKD scheme is IND-SK secure if for any polynomial time

adversary A, the function AdvIND-SK
A (k) is negligible.

A weaker “computational” version of this model can be obtained by removing the

Test oracle and changing the win condition for the game to require that A output

the actual shared key KA,B for two identities idA, idB neither of which is the subject

of an Extract query, and that are not together the subject of a Reveal query. We

refer to OW-SK security in this case.

Comparison to the Model of Dupont and Enge

We detail a number of differences between our security model for ID-NIKD and that

of Dupont and Enge [53]. The model of [53] gives the adversary access to the Extract

oracle, but not to a Reveal oracle. Thus it captures collusion attacks, but does not

give the adversary any direct oracle access to shared keys. This is somewhat analogous

to a “No Reveals” adversary that is sometimes considered in weak security models

for (interactive) key exchange. This restriction means that the model of [53] does not

capture the natural requirement that the adversary, even after capturing keys shared

between some pairs of entities, should still not be able to compute further shared

keys. An adversary can, of course, compute any given shared key after extracting

the private key of one of the relevant entities. But the different key types (private

keys and shared keys) may be afforded different levels of protection in practice, so

differentiating between the different types of compromise that are possible gives us a

more refined model that may better represent real applications. For example, private

keys may be stored and used only in tamper-resistant hardware, while shared keys

may be used as transport keys and so be exposed to cryptanalysis or other forms of

attack.

We note that, in our model, queries to the Reveal oracle can be simulated by

making appropriate access to the Extract oracle. This leads to a reduction from our
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security model to a model in which the adversary does not have access to a Reveal

oracle. However, this reduction requires a correct guess as to which identities will be

involved in the Test query, implying that it is not tight.

The model of [53] requires the adversary to compute the shared key held between

two entities in order to be judged successful, whereas an indistinguishability based

definition is stronger, and more closely aligned with existing models for key exchange.

Thus the model of [53] is analogous to our OW-SK security model, though it is still

weaker than even that model since we provide access to a Reveal oracle.

Finally, for the avoidance of confusion, we note that no non interactive key dis-

tribution scheme can meet the notion of forward security that is enjoyed by many

interactive key distribution protocols.

8.3.2 Security of the ID-NIKD Scheme of Sakai et al.

In this section, we prove the security of the Sakai-Ohgishi-Kasahara (SOK) ID-NIKD

scheme [101] in our extended security model. This strengthens the main result of [53].

The SOK ID-NIKD scheme makes use of a pairing-friendly group generator

PairingGen and has the following algorithms:

• Setup: On input 1k, this algorithm runs PairingGen to obtain a tuple

(G,GT , e, p, g) with the usual properties. It selects s
$← Z∗p and outputs mpk =

(G,GT , e, p, g, g
s, H1, H2, n) where H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G and H2 : GT → {0, 1}n are

hash functions, and SHK = {0, 1}n. It also outputs msk = s.

• Extract: On input mpk, msk and identifier id ∈ {0, 1}∗, this algorithm outputs

uskid = H1(id)s.

• SharedKey: On input mpk, a private key uskidA
and an identifier idB ∈ {0, 1}∗,

where idB 6= idA, this algorithm outputs H2(e(usk idA , H1(idB))) ∈ {0, 1}n.
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It is clear from bilinearity of the map e that SharedKey defined in this way satisfies

the requirement that entities A and B are able to compute a common key. It also

should be pointed out that Dupont and Enge [53] analyse a slight generalization of

the SOK ID-NIKD scheme that operates in the more general setting of asymmetric

pairings. Our analysis can also be transferred to this setting. Note too that, strictly

speaking, there is no need to include the value gs in the public parameters of the

scheme. However, including it simplifies our later presentation.

Theorem 8.1. The SOK ID-NIKD scheme is secure assuming the hardness of the

BDH problem in groups output by PairingGen. In more detail, for any IND-SK

adversary A against the SOK ID-NIKD scheme that makes qi queries to hash function

Hi for i = 1, 2, there is an algorithm B that solves the BDH problem in groups (G,GT )

output by PairingGen with

AdvBDH
B (k) ≥ AdvIND-SK

A (k)/q2
1q2.

Moreover, B runs in time O(time(A)). The proof is in the random oracle model, i.e.

H1, H2 are modelled as random oracles.

Proof: Suppose there is an adversary A against the SOK ID-NIKD scheme with

advantage ε and running time t. We show how to construct an algorithm B that uses

A to solve the BDH problem in groups (G,GT ) output by PairingGen.

B’s input is (G,GT , e, p, g, g
a, gb, gc) where G, GT are cyclic groups of prime order

p, g generates G, e : G×G→ GT is a bilinear map, and (ga, gb, gc) is an instance of

the BDH problem in G. B’s task is to compute e(g, g)abc, and it does this by acting

as a challenger for A.

B gives A mpk = (G,GT , e, p, g, g
c, H1, H2, n) where H1 and H2 are Random

Oracles simulated by B. Let q1 be a bound on the number of queries made to H1 by

A in the course of its attack; similarly let q2 be a bound on the number of queries
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made to H2. B chooses two distinct indices I and J uniformly at random from

{1, 2, . . . , q1} and a third index L uniformly at random from {1, 2, . . . , q2}. A makes

a series of queries which B answers as follows:

• H1 queries: B maintains a table to handle A’s H1 queries. If id already appears

in an entry of the form (id , d, h) in the table, then B returns h in response to

A’s query. Otherwise, if A’s i-th distinct query to H1 is on id i, then B proceeds

as follows:

1. If i = I, then B adds (id I ,⊥, ga) to the H1 table and returns ga.

2. If i = J , then B adds (idJ ,⊥, gb) to the H1 table and returns gb.

3. Otherwise, B chooses di uniformly at random from Zq, adds (id i, di, g
di) to

the H1 table, and returns gdi .

B’s responses to H1 queries are uniformly and independently generated.

• H2 queries: B maintains a table to handle A’s H2 queries. If the query s

already appears in an entry of the form (s,K) in the table, then B returns K in

response to A’s query. Otherwise, if A’s i-th distinct query to H2 is on si, then

B selects a random element Ki from GT , adds (si, Ki) to the table, and returns

Ki to A. Again, B’s responses to H2 queries are uniformly and independently

generated.

• Extract queries: If A makes an Extract query on an identifier id , B first

makes an H1 query on id if this has not already been done. If id ∈ {id I , idJ}

then B aborts the simulation. Otherwise, B finds an entry (id , d, h) in the H1

table and outputs gcd.

• Reveal queries: WhenAmakes a Reveal query on a pair of identities {id i, id j},

B first makes H1 queries on id i and id j if this has not already been done.
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If {id i, id j} = {id I , idJ} then B aborts the simulation. Otherwise, suppose

|{id i, id j} ∩ {id I , idJ}| ≤ 1. Then B can obtain from the H1 table two entries

(id i, di, hi) and (id j, dj, hj), where either di 6= ⊥ or dj 6= ⊥. If di 6= ⊥, then B

responds with the value H2(e(hj, g
cdi)), first making the H2 query if necessary.

If dj 6= ⊥, then B responds with the value H2(e(hi, g
cdj)).

• Test query: At some point during the simulation A makes a single Test query

on a pair of identities. If A does not choose id I and idJ as the identities in

this query, then B aborts its interaction with A and fails. Otherwise, B outputs

a randomly generated value K ∈ {0, 1}n. Notice that because of the way in

which the simulation is set up, the “correct” key that would be computed by B

in responding to this query is equal to H2(e(g, g)abc).

This completes our description of B’s simulation. When A terminates by out-

putting a bit b′ (or if A exceeds its normal running time), then B outputs the value

sL held in the L-th entry of the H2 list.

We now assess B’s success probability. Let F denote the event that B is not

forced to abort during its simulation and let G denote the event that a query to H2

on input e(g, g)abc is made at some point during B’s simulation. Then, Pr[F ] ≥ 1/q2
1,

and conditioned on event F occurring, then up to the point where G occurs, B’s

simulation is indistinguishable from that seen when A interacts with a true challenger.

Moreover, if F occurs, but G does not occur, then, A’s advantage is zero. For then

the shared key that should be held between the two identities involved in the Test

query (namely id I and idJ) is equal to H2(e(g, g)abc), and this is independent of A’s

view unless event G occurs. Hence, assuming event F occurs, we have:
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AdvIND-SK
A (k) =

∣∣∣∣Pr[b = b′]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣Pr[b = b′|G] Pr[G] + Pr[b = b′|¬G] Pr[¬G]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣
≤ |Pr[G]|+

∣∣∣∣Pr[b = b′|¬G]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣
= Pr[G].

On the other hand, when events F and G do occur, B is successful in outputting

e(g, g)abc with probability at least 1/q2, since in this case we know that e(g, g)abc is

on the H2 list in some position, and B selects its output from the list in a random

position. Combining these facts, we see that AdvBDH
B (k) ≥ ε/q2

1q2. This completes

the proof.

A variant scheme whose security is based on the hardness of the DBDH problem

is obtained simply by omitting the hash function H2, so that the shared key is defined

to be the “raw” value e(usk idA , H1(idB)) ∈ GT . We can also obtain OW-SK security

based on the hardness of the BDH problem for this variant scheme.

8.4 From ID-NIKD to IBE

We show how to construct an IBE scheme from any ID-NIKD scheme that meets two

additional technical conditions. We will then show that if the ID-NIKD scheme is

IND-SK secure, then the IBE scheme that results from our conversion is IND-ID-CPA

secure in the sense of [22].

A KEM formulation of our construction is also possible. In some ways this would

be a more natural approach to take, since both ID-NIKD schemes and KEMs are

concerned with keys, and one can generically obtain IBE from suitable KEMs using

results of [15]. However, we are interested in exploring the relationship between
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existing ID-NIKD and IBE schemes, and so have focussed here on an IBE formulation

instead.

8.4.1 The Generic Conversion

We are now ready to present our generic conversion from ID-NIKD to IBE. Informally,

the main idea of the conversion is that an encrypting party A can generate an “on-the-

fly” key-pair (S, U) for each encryption to a party B. A uses the public parameters

of the scheme, the identifier of the recipient B and the one-time private key S to

compute a shared key, which is used to protect the message. Sending the one-time

public key U as part of the ciphertext to B allows B to compute the same shared key

and recover the message.

We require the ID-NIKD scheme to satisfy the following requirements:

1. The Extract and SharedKey algorithms of the ID-NIKD scheme should, as a

first step, hash the input identifier id using a member h = hk of a one-way hash

function family (hk)k∈N to produce an element Uid in some set PK, with all

further computations in the Extract and SharedKey algorithms depending only

on Uid and not on id . We assume that h is described in the public parameters

of the scheme. We may think of Uid as being the public key corresponding to

the string id . If this condition is satisfied, then, from the algorithm SharedKey

with inputsmpk, uskidA
, idB we can construct a new algorithm SharedKey′ with

inputs mpk, uskidA
, UidB

= h(idB) that has the same output as SharedKey.

2. There should exist a randomized algorithm Sample that on input mpk, outputs

pairs (S, U) ∈ {SK}×{PK} with S being a private key corresponding to public

key U and U
$← {PK}. Note that an identifier corresponding to U will not

be obtainable from U when it is generated in this way without inverting the

one-way hash function h.
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These conditions are certainly satisfied for the SOK ID-NIKD scheme considered

in Section 8.3.2. In this scheme, a hash function H1 is first used to convert identifiers

into group elements before any further processing. Modelling H1 as a Random Oracle

in the security analysis is a stronger assumption than H1 being one-way. For the SOK

scheme, we can define Sample as setting b
$← Z∗p, S = gsb and U = gb. Here we see

the need for including g and gs in the public parameters of the ID-NIKD scheme.

Assuming these two conditions are met for an ID-NIKD scheme S, we construct

an IBE scheme IBE(S) as follows:

• Setup: On input 1k, this algorithm runs the Setup of S (with the same input)

to obtain mpk,msk. The master public key of IBE(S) is set to mpk and the

master secret key is set to msk. We assume that mpk contains a description of

the shared key space SHK, and that SHK = {0, 1}n; this will also define the

message space of IBE(S).

• Extract: On input (mpk,msk, id), this algorithm runs the Extract algorithm

of the ID-NIKD scheme S with the same input to obtain a private key uskid .

The output is uskid .

• Encrypt: Let the input be mpk, id ,M ∈ {0, 1}n. This algorithm runs Sample to

obtain a pair (S, U). It then runs SharedKey of scheme S on input (mpk, S, id)

to obtain a key K ∈ {0, 1}n. The output is C = (U, V ) where V = M ⊕K.

• Decrypt: Let the input be (mpk, uskid , C) with C = (U, V ). This algorithm

runs SharedKey′ (derived from SharedKey of S) on input (mpk, uskid , U) to

obtain a key K. The output is M = V ⊕K.

Note that the Setup and Extract algorithms of the IBE scheme IBE(S) are

almost identical to those of the ID-NIKD scheme S. As discussed earlier, the main

idea of the construction is that the encrypting party A can generate an “on-the-fly”
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key-pair (S, U) for each encryption to B. Running SharedKey(mpk, S, idB) allows A

to generate a shared key with B having identifier idB, and sending the public key U

to B as part of the ciphertext allows B to compute the same shared key by running

SharedKey′(mpk, uskidB
, U). This shared key is then used to protect the message.

The scheme can be generalized to handle an ID-NIKD scheme whose shared key

space SHK is any set equipped with a group operation; messages are then constrained

to also lie in SHK. Alternatively, the key K produced during Encrypt can be used

to derive a key for a symmetric encryption scheme. We have the following security

result:

Theorem 8.2. Suppose the ID-NIKD scheme S is IND-SK secure and satisfies the

two conditions above. Suppose also that (hk)k∈N used in the construction of S is a one-

way function family. Then the IBE scheme IBE(S) is IND-ID-CPA secure. More

precisely, for any adversary A against IBE(S), there are adversaries B1 against the

one-wayness of (hk) and B2 against the IND-SK security of S such that:

AdvIND-ID-CPA
A (k) ≤ AdvOW

B1
(k) + 2 · AdvIND-SK

B2
(k).

Here, B1, B2 have running time roughly the same as A.

Proof: Let A be an adversary against IBE(S) and let AdvIND-ID-CPA
A (k) denote

its advantage. We construct from A two distinct algorithms B1,B2. Algorithm B1

attempts to break the one-wayness of hash function h, while algorithm B2 attempts

to break the ID-NIKD scheme. The subsequent joint analysis of these two algorithms

will then give us our result.

B1 receives from its challenger C1 a value U ∈ PK and uses A in an attempt to

find a string id ′ ∈ {0, 1}∗ such that h(id ′) = U . Clearly, if B1 is successful, then

it breaks the one-wayness of h. B1 runs Setup of the scheme IBE(S), obtaining

msk,mpk. Note that h is assumed to be described in mpk. Now B1 gives mpk to A.
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B1 handles A’s Extract queries using its knowledge of msk to run algorithm Extract

of IBE(S). When A submits challenge messages M0, M1 and a challenge identifier

id∗, B1 sets C∗ = (U, V ) where V = Mb ⊕K and K = SharedKey′(mpk, uskid ∗ , U).

Here, uskid ∗ is obtained by running Extract and b
$← {0, 1}. Eventually A outputs

its bit b′. If at any point in the game, A makes a query to its Extract oracle on an

identifier id satisfying h(id) = U , then B1 now outputs id . If id∗ satisfies h(id∗) = U ,

then B1 outputs id∗. Otherwise, B1 fails when A outputs its bit. It is clear that the

attack environment provided by B1 to A is indistinguishable from that provided by

a real challenger. Moreover, if A does at any point make a query (either an Extract

query or during the challenge phase) involving an identifier id ∈ {0, 1}∗ such that

h(id) = U , then B1 breaks the one-wayness of h.

B2 receives from its challenger C2 the public parameters mpk of the ID-NIKD

scheme S and uses A in an attempt to win against C2 in the IND-SK security game

for S. Let d denote the hidden bit used by C2 in responding to B2’s Test query. B2

begins by selecting id ′
$← {0, 1}∗ and computing U = h(id ′). B2 then passes mpk

to A. A’s Extract queries on identifiers id are handled by B2 by passing them to

C2 as Extract queries in the IND-SK game. However, if h(id) = U for any of these

queries, then B2 aborts. When A submits challenge messages M0, M1 and a challenge

identifier id∗, B2 makes its Test query to C2 on input (id ′, id∗), receiving a value K

in return. B2 then selects b
$← {0, 1} and sets C∗ = (U, V ) where V = Mb ⊕ K.

However, if h(id∗) = U , then B2 aborts. Eventually A outputs its bit b′. If b′ = b

then B2 outputs bit d′ = 0; otherwise B2 outputs d′ = 1. The attack environment

provided by B2 to A is indistinguishable from that provided by a real challenger,

provided that B2 does not abort. Moreover, when B2 does not abort, B2 makes only

legal queries to its challenger C2 – we can be sure that id ′ is distinct from id∗ and

that id ′ is not involved in any Extract query. In this situation, B2’s advantage can,
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via a standard argument, be expressed as:

AdvIND-SK
B2

(k) =
1

2
|Pr[d′ = 0|d = 0]− Pr[d′ = 0|d = 1]| .

When d = 1, the key K returned by C2 to B2 as a result of the Test query is

random in SHK = {0, 1}n, and then the ciphertext C∗ received by A is independent

of the bit b. Hence in this case, A has zero advantage and Pr[b = b′] = 1/2. So

Pr[d′ = 0|d = 1] = 1/2. On the other hand, when d = 0, the key K returned by

C2 to B2 is equal to the shared key for identifiers id ′, id∗, and hence C∗ is a proper

encryption of Mb. Then Pr[d′ = 0|d = 0] = Pr[b = b′|¬F ], where F denotes the event

that B2 aborts and ¬F its complement. Combining this information, we obtain

AdvIND-SK
B2

(k) =
1

2
· |Pr[b = b′|¬F ]− 1/2| .

Notice that A’s view is identical when playing against either B1 or B2, unless B2

aborts. So the occurrence of F is independent of which algorithm A plays against.

Notice too that if F occurs, then B1 successfully inverts h. Then we have

AdvIND-ID-CPA
A (k) = |Pr[b = b′]− 1/2|

= |Pr[b = b′|F ] · Pr[F ] + Pr[b = b′|¬F ] · (1− Pr[F ])− 1/2|

≤ Pr[F ] + |Pr[b = b′|¬F ]− 1/2|

= AdvOW
B1

(k) + 2 ·AdvIND-SK
B2

(k).

This, together with the observation that the running times of B1 and B2 are roughly

the same as that of A, completes the proof.

The above construction provides IND-ID-CPA security for the scheme IBE(S).

In the ROM, we may apply the generic transform of [120] to obtain an IBE scheme

with IND-ID-CCA security, provided IBE(S) satisfies a mild technical condition

(γ-uniformity). The resulting scheme (using either conversion) will be only a little

less efficient than IBE(S). In turn, IBE(S) has roughly the same performance
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characteristics as the ID-NIKD scheme that it is built from. In fact, the generic

transform of [120] only requires a one-way security notion for the starting IBE scheme

in order to obtain IND-ID-CCA security. We can achieve this notion of security for our

ID-NIKD-to-IBE conversion under the weaker requirement that the ID-NIKD scheme

be OW-SK secure. This can allow a slightly more efficient overall construction for an

IND-ID-CCA secure IBE scheme, since we can typically obtain OW-SK security using

one less hash function than is needed for IND-SK security, and with a slightly tighter

reduction. Moreover, it can be seen from the proof of Theorem 8.2 that no access to

the Reveal oracle is needed during the simulation. This means that security in the

weaker model for ID-NIKD originally proposed in [53] is actually sufficient for our

application to IBE.

8.4.2 Applying the Conversion

We have already explained how the SOK ID-NIKD scheme meets the requirements

for our conversion to be applicable. In this case, we obtain an IBE scheme with the

following algorithms:

• Setup: On input 1k, this algorithm runs Setup of the SOK scheme and outputs

mpk = (G,GT , e, p, g, g
s, H1, H2, n) where H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G and H2 : G →

{0, 1}n are hash functions. It also outputs msk = s.

• Extract: On input mpk , msk and identifier id ∈ {0, 1}∗, this algorithm runs

algorithm Extract of the SOK scheme and outputs a value uskid = H1(id)s.

• Encrypt: On input mpk, identifier id ∈ {0, 1}∗ and message m, the algorithm

firstly sets b
$← Z∗p and sets S = gsb and u = gb (i.e. runs Sample corresponding

to the SOK scheme). It then computes SharedKey of the SOK-NIKD scheme

on inputs mpk , S and id to obtain a key K = H2(e(S,H1(id))). Finally, it
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computes v = m ⊕K. The algorithm returns the ciphertext c = (u, v).

• Decrypt: On input mpk , a private key uskid and a ciphertext c = (u, v), this

algorithm first computes SharedKey of the SOK-NIKD scheme on inputs mpk ,

uskid and u to obtain a key K ′ and outputs m = v ⊕K ′.

The IND-ID-CPA security of this IBE scheme is guaranteed by Theorems 8.1 and

8.2, assuming the hardness of the BDH problem in groups output by PairingGen.

It is easy to see that this IBE scheme is nothing other than the BasicIdent IBE

scheme of Boneh and Franklin [22]. Thus our approach provides a “new” proof of

security for this scheme (and since the IND-ID-CCA secure scheme FullIdent of [22]

is effectively obtained via the later generic transform of [58], a proof for FullIdent

too).

8.5 Concluding Remarks

In [96] the authors show how to build ID-NIKD schemes that are secure in the models

presented in this chapter, from any Trapdoor Discrete Logarithm (TDL) group. In

a TDL group, the discrete logarithm problem is easy if some trapdoor information is

known. They apply the generic conversion presented in this chapter to obtain IBE

schemes whose security is consequently not based on the hardness assumptions in

pairing-friendly groups. In keeping with the theme of this thesis, we have only dis-

cussed pairing based schemes in this chapter. However, our conversion demonstrates

how seemingly quite different IBE schemes can be seen as arising in a uniform way

from a common underlying primitive, namely ID-NIKD. Specifically, it explains in a

new way the relationship between the SOK ID-NIKD scheme and the IBE schemes

of Boneh and Franklin [22]. It would also be interesting to explore if further known

IBE schemes can be related to (presumably as yet unknown) ID-NIKD schemes.



Chapter 9

Concluding Remarks

The main focus of this thesis has been on considering IBE in the setting of multiple

TAs. We provided motivations, formal definitions and security notions for such multi-

TA IBE schemes. We concentrated on the scenario where multiple TAs share some

common system parameters and considered how we could achieve the notion of TA

Anonymity in this setting. We discussed appropriate multi-TA versions of well known

IBE schemes in the Random Oracle Model and the Standard Model and studied their

security properties. We also showed how the TA Anonymity security notion may

have rather subtle implications for schemes that use IBE as a building block. We

have already identified a number of avenues for future research in this thesis and list

a few additional open problems here.

9.1 Robustness for Multi-TA IBE

Abdalla et al. [3, 4] define robustness as the property of a PKE scheme such that

decrypting a ciphertext created with a public key, should fail when decrypting with

a private key corresponding to another public key. In practice such a functionality

is achieved using appropriate padding. However, there is nothing inherent in the

regular security definitions to encompass such a functionality. To highlight that strong

166
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security notions such as IND-CCA security do not imply robustness, the authors show

in [3] that the Fujisaki-Okamoto transform and the CHK transform do not in general

impart robustness (although they may for specific instantiations).

In the multi-TA IBE setting, we may require a similar additional robustness con-

dition – decrypting a ciphertext created using an identity and the master public key

of one TA should fail to decrypt using a private key for that (or any other) identity

issued by another TA. This seems to be an interesting area meriting specific attention

and we leave this for future work.

9.2 Multi-TA HIBE

HIBE schemes were introduced in Section 2.8.5. We stress that multi-TA IBE is

different from HIBE. In a HIBE scheme, a single root TA generates public parameters

and a master secret, using which the master secrets of all sub-TAs are produced. On

the other hand, in the multi-TA IBE setting, there is no single root TA, but rather

a group of independent TAs (who have unique master public keys and master secret

keys, but may share some common system parameters)

In the same vein, as discussed in Section 3.2.4, Anonymous HIBE (AHIBE) [2, 27]

is related to, but different from TA Anonymity for IBE. In AHIBE, ciphertexts are

anonymous in that an adversary cannot distinguish which identity was used when

producing a ciphertext, where now identities are comprised of a vector of strings

identifying a hierarchy of TAs and a final user. By contrast, in the multi-TA IBE

setting TA Anonymity captures the security property that ciphertexts do not leak

the public parameters of the TA.

In [2] the authors give security definitions for AHIBE, parameterized by level.

They note that the HIBE schemes of [63] and [20] are not anonymous, even at level

1. They present a modified construction of the HIBE scheme from [63] and show
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that it is anonymous at level 1. Subsequently, an AHIBE scheme is presented in the

Standard Model in [27] where ciphertexts are anonymous at all levels of the hierarchy.

The “right” generalization of the multi-TA IBE concept to the HIBE setting would

involve multiple, independent root TAs, each being the root of a tree of TAs and

users. Thus we would have a forest of trees, and would then wish to study anonymity

properties of ciphertexts in this multi-HIBE setting. A multi-TA HIBE scheme can

be defined in a manner similar to multi-TA IBE scheme, by having a CommonSetup

algorithm output a set of parameters shared by (independent) root TAs. In such a

multi-TA HIBE setting, a TA Anonymity notion would capture the requirement that

ciphertexts, even for the same message and identity vector, but composed using the

public parameters of different root TAs, do not leak the public parameters of the root

TA.

We note that Canetti et al. [33] give a construction that builds an h-level HIBE

scheme that is selective-id IND-CCA secure, from an (h+ 1)-level HIBE scheme that

is selective-id IND-CPA secure, and a strongly secure one-time signature scheme. In

fact the result in which they build a IND-CCA secure PKE scheme from a selective-id

IND-CPA secure IBE scheme is a special case of this more general result (to see this,

note that an IBE scheme is nothing other a 1-level HIBE scheme and that a PKE

scheme can in some senses be viewed as a 0-level IBE scheme, i.e. a scheme where

messages are encrypted to the root TA only). We note that with rigourous definitions

and security notions for multi-TA HIBE schemes we should also be able to extend

the more general result from [33] to the setting of multi-TA HIBE scheme. However,

at present we do not know how to prove TA Anonymity for any HIBE scheme.
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